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Abstract
The starting point for this thesis is the failed cooperation of four distributors in Germany. The 
author is involved in this alliance and intends to investigate what went wrong and what they 
can do to make it successful. Therefore empirical data has been collected from different forms 
of cooperation in technical wholesale in Germany.
The case study research is based on the repertory grid technique. Since the interviewees’ 
knowledge partly consists of tacit knowledge, the repertory grid method was found 
particularly suitable. The aims of the survey are: (1) investigation of the reasons for the failed 
cooperation, (2) identification of success factors for a prosperous alliance, and (3) a 
comparison of the alliances. Based on thirty repertory grid interviews, classified as customer 
and partner interviews, the author reveals the reasons for why the cooperation failed and states 
the success factors of effective cooperations. The specific results of the repertory grid 
interviews are compared with findings from different theoretical approaches.
Chapter one briefly contextualises the research project and its aim and objectives. Chapter 
two consists of the literature review which defines significant terms and definitions and 
explores the relevant theoretical frameworks for the research problem. The reason for 
considering five different theories is to work out the success factors from different positions. 
The results serve as a basis for the following data analyses. Chapter three outlines the 
underlying methodology on the basis of a “research onion”. Different layers are explained in 
subchapters, including the philosophical underpinnings, the research strategies and the used 
techniques and procedures. The advantages of the repertory grid technique for this research 
project are explored. In the analysis of the study results (chapters four and five), the repertory 
grid analyses are grouped into a qualitative analysis of the individual interviews and a 
subsequent group analysis. These two empirical chapters assess the reasons for both the failed 
cooperation and the reasons for success in a prosperous cooperation. The final chapter brings 
together the results from both the literature review and the interviews, summarising the 
success factors and introducing ideas for improvements. Finally, the author discusses the 
study’s limitations and encourages future research.
The findings identify both the mistakes made by the failed BMS cooperation and success 
factors during the different stages of the cooperation process. Important findings that could be 
revealed both empirically and conceptually were, for example, that the coordination of 
activities and information was inadequate. Furthermore the agreement between the partners 
was not clear enough and the strategic alignment of BMS was incomplete.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problem Definition
In 2006, Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG began a cooperation comprising four companies 
which operate at the same market level. All four companies are distributors in the southern 
part of Germany. When the cooperation failed, the companies involved did not know what 
and how they could improve the various processes within the cooperation. This failed alliance 
was the starting point for my thesis. The author is one of the persons in charge of the 
cooperation and was asked to identify success factors for the failed BMS cooperation.
The alliance consists of four medium-sized wholesale trading companies. Wholesale differs 
from retail in the way that its purpose is to resell to commercial clients instead of consumers. 
The companies concerned specialise in the sale of technical supplies for the mechanical 
engineering and automotive industry. A key customer from the automotive industry had asked 
Josef Blassinger GmbH & Co.KG either to expand their product range or miss out on the 
chance of participating in a tendering. Because the company is medium-sized and a specialist 
in its branch of trade, it faced the challenge of either accepting the loss of this important 
customer or expanding its product range by entering into a strategic cooperation with other 
medium-sized companies offering other trading goods. Through this cooperation, the 
company is able to offer their customers a complete product range without weakening the 
company's strategy of differentiation. The responsible persons decided to cooperate with 
other technical distributors from the same region that are renowned for their quality and 
expertise. After the start-up phase of this cooperation, the acquisition of new customers failed 
and collaboration turned out to be difficult. They know, however, that there were successful 
alliances of distributors in Germany at that time.
The research problem exists because the managements of the partner companies did not 
understand the reasons why their alliance failed while others were successful. The results 
from this thesis will help the managers concerned understand which integral parts of the 
cooperation process are important and must be changed.
1.2 Research Problem
The formation of alliances and cooperations attracted a lot of attention over the past few 
years. An analysis of only three journals - “Journal of Management Science”, “Strategic
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Management Journal” and “Journal of Business Research”- showed that more than two 
hundred technical papers dealing with the subjects of “alliances”, “joint ventures” and 
“networks” were published within the last ten years (for a detailed overview cf. Zentes et al., 
2003, Kale and Singh, 2009 or Vanpouke and Vereecke, 2010). There is also a great variety 
of specific literature discussing the difficulties of alliances and cooperations and such issues 
as the dependencies between partners, the complexity of an alliance or its economic effects 
(Schreiner et al., 2009, Simonin, 1999, Kumar, 2012, Holm et. al., 1999, Inkpen, 2000, Stein, 
2003). This thesis is based on these systematic surveys but also identifies the critical factors 
of a horizontal alliance for a distributor in Germany.
Because an expansion of the product range by entering into a strategic alliance is of prime 
importance for a specialised distributor, the reasons for success of such an alliance are the 
most important research objective for this thesis.
The specific research question is:
“What are the success factors of horizontal cooperation in technical wholesale based 
upon a medium-sized cooperation in Germany?”
Because the findings are specific to the BMS case, the results are of special importance for 
the partner companies of the BMS cooperation. This research project intends to improve the 
understanding of both clients and partner companies. Therefore further objectives of this work 
are:
• Which factors of cooperation are the most important?
• How can the partners convince their customers of the advantages and savings of such 
a cooperation?
• How can the cooperation partners deal with the clients’ concerns?
• What are the differences between a full service supplier and a cooperation of
independent companies?
• Which are the significant differences between the actions of a failed cooperation and 
the actions of a successful one?
The research project in fact consists of two projects. Project one focuses on the failed strategic 
alliance, utilising repertory grid interviews with twenty interviewees to identify mistakes in 
the different alliance processes. Project two concentrates on successful alliances, utilising
repertory grid interviews with ten subjects in order to find out their success factors. With 
these two different types of analyses, the author is able to work out significant differences in 
the various phases of cooperation.
1.3 Overall research design
The knowledge that the author wishes to gain through this thesis will influence the strategies 
in the four cooperating companies of the failed cooperation. Although the companies involved 
have already started cooperations with other medium-sized companies in the field of 
distribution, their managers do not exactly know which of their actions have been correct or 
what they can improve. After determining the main features of a cooperation, the involved 
companies will know what they need to change in order to establish a successful cooperation. 
For such an unstructured research problem, an exploratory research design is recommended 
(Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2005) which is described in the chapter “research design”. The aim of 
research therefore is to identify success factors for the failed cooperation in the industrial 
sector of technical wholesale. Even though much literature exists and extensive research has 
been conducted in the area of alliances, the failed BMS cooperation represents a very specific 
problem. To explore the reasons and the background, an exploratory design is helpful. 
Saunders et al. (2007) identify three principal methods for conducting an exploratory research 
project:
1.) A search of literature
2.) Interviewing experts in the subject and
3.) Conducting focus group interviews
All three methods will be used to obtain the necessary knowledge about the success factors 
for a horizontal cooperation. The following figure illustrates the structure of this thesis.
Figure 1: Structure of the thesis
1; Introduction
Literature Review Methodology
2; Definition 5a; Analysis 6a; Analysis
of horizontal of single of single
cooperation 4: Theoretical inter/lews inter/lews
3: Trends of approaches 5b: Analysis 6b; Analysis
technical of group of group
Vv'holesale
Project 1:
Failed cooperation
Project 2:
Successful
cooperation
2 5a 6a
4 —  1 I 7
3 5b 6b
7: Conclusion 
and
recommendations
Source: Own Source
Because the aim of the thesis is to “explore” and because it clearly follows an inductive 
approach, it is legitimate that the literature review does not conclude with any hypotheses or 
propositions (Yin, 2003). Nevertheless, the theoretical analysis will provide essential advice, 
particularly with regard to the important parameters for a cooperation.
Figure 1 describes the structure of the thesis. The first chapter (1) includes the introduction, 
while the literature review consists of three different parts. To obtain an understanding of the 
economic environment, the author defines the concepts of technical wholesale and horizontal 
cooperation (2) and investigates the trends in technical wholesale (3). The main focus of the 
literature review, however, is the consideration of possible success factors with the help of 
different theoretical approaches (4). After examining the different theoretical frameworks, the 
elaborated determinants for a successful alliance serve as the basis for empirical research.
Following Saunders’ three methods of conducting exploratory research, the second principle 
is fulfilled through interviews with thirty subjects from four different groups, namely (a)
customers and (b) partners of a failed (5) and successful (6) cooperation. Yet, the key aspects 
of this thesis are the focus group interviews, because the failed partners are primarily 
interested in the understanding of the plurality of their opinions. For this reason, the repertory 
grid interview technique is employed because it can interpret both individual views and the 
group opinion. The last part of the thesis compares the results from the literature review with 
the findings of the two interviewed groups, makes recommendations for the failed 
cooperation, and states the limitations of the study (7).
2 Literature review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter develops the basis for the following sections. Extracting important literature for 
the research project is significant for the analysis and interpretation of the results. 
Furthermore, systematic consideration will identify any gap in available literature that can 
guide the direction of the empirical study. Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005) identify three main 
aims of a literature review:
1. Frame the problem under scrutiny;
2. Identify relevant concepts, methods and facts;
3. Position the study
Consequently this section assesses the most important aspects of relevant literature, chooses 
the most suitable gaps for the thesis and finally describes the structure of the literature review.
Discussions about inter-organisational relationships have increased considerably over the past 
few years. With regard to content, the articles cover, for example, the decision and 
management processes, dynamic and knowledge management or the success and 
consequences of cooperation. Moreover, the form, design, structure, control and manipulation 
of alliances and networks have been addressed (Cropper et al., 2008 and Zentes et al, 2007). 
Because the topic and the methods of this research are multifaceted, a review of relevant 
questions and methods was undertaken first. The subject of inter-organisational relationships 
is so extensive and complex that the approaches are very diverse. However, research about 
inter-organisational relationships has two main concepts in common, namely the 
organisations and the relationship between them (Hart, 1998). While the concept of 
“organisation” concerns the size, the sector and the development stage of cooperation, the 
perspective of “relationships” is especially concerned with the design of alliances (Sydow, 
1992; Swoboda, 2005). Cropper et al. (2008) additionally differentiates between the macro 
and/or micro context in which both, organisation and their relations, are embedded.
Assuming these categorical differentiations as a basis, the thesis concentrates on findings 
about the relationships of organisations and here the optimal arrangement between them. 
Because the investigation is related to very specific organisations, regions and branches of 
industry, the micro economic point of view is beneficial. However, the disadvantage is that 
the results cannot be easily applied to other organisations. This aspect will be addressed in the 
final chapter that considers the limitations of the thesis.
Besides the basic differentiation between organisations and relationships of cooperation, 
authors have looked at (institutional) forms of cooperation, the area of added value, general 
conditions and motivating forces (Inkpen, 2000; Gulati, 1998). Both the general conditions 
and motivating forces will be analysed later on, as well as the kind of cooperation (horizontal 
or vertical). This basic introduction about the concepts and the business environment of Josef 
Blassinger GmbH & Co.KG is important for understanding the empirical chapters.
Altogether, the chapter “literature review” consists of three parts, which are pictured in the 
following figure.
Figure 2: Structure of the “literature review'
Success factors of 
horizontal 
cooperation  in 
technical wholesale
C o m m u n it i e s  o f  Practice
Source: Own source
Drivers and changes in 
technical \A/holesale
T heoretical ap p ro ac h es
Definition and 
cfassificatlon of 
horizontal cooperation
Two parts  o f  defin it ion;  
• h o r izo n ta l  (ad d ing  value)  
• c o o p e r a t io n  (b orderl ine)
• D e s c r ip t io n  of techn ica l  
w h o l e s a l e  in G e r m a n y  
•Trends  and  c h a n g e s  
• History and  facts  a b o u t  BMS
• Transaction C ost  T h e o r /
• R esou rc e -  D e p e n d e n c e -  I h e o ry
• G a m e  Theory
• Social N e tw o rk  T heory
The three colours in the figure illustrate the constituent parts of my research question. While 
the first two parts relate to the basic understanding, the theoretical approaches represent the 
foundation for empirical research. The theoretical approaches are particularly suitable for the 
present research question, because a multi-paradigmatic approach will have the ability to 
illustrate different problems. The author presents a short overview of the most important
theories first, before five theoretical concepts are applied to elaborate the success factors for 
the underlying cooperation.
Therefore the literature review includes the following sub-chapters:
1.) a definition of “horizontal cooperation” (highlighted in green),
2.) a description of the changes in technical wholesale and, along with these, the need for 
adjustment of Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG (highlighted in blue),
3.) an elaboration of the success factors by means of different theoretical approaches 
(highlighted in red).
The core focus of the literature review is the appraisal of particularly relevant theories, 
because they inform the methodology and the thesis more widely.
Ghauri and Gronhaug’s three principal aims are hereby fulfilled, because
a.) the problems are framed in chapter 2.2 and 2.3,
b.) the author outlines the relevant theoretical approaches in brief before a couple of them 
are chosen for a more detailed consideration (chapter 2.4) due to their relevance of the 
research problem,
c.) at the end of the literature review, the results of the theories are applied to BMS. The 
author will position the study and sharpen the aims for the empirical section (chapter 
2.5).
2.2 Definition of horizontal cooperation
In this section, the term “horizontal cooperation” is defined. Because the term consists of two 
parts, namely “horizontal” and “cooperation”, the definition will be worked out in two 
sections. The term “horizontal” refers to the level of adding value, but first of all, it is 
important to define the scope of the term “cooperation”.
It is undisputed that cooperation has increased in importance in recent years, both in research 
and management practice. Even the heterogeneous understanding of the term and the partially 
wrong usage can be interpreted as an indicator for the great dynamics in the area of research 
on cooperation. In principle, the study of inter-organisational relationships concerns the 
understanding of patterns, character, origin and consequences of relationships between 
organisations. Terms of inter-organisational relationships are widely prevalent in the 
language, e.g. partnership, network, cooperation or coalition. Table 1 shows some of the most
common nouns and several frequently used adjectives operating as descriptors for inter- 
organisational relationships (lOR). The third section of the table deals with other phraseology, 
in terms of the actual act of relating (Cropper et al., 2008).
Table 1: Commonly used inter-organisational relationships language
Names for inter-organisational entities
An alliance An association A cluster A coalition
A collaboration A consortium A constellation A cooperation
A federation A joint venture A network A one stop shop
A partnership A relationship A strategic alliance A zone
Descriptors for inter-organisational entities
Collaborative Cooperative Coordinated Interlocking
Inter-organisational Inter-professional Joined-up Joint
Multi-agency Multi-party Multi-organisational Multiplex
Trans-organisational Virtual
Names for inter-organisational acts
Bridging Collaboration Contracting Cooperation
Franchising Networking Outsourcing Partnering
Working together
Source: Cropper et al., 2008, page 5
All of these terms are used within the context of multiple meanings. Different researchers 
have provided varying concepts, but none of them has been generally accepted. In the 
following, the notion “cooperation” will be differentiated from the two synonymously used 
definitions, namely “strategic alliance” and “network”.
Because the term “cooperation” is also engaged with multifaceted kinds, a definition 
regarding the object of investigation will be developed. Thereby the notion can be interpreted 
as an entrepreneurial collaboration with the characteristic of coordination or collective 
completion through autonomous companies (Zentes et al., 2003). In the first instance, it does 
not matter, whether this cooperation is temporary or permanent.
The word “horizontal” refers to the level of adding-value of the partnership. The companies 
are operating in the same line of action, in the given case in technical wholesale. Therefore
“horizontal cooperation” is defined by the European Union as “concerted practices between 
companies operating at the same level in the market” (European Union, 2001, commission 
notice). Furthermore, the European Union mentions that in most instances, horizontal 
cooperation amounts to cooperation between competitors, which may lead to competition 
problems and cause negative market effects with respect to prices, output, innovation or the 
variety and quality of the products (European Union, 2001). Positive aspects are that 
horizontal cooperation can lead to substantial economic benefits where it is a means of 
sharing risk, realising cost savings, pooling know-how and launching innovations more 
quickly. Companies form cooperation to create advantages through technological transfer, 
competency, expansion of market area, superior processing, investment, marketing or 
management (Kumar, 2012, Gulati, 1998, Kale and Singh, 2009).
The term “strategic alliance” can be used interchangeably with cooperation. Gulati defines 
“strategic alliance” as “voluntary arrangements between firms involving exchange, sharing, 
or codevelopment o f products, technologies, or services. They can occur as a result o f a wide 
range o f motives and goals, take a variety o f forms, and occur across vertical and horizontal 
boundaries” (1998, page 293). To this effect, firms combine their resources and capabilities 
in pursuit of a collective and individual strategic objective.
Khanna et al. (1998) mention that alliances can have a variety of organisational forms and 
purposes, such as joint ventures, distribution and supply agreements or research and 
development partnerships. However, in all alliances, the partners must learn to work together. 
Otherwise “collective learning” is of limited use beyond the alliance (Inkpen, 2000, page 
776). Dyer et al. (2001) found out that alliances are fi*aught with risks, and almost half of 
them fail. While many researchers attended to the necessity of alliances, others also paid 
attention to the optimal arrangement of an alliance. Within this context, recommendations on 
the basis of an alliance life-cycle are particularly favoured (Kale and Singh, 2009, Dyer et al., 
2001 or Zentes et al, 2003).
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Figure 3: Tools to use across the alliance life-cycle
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In figure three Dyer, Kale and Singh identified five key phases from the integration of the 
partners to the termination of the alliance. It is notieeable that companies, which have been 
successful in their alliances, have tools and templates to manage each (Dyer et al., 2001). In 
addition, the elaborated success factors for cooperation can be arranged in different stages and 
can be transferred to BMS. Because the cooperation BMS still exists, the last stage, which 
concentrates on the closure of an alliance, is not assignable yet. These key phases of an 
alliance can also be noted for a cooperation and will be discussed later in this thesis.
In contrast, a “network” is conceptualised as a mode of organisation, which can be used by 
managers to position their firms better in a fast moving time. Jarillo defines networks as 
“long-term, purposeful arrangements among distinct but related for-profit organisations that 
allow those firms in them to gain or sustain competitive advantage vis-à-vis their competitors 
outside the networks” (1988, page 32). Thorelli (1986) classifies networks as something 
between markets and hierarchies and recognises that, instead of “network” he could have used 
the term “system”. In this context, networks can be seen as arrays of relationships between 
organisations or persons. Firms establish these relationships by interacting with each other, 
whereby the interactions involve investments to develop these relationships. The interactions 
can be both intra or inter firm.
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The inclusion of a “hub firm” appears to be significant to the success of a network, which is 
the firm that sets up the network and takes a pro-active attitude in its care (Jarillo, 1988). In 
the case of the current BMS cooperation, the hub firm is the Einkaufsverband deutscher 
Eisenhandler (E/D/E). The E/D/E is an organisation for distributors in Germany and offers 
services for their clients. The additional benefit is primarily based on the software for the 
cooperation (for further information about the process see chapter 2.3.3 or appendix 1).
Although the term network is often used as a synonym for cooperation, the particularity is the 
number of protagonists and their relationships. Therefore, if someone refers to networks, he 
assumes at least trilateral relationships. The existence of indirect relationships between the 
actors consequently constitutes a network (Zentes et al., 2003). This allows more causes of 
action than single direct relationships between the protagonists.
To summarise, the following general understanding of the word “horizontal cooperation” can 
be thus defined: the terms “cooperation” and “strategic alliance” comprehend all forms of 
collaboration of independent companies. Networks are a sub- form of the cooperation with at 
least three firms, which work together on the basis of direct and indirect relationships. After 
defining the important concept of “horizontal cooperation”, the following subchapter 
illustrates the environment of technical wholesale in general, and in particular the history and 
failure of the BMS cooperation.
2.3 Description and trends in technical wholesale in Germany
2.3.1 Description and classification o f technical wholesale
This chapter describes the sector of technical wholesale in Germany. Furthermore, trends and 
changes of the last years are specified. The description is significant to the next chapters, 
particularly as an aid to understanding the environment and the current conditions of the 
described company Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG. Before analysing the environment and 
the changes in the area of technical wholesale, the term will be explained.
Investor glossary defines “wholesale” as “the sale o f goods, usually in quantity, fo r the 
purpose o f resale to consumers. Wholesale is distinguished from retail, which is the direct 
sales o f goods to consumer” (Investor glossary, 2009). The image below shows chaimels of
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distribution in wholesale. Following the right-hand arrows and the bold text in figure 4 leads 
to the classification of the company Josef Blassinger + Co.KG.
Figure 4: Channels of distribution in wholesale
Commercial and  producing econom y In foreign and dom estic
countries
Wholesale
4
Industrial goods wholesale C onsum er goods w holesale
4 4 4 4
Industry, handcraft D ow nstream  w holesale Retail Industry
Source: Author based on Zentes et al., 2007, page 33.
After the manufacturer has produced the goods, the wholesale companies have the function of 
distribution. At this point industrial and consumer goods are differentiated. However, the unit 
of analysis is operating in the area of technical wholesale and consequently serves industry 
and handcraft customers. Technieal wholesale here basically means, in contrast to wholesale 
in general, that the articles sold require a substantial amount of explanatory support (Barth et 
al., 2007). The technical distributors have the role of a middleman between the manufacturers 
and the end users. In the case of BMS, the end users are companies in the automotive and the 
machine building industry.
The following functions and tasks are included and should be met by a distributor serving 
industry and handcraft customers (Barth et al., 2007, Hlavacek and McCuiston, 1983, Altius 
Directory, 2010 or Thomas, 2005):
• Physical exchange of products - product availability,
• Formation of a stable price,
• Marketing functions e.g. customer service, technical support and sales contact.
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• Risk management for the customers (procurement, needs review, etc.),
• Product finishing.
An option for the systématisation of wholesale is the status of the distributor in the supply 
chain between the manufacturer and the user. As a result, the Committee for Definitions to 
Wholesale and Distribution (2006, page 27) defines wholesale in a functional meaning as 
follows: ‘‘Wholesale in afunctional meaning exists, if  market participants buy commodities 
from other market actors and sell the goods to third parties. Normally, the commodities do 
not get followed up. ” Therefore wholesale in a functional meaning can be ranked by the kinds 
of economic groups (companies, private households, etc.), the kinds of goods exchanged or 
the level of processing of the sold goods through the seller. Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG 
chiefly sells to business-to-business customers and thus to companies. Wholesale in an 
institutional meaning is defined as a merchandising concern and business concern and 
contains institutions whose economical activities can be attributed to the wholesale in the 
functional meaning (Committee for Definitions to Wholesale and Distribution, 2006).
What is significant is the fundamental difference between the strategic focuses of the different 
distributors. Usually generalists and specialists are differentiated (Thomas, 2005). While the 
generalist offers a broad product range, the specialist concentrates on intensive advisory 
service. The described company, Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co. KG, can be classified as a 
specialist, which tries to achieve the lowest total cost and a stable supply for their customers 
(see also Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co. KG, 2010). The product range of the companies 
involved in the BMS cooperation includes drive technology, seal technology, electronics and 
tool equipment. Through the alliance, the specialists can offer a more extensive product range. 
Wholesale in Germany generated revenues of about 893 billion Euros in 2012, which 
corresponds to an increase of about 4 percent compared to the previous year (the figures for 
2012 are estimation from Statista, 2012). In Germany, wholesale represents the second most 
important economic sector after industry (Statista, 2012).
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Figure 5: Total sales in billion Euros of wholesale in Germany
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Source: Statista, 2012; Alber et Franke, 2012
As described above, it is important to distinguish between total sales in technical wholesale 
and wholesale for consumer goods. It is noticeable that, between 2002 and 2008, growth 
resulted especially from technical wholesale (Zentes et al,, 2007). Here, technical wholesale 
benefitted in particular from strong exports and the revised domestic demand for industrial 
goods as well as capital-intensive goods. Although the development of sales had been very 
positive before the economic crisis, the number of companies and employees had been 
decreasing in 2009 (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2010). After the breakdown, a consistent 
increase has been apparent. The sales volume of 2012 equated to 893 billion Euros in total, of 
which the sales volume of technical wholesale was 58 % and the sales volume of consumer 
goods wholesale 42% (Alber et Franke, 2012).
2.3.2 Trends and environment in technical wholesale
The last decade was very eventftil for distributors in technical wholesale. Between 2003-2008, 
the sector generated a considerable turnover gain, but at the end of the 2008, the economic 
crisis hit the distributors with full force before the steady rise continued.
In the following, the author describes the environment of technical distributors like Josef 
Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG. Both issues, political and legal circumstances, will be addressed 
and, in a second step, the technological changes will be surveyed. The industry sector specific 
characteristics are discussed afterwards. The understanding of the environment of the
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company is important for an estimation of the elaborated suecess factors later on. For the 
analysis of the faetors, Michael Porter's five-forces are used (Porter, 1999).
Figure 6: Porter’s 5-Forces applied to teehnical wholesale in Germany
Political and legal general conditions
New
entrants
Industry competitorsSuppliers Buyers
Substitutes
Technological general conditions
Source: Author based on Porter, 1999, page 34.
2.3.2.1 Political and legal changes in technical wholesale
The political and legal changes were especially influenced by the former deregulation of 
global trade. This resulted in new distribution and purchase options. Global exports doubled 
between 1980 and 2000 and another doubling is expected to take place by 2020 (Zentes et al., 
2007). Especially within the context of GATT and accordingly WTO, a reduction of trade 
barriers has taken place. Therefore, globalisation offers both opportunities for an extension of 
business activities and risks because of increasing competition. For example, imported ball 
bearings from China increase the prieing pressure distinctly on Gennan distributors. 
Following the deerease in trade barriers, many producers have relocated their production sites 
to countries with lower costs (Barth et al., 2007). Yet, these customers also expect prompt 
delivery in the foreign countries. Therefore, it is necessary for them to use a “follow-the-
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customer-strategy” in order not to lose these customers. Due to globalisation, technical 
suppliers are forced to look for overseas partners who are able to offer the same standards as 
in Germany.
Another problem for medium-sized companies is the second of the Basel accords. The 
primary purpose of this directive is to ensure that capital is more risk sensitive. Because of 
this, it has become more difficult to receive capital from banks since 2004 (Compliance 
Magazine, 2007). The Basel accords therefore require more detailed reports and management 
processes fi*om the companies. However, technical distributors in particular need credit 
capital, because the equity-to-assets ratio is about 15% in technical wholesale (Zentes et al., 
2007). This fact has had a drastic impact on stock-keeping or rating of their customers.
2.3.2.2 Technological changes in wholesale
As an essential technological change, the Internet must be mentioned. For the functions of 
“data investigation” and “communication” it is impossible to imagine them without this 
technological innovation. Though, for companies, the Internet implies not only positive 
aspects, but also problematic impacts. Through the use of this technology, comparability has 
increased, while geographical distance has becomes less important. However, personal 
contact to customers still plays a significant role to many small and regionally operating firms 
(Liebmann et al., 2008, Adamson et al., 2012, Kotabe and Swan, 1995). Companies are forced 
to enter into a tough price competition. This problem is particularly significant for specialised 
distributors, because they lose their additional benefit due to the decreasing importance of 
consultancy services.
Besides the relevance of the Internet as an information and communication medium, the 
opportunities of the buying process have changed significantly. The worldwide electronic 
B2B transaction volume has gained several-fold over the last years and E-Commerce has 
gained in importance (Gruber and Runge, 2002). For technical wholesale the increasing 
tendencies of their customers to use E-procurement systems, has played an important role. 
Large-scale industrial customers, in particular, have reverted more and more to internet 
platforms to simplify their buying processes. Electronic dealing in particular provides the 
opportunity to realise strong improvements in productivity by purchasing non-sector-specific 
spare parts indirectly with the help of internet solutions. Hence the costs of a transaction in 
relation to the value of the goods are very high (Holzmüller and Schlüchter, 2003). By
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automating the ordering process of spare parts, significant reductions in cost of a transaction 
can be achieved. Because distributors supply their customers with a very broad range of 
products, they face the demand for E-commerce platforms. Well-known providers of such 
platforms include Simple Systems or Mercateo. These online providers represent a risk for 
distributors who are unable to offer their own modem web shops or links to E-commerce 
shops. The customer can easily click on a particular button (e.g. welding technology) and can 
order over two million different articles. One disadvantage of these electronic solutions, 
however, is the partial overlapping of their catalogues.
2.3.2.3 Power of suppliers
Looking at the suppliers in technical wholesale illustrates a high concentration of sales 
volume for only a few companies. In the ball bearing sector, for example, six companies 
account for eighty percent of the sales volume in the world market (the important producers 
are SKF, Schaeffler, NTN/SNR, NSK, Timken and Koyo) and they enjoy considerable power 
in the market. Over the last years, the concentration of suppliers to Josef Blassinger GmbH + 
Co.KG has intensified. Notable changes regarding this concentration include the Japanese 
producer NTN, which has absorbed the bearing manufacturer SNR, and INA, which has taken 
over FAG (the company operates under the name INA-Schaeffler KG).
In addition to tendency towards concentration, suppliers differentiate clearly between 
commercial deals and direct business (Liebmann et al., 2008). Whereas large customers are 
served directly, small customers buy their articles fi*om distributors. At this juncture “Original 
Equipment Manufacturer” (OEM) and “Maintenance, Repair and Operations” (MRO) 
customers must be differentiated, because the main customer segment of technical distributors 
consists of either large MRO or small OEM customers. As a result of this, distributors fear an 
increasing exclusion of wholesale with OEM customers. For the spare parts business, 
distributors must have fewer concerns regarding exclusion through the manufacturers, 
because of the packaging effect of the technical distributors.
2.3.2.4 Power of customers
Due to the economic crisis and increasing competition from abroad, pricing pressure has 
gained intensified (Adamson et al., 2012, Zentes et al., 2007 or Siguaw et al., 1998). Apart 
from the price decline, industrial companies are also confi*onted with shorter product life 
cycles, which require shorter lead times.
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It can be further noted that manufacturers intend to outsource more and more activities, 
because they increasingly concentrate on their core competencies (Barth et ah, 2007). At the 
same time, the number of suppliers should decline to reduce the costs of a transaction. The 
need for a broader assortment of goods results from this change on the distributor side. The 
spare part business will be transferred to external partners, for example Würth GmbH + 
Co.KG or Brammer group (Würth, 2010 and Brammer, 2010). Small suppliers, which can 
supply only parts of the necessary products, will be substituted. Siguaw et al. (1998) further 
analysed the increasing importance of the distributor’s market orientation and the distributor’s 
satisfaction with the financial outcome. The results showed that the relationship variables of 
“trust”, “cooperative norms” and “commitment” have a direct effect on the distributor’s 
satisfaction with its financial performance. In particular, specialised companies such as Josef 
Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG must therefore broaden their range of products, either through a 
greater range assortment or by cooperating with partners, who offer different articles.
2.3.2.5 Risks due to substitutes and new entrants
The risk due to substitutes is negligible, one reason being the linking of specific products with 
different commodities. In cars, for example, many ball bearings are used, which cannot be 
replaced by any other product in the near future. However innovations and a shift of the 
markets have been observed. Over the past years, for example, energy-efficient products have 
seen growth. The manufacturers of the products, who are the suppliers of the distributors, 
must be seen as new entrants, because they become more vertically-integrated and the risk of 
exclusion clearly exists.
2.3.2.6 Competitive environment in technical wholesale
Despite increasing total revenues in technical wholesale, the competitive environment can be 
classified as intense. In 2007, about sixty important distributors were asked by the University 
of Saarland to comment on the competitive environment for German distributors. The 
following trends were identified as significant (Zentes et al., 2007, pages 73-76. Statements 
ordered by significance):
• Price pressure,
• Acquisition of small competitors,
• Cooperation with other distributors,
• Retaining customers by offering consultancy services and a broader product range,
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• Formation of own companies in downstream fields.
As a result of the economic crisis, the anxieties of the distributors have grown even bigger. 
The increased pricing pressure is therefore the most important trend for distributors. The 
reason for that is, amongst other things, the enormous power of the suppliers, as mentioned 
above. Increases in price can only to some extent be passed down to customers. Moreover, 
during the crisis, many customers threatened their salespersons with a change of distributor, if 
they did not lower their prices. Thereby, companies’ margins were considerably reduced 
(Liebmann et al., 2008, Adamson et al., 2012). Large foreign companies, which attempted to 
gain a market share in Germany through price advantages, additionally intensified the 
situation. For example, in technical wholesale, the market entry of the Brammer group, which 
is the largest distributor of mechanical and electronic drive sections in Europe, noticeably 
increased the pressure for the present distributors. Increased labour and energy costs further 
added to the pressure.
Many interviewees of a research project in Germany with 432 respondents in technical 
wholesale in Germany emphasised the importance of “horizontal cooperation” to prevent 
unfriendly takeovers and retain competition (Zentes et al., 2007). In 2006, about 91 percent of 
the companies in technical wholesale had a sales volume of less than ten million Euros 
eaeh/in total, of which these companies generated only about 17,2 percent in technical 
wholesale (Zentes et al, 2007). Participation in a powerful alliance could be beneficial for 
many SMEs in uncertain times, beeause the collaboration with other companies provides not 
only better purchasing conditions, but also extensive services such as practical consultancies, 
central stores or combined marketing. In the case of Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG, the 
motivation for cooperation was the expansion of its existing product range.
2.3.2.7 Summary and evaluation of trends and the environment of technical 
distributors
This chapter demonstrates that distributors in technical wholesale face a difficult environment 
and increasing pressure. Although there is little threat from substitutes or new entrants, both 
suppliers and customers of distributors can impose pressure upon them. The type of market on 
the supplier side and the power of the key accounts on the customer side are the main reasons 
for this increasingly difficult environment. Furthermore, rising globalisation and 
technological changes present increasing risks for SMEs.
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With these structural conditions, many distributors have tried to strike new paths by working 
together. The last few decades have shown a tendency that especially big distributors can 
fulfil new requirements (Adamson et al., 2012, Liebmann et a l, 2008, Rovit et a l, 2002; 
Hlavacek and McCuistion, 1984). The ehain of reasoning is the increasing concentration of 
distributors, either by the hostile takeover of a firm or by establishing stratégie alliances. The 
aim of eompanies must be to create additional value to escape the pricing pressure. The 
following figure summarises the new requirements for a distributor in technical wholesale.
Figure 7: Basic concept of a modem distributor in technieal wholesale
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Encircled are the prineiples of proeess and customer orientation and, in addition, activity 
principles such as profit, growth and knowledge orientation. Above these prineiples, and 
marked in squares, are the different skills of a distributor necessary to meet these principles. 
The skills relating to market orientation affeet the ability to identify early warning signals and 
implement different solutions (Liebmann et a l, 2008, Kotabe and Swan, 1995). Meanwhile 
networking with relevant partners and other groups represents another basic skill of a
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successful distributor. This consideration plays an important role in the thesis. The last skill 
affects the development and exhaustion of potential partner companies. The elements of the 
overall model represent the precondition for success for the individual distributor.
This section has illustrated the challenges for a technical distributor in Germany and helped 
classify the problems. The challenges will be considered later, when the elaborated success 
factors must meet these challenges. After the general description of technical wholesale the 
next subchapter assesses the history and facts of the BMS cooperation.
2.3.3 History and background to the regional BMS cooperation
2.3.3.1 Introduction
This section will briefly outline the BMS cooperation, because it is important for the 
understanding of the whole thesis. After the general description of the drivers in technical 
wholesale, this chapter characterises the initial situation and the development of the BMS 
cooperation. The description of BMS is necessary to realise differences, compared to the 
processes of successful cases, which are discussed in project two. The background of BMS 
must be well-known to classify the results of the interviews and interpret the results 
objectively in its context.
2.3.3.2 Starting situation of cooperation
As demonstrated in the last subchapter, the demands for distributors in technical wholesale 
have inereased in multiple aspects over the last decades. The main drivers for the formation of 
the BMS cooperation are the factors of “globalisation”, “technical changes” and “economic 
concentration” in particular. The effects of these drivers are described in brief in the following 
paragraphs.
Globalisation intensified the pressure tremendously and the number of competitors increased. 
A decade ago the number of foreign distributors, which worked in the field of Josef 
Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG, was manageable. However, the quality of the products of the 
Asian competitors has improved. In particular, the Japanese and Chinese bearing producers 
improved the quality of their products and their documentation (for example the translations 
of specification sheets). The second profound change, which has led to the formation of BMS, 
is technological progress. The evolution of information and communication technology
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imposed the risk of substitution on established players (Liebmann et al, 2008). In the field of 
technical articles in particular, spare-part platforms like Simple Systems or Mercateo have 
played a key role. As a result of this rapid evolution of information technology, customers 
have the opportunity to purchase many different articles from just one electronic vendor. The 
third driver for establishing BMS was the increasing economic concentration of the 
distributors. The average sales volume of a distributor in technical wholesale rose massively 
and the small and specialised distributors had disadvantages when confronted with open 
competitive bidding. This trend was also recognised by Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co. KG, 
because more and more customers, and in particular corporate customers with multiple 
locations, demanded nationwide coverage throughout Germany.
Besides the changes in technical wholesale over the last years, the basic strategic arrangement 
of Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG plays an important role. Following Porter’s generic 
strategic model, a wholesale distributor must distinguish between cost leadership and 
differentiation (Porter, 1980). The CEO of Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co. KG had many years 
previously decided to emphasise a high technical competence and therefore pursue a strategy 
of differentiation. For this reason, the company employs many engineering graduates, which 
is unusual for a trading firm. In addition to the high academic level of education and the 
intensive training schedule for every employee, the company emphasises its technical 
specialisation and a narrower product range (for more information see Blassinger, 2011). Due 
to its strategic alignment, the company has refused a large basket of commodities and could 
not appear as a large spare-parts supplier.
2.3.3.3 Foundation and development of BMS
The idea for establishing BMS came up when one of the largest customers of Josef Blassinger 
GmbH + Co.KG received an invitation to participate in a large tender in 2006. However, the 
tender offer was too widespread for the company to bid on its own. Because of this, the 
responsible salesperson addressed companies in the region which had different products in 
their portfolio (for a process description of the cooperation see Appendix 1). After that, the 
loose network of companies found out that E/D/E provided the Software and the background 
knowledge to install a regional cooperation. At their first meeting, the partners discussed the 
fundamentals of the cooperation, such as the name, customer brochures and possible target 
customers. It should be noted that the participants of the first meetings were all members of 
management boards and not fi-om company sales departments. This process of development
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took place in 2007. After the framework of the cooperation had been set up by the firms' 
management boards, the first sales meeting took place at the beginning of 2008 to inform the 
field staff about the strategy. The employees were instructed, on the basis of a potential 
customer list, to visit their customers and to introduce the cooperation process. The list was 
split into nearly four equal parts for each company.
During the first weeks after the kick-off presentation, the exchange of information between 
the salespersons was very high and collective customer visits took place. A couple of 
interesting discussions with customers followed, but unfortunately none of the calls resulted 
in closing deals. Reasons for the failure had not been investigated and frustration arose from 
the situation. After the first attempts of customer acquisition had failed, communication 
between the individual firms soon dried up. As a result, only one group meeting took place in 
2009. The responsible persons discussed the problem that the firms’ field staff were too busy 
to sufficiently introduce the advantages of the consolidated companies. The economic crisis 
further aggravated the situation for the companies involved, who worked half-time during this 
period. So the last common activity of the cooperation took place at the beginning of 2010. 
Examples of more successftil cooperations have led to discussions about hiring an 
independent salesperson for the cooperation. A couple of interviews were conducted, but none 
of the candidates seemed appropriate for the job.
The following figure outlines the most important events of the BMS cooperation. Since then, 
when the job interviews for the position of a Key Account Manager failed in 2011, activities 
were limited to a minimum and no further meetings were arranged. The timeline therefore 
ends in the year 2011.
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Figure 8: Time line of the cooperation BMS
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Disappointment about the failure of the cooperation made the CEO of Josef Blassinger GmbH 
+ CO.KG wants to find out the determinants of failure and success of such a cooperation.
After this section has introduced important facts for the understanding of the whole thesis, the 
next section uses five theories to identify factors of success for the failed BMS cooperation.
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2.4 Theoretical approaches
2.4.1 Theoretical approaches - Overview
This section assesses the key theories in business and management that represent our 
understanding of success factors for a horizontal cooperation. Identified critical success 
factors are the basis for the subsequent empirical chapters.
Theoretical approaches are often used to explain inter-organisational relations. Over the last 
few decades, scholars have used many different theories to analyse inter-organisational 
relationships (for a general survey about the theoretical approaches, see Cropper et ah, 2008, 
pages 283-287, Swoboda, 2005, pages 35-64, Sydow, 1992, pages 127-220 and Oliver and 
Ebers, 1998, pages 555-560). Before analysing five of the theories in detail, the most 
important approaches are described in brief. Although not all of the theories are analysed, this 
survey is helpful because of the complexity of the subject of “cooperation”. Furthermore, any 
theories not covered in this chapter may serve as a basis for further research -  something 
discussed in the final chapter relating to “limitations and further research”.
Because several success factors can be worked out through different theories, a selection of 
the most suitable ones takes place first. In this connection, the multi-faceted nature of the 
approaches is important and therefore as many success factors as possible should be worked 
out with the help of the theoretical approaches. For instance, the game theory will be selected 
and described in depth but not the property-rights-theory. This is to emphasise the importance 
of trust between the companies. After a brief description of the neglected theoretical 
approaches, the selected theories will be described in detail.
2.4.1.1 The neo-classical and production-theoretical approach
The “neo-classical” and “production-theoretical” view deals with the question of whether the 
best result can be achieved through individual economical acting or cooperative action 
(Swoboda, 2005). By carefully considering the demand, the cost and the production function, 
the profit-optimal form of the division of labour can be worked out. Considerations about the 
costs of production play a decisive role for decisions in favour of or against the integration of 
a firm. The profit-optimal form of the division of labour is determined by taking into account 
the demand, the production and the cost function. From this perspective, cooperations and 
alliances can be seen as a bundling of resources, which result in economies of scale and
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economies of scope. The neo-classical theory is not considered in this thesis, because the 
problem of uncertainty and the organisation of economic considerations are mutually 
exclusive (Backhaus and Meyer, 1993). Because the theory explores the production processes, 
it is not practical for distributors without production processes. The theory furthermore 
ignores kinds of cooperation that operate somewhere between the extreme poles of “make” or 
“buy”. The most important reason for the non-consideration of the theory, however, is the fact 
that the companies have already come to the decision in favour of a cooperation. Hence, 
make-or-buy thoughts are not relevant for the thesis. However, the significant reflection of the 
economic aspects is considered by the transaction cost theory.
2.4.1.2 Industrial economics
Industrial economics can be understood as a subarea of the theory of competition. The 
approach attends to the interrelations between and the implications as regards the number of 
companies, the pricing strategies of the suppliers and the return on capital (Biihler and Jager,
2002). The theory has its focus on the analysis of industrial market processes. One assumption 
of the approach is that market structures have an effect on the conduct of the market actors, 
which explains their performance (Biihler and Jager, 2002 or Swoboda, 2005). The request to 
explain the economic benefit with the help of the industry structure is reflected in the so- 
called 'structure-conduct-performance-paradigm' from Bain and Mason (Bain, 1968). The 
aim of this approach is the explication of the success factors. Supporters of the theoretical 
approach point out that not only the structure of an industrial sector will have an influence on 
the success of a company, but rather the competitive strategy of the single firms.
A famous advocate of this branch of research is Michael Porter, who uses industrial 
economics not only to reason the formation of alliances, but also for identifying cooperations 
as possible instruments to improve the competitive position of the firms (Porter, 1981). 
Furthermore, Fuller and Porter stated strategic possibilities and costs of a cooperation strategy 
(Porter and Fuller, 1986). These four advantages of cooperation are stated in particular (Porter 
and Fuller, 1986, pages 322 ff.):
1. Economies of scale,
2. Access to technologies and know-how of the partners,
3. Reduction of the general business risks and,
4. Control of the competitive position.
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As demonstrated in the industry analysis of the previous chapter, the reasons for the formation 
of the regional BMS cooperation were especially the ones listed under number two, namely 
the access to technologies and in particular the access to different products.
However, different weak points of a cooperation are discussed in the new industrial 
economics (Sydow, 1992):
1. Coordination costs,
2. Weakening of one’s own competitive position,
3. Origination of an inappropriate negotiating position.
Number one and number three will be elaborated upon with the help of the transaction cost 
theory, while the weakening of one’s own competitive position (number two) will be 
discussed later on in the chapter “communities of practice”.
Industrial economics considers the concept of strategic groups. This hearkens back to a 
concept from Caves and Porter (1977), which underlines the importance of the affiliation of 
the particular branch of the cooperation partners. Given that the alliance is horizontal, the 
participating firms are from the same strategic group, which is an advantage for the 
coordination of the firms. However, the profit chances are less (Caves and Porter, 1977). The 
aspects of the “strategic groups” and the risks involved with an intersection of the baskets of 
goods will be taken into consideration later on by applying the social network perspective. 
Critics of this theoretical approach underscore the overemphasis of quantitative analysis and 
the problem of a high aggregation level, which does not take the complexity and dynamics of 
the modem industrial times into consideration (Cropper et ah, 2008, page 284).
Although industrial economics can yield interesting results for inter-organisational 
relationships, this thesis only deals with selected points of the theory, especially in the 
previous chapter “trends and environment in technical wholesale”. The main reason lies in the 
fact that concrete information about the organisation and the operating management is 
neglected. Sydow adduces that the social environment of the firms and their networking 
stmctures are ignored as well (Sydow, 1992). The 'stmcture-conduct-performance-paradigm' 
presumes that every economic effort (performance) is dependent on the industry environment 
(stmcture). This interrelation was basically analysed with the help of “Porter's five forces”. 
Because it is not the aim of this thesis to state reasons for a formation of a company but rather 
to identify success factors, the explanatory power of this theory is limited in the context of the
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research problem. Furthermore, conclusions about social problems within such a networking 
structure are not considered. For this reason, the more interesting aspects of the theory will be 
subdivided and examined with other theories. The complexity and uncertainty of the 
company’s environment these days will be integrated with the help of the game theory and 
also the resource-dependency theory. The decision in favour of both theories lies in the fact 
that different company-specific characteristics are objects of investigation (Sydow, 1992 and 
Pfeffer and Salanicik, 1978). Consequently the factors of influence can be highlighted more 
realistically and not only in an external-deterministic way (Swoboda, 2005).
2.4.1.3 New Institutional Economics
As is generally known, the transaction cost theory is a pillar of the new institutional 
economics. Besides the transaction cost theory, new institutional economics include the 
property-rights-theory and the principal-agency-theory. As a basic principle, new institutional 
economics not only analyses market institutions, but also institutions of the public sectors 
(Woratschek and Roth, 2003 or Erlei et ah, 1999). In the following only market institutions 
are described rather than political economics.
Property-rights-theory addresses the allocation of the rights of disposal and hence the ensuing 
performance incentives of the concerned individuals (Swoboda, 2005), whereas the principal- 
agent-theory attends to agency situations. Finally, the transaction cost theory does not only 
look whether internal organisations can be substituted for the market with beneficial results, 
but also which type of organisation is to be adopted (Sydow, 1992).
First of all, pronertv-rights-theorv will be described shortly. The central statement of the 
theory is based on the assumption that the arrangement of the rights of disposal has an impact 
on the allocation and utilisation of goods. This supposes that with the change of properties a 
whole batch of rights will be replaced (Furubotn and Pejovich, 1972). These bundles of rights 
are called Property Rights. According to the theory, the buyer of the commodities has a 
stronger interest in the property rights than in the actual articles. Because these property rights 
have a significant effect on the usage of the goods, they establish the codes of conduct with 
reference to the utilisation of the resources (Furubotn and Pejovich, 1972, Woratschek and 
Roth, 2003). This notion is specifically appropriate in the case of BMS, because the 
individual firms in the cooperation are not interested in the articles of the different companies.
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but rather in the bundle they can offer within the alliance. A reason for the cooperation of the 
companies could therefore be identified with the help of this theory.
In addition, a point of analysis is the question of how the team members can be urged to an 
individual contribution of achievement. Therefore two further aspects are examined, namely 
the reduction of the transaction costs among the participants and secondly the perfect 
arrangement of the cooperation. For this purpose monitoring and hierarchical structures seem 
appropriate (compare Richter and Furubotn, 1999, Woratschek and Roth, 2003). This 
interesting thought will be developed later on. However, the efficient incentive and control 
design will be discussed later with the help of the game theory, because there the pattern of 
behaviour of individual persons can be worked out in a more detailed manner. The allocation 
of costs between the partners will be addressed in the chapter “transaction cost theory”. This 
chapter the will discuss in more detail the hierarchical structure compared to a voluntary 
incentive mechanism.
The principal-agencv-theorv acts on the assumption that agents must be instructed to act in 
accordance with the assignments of the principal. Applying this thought to the failed 
cooperation, the agents could be both the salespersons in the firms and the different 
companies in itself. To provide the best possible result, it is important to provide the 
employees with sufficient information and create situations where the agents are motivated to 
accomplish the aims of the principal. In this context trust between the partners plays an 
important role. The theoretical approach especially recommends the screening, the signalling 
and the development of reputation (Akerlof, 1970). These cooperation designs between the 
principal and the agent refer mainly to information activities before a conclusion of a contract. 
The importance of an accurate form of contract between the actors will be discussed in the 
last chapter of the theories, the “Communities of practice”.
While the property-rights and the principal-agency-theory will be neglected, the transaction 
cost theory will be discussed later on. The reason for that is the complexity of the approach 
and different facets of cooperation should be highlighted. In particular, the methods for a 
reduction of transaction costs and options for cooperation are included. For the details of the 
theory, see the next chapter.
Summing up, the new institutional economics provides various important building blocks for 
a successful cooperation. Because the approaches are partially intersecting and the transaction
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cost theory shows a multilayer picture, this theory will be selected from the institutional 
economics.
However, the approaches of the new institutional economic also have their limitations, which 
will be addressed shortly. For example the property-rights-theory proposes a monitoring 
function to control the coordination of the firms, but does not consider the transaction costs 
for establishing the monitoring system by a contractual agreement, which is included in the 
transaction cost theory (Woratschek and Roth, 2003).
A point of criticism of the principal agent theory is the complexity of the “agent-principal- 
relationships” in the constellation of the alliance. The advantage of the approach, namely the 
evaluation of bilateral relationships, does not materialise because of the multiple relationships 
in the specific case. An analysis of BMS could only be accomplished by strong 
simplifications and abstract assumptions. The transaction cost theory also has its different 
weak points, which will be discussed later on, e.g. the overestimation of the opportunism of 
the actors and the consequential tendency towards internalisation (Sydow, 1991).
2.4.1.4 Game theory
The game theory has proven a very important approach for the author’s research question.
This is mainly due to the fact that the game theory identifies the conditions for better results 
between the players and cooperation partners. Other than the transaction cost theory, the game 
theory emphasises the earnings of the alliance rather than the costs (Axelrod 1984).
Independent of personal moral concepts, friendships or overlapping goals, the theory can 
explain why trust in networks is so important (Sydow, 1992). However, in combination with 
the transaction cost concept, and here the assumption of an opportunism of the actors, the 
game theory leads to the so called “tit-for-tat”-strategy of companies. The players can choose 
the optimal strategy, considering the utility function and the choices of the opponents. Yet, 
this assumption of rationalism is often criticised in literature, because the players may not all 
share the same willingness for collaboration (Simon, 1981, Swoboda, 2005, Sydow, 1992). 
Therefore, the approach will be used in this thesis to work out the coordination problems 
instead of the actual arrangement of the collaboration of the firms. Furthermore, the question 
arises whether passiveness in alliances can be quite worthwhile in certain situations.
However, it is also criticised that relationships are not differentiated (Schwambom, 1994).
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2.4.1.5 Leader-member exchange theory
This theoretical approach states that the development of strategic networks is based on an 
independent enterprise’s intent to yield a benefit from a collaboration, which will exceed the 
costs of the trade-off (Levine and White, 1961 or Sydow, 1992). It assumes that alliances are 
entered into due to the fact that people think they can benefit from their relationships among 
each other. Levine and White identify three essential determinants of trade-offs, namely (1) 
access to external resources, (2) aims and functions of networks and (3) 'domain consensus' 
(Levine and White, 1961). The last term is defined as the extent to which aims of the 
networks are overlapping, complementary or contradictory.
In case of Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co. KG’ cooperation, the essential motivation was 
primarily number (1), access to resources. The 'domain consensus' trade-off is overlapping, 
because all partners are interested in an extension of their product ranges. One significant 
point of the theory also is the interchange of power. This object of investigation is similar to 
the resource-dependence theory, which highlights the control of critical resources and 
interdependencies, respectively. Therefore, an organisation should be keen on having a central 
position in the cooperation. An interesting option in this direction is an enlargement of the 
network or the exploitation of alternative sources for resources (Schruijer, 2008, Sydow,
1992). In the case of the regional BMS cooperation, the network consists of several partners, 
all of whom have equal rights. Yet, the size and sales volume of the firms differs largely, 
which has an influence on the importance of the individual partners. Cook and Emerson 
(1984) used computer simulations to prove this assumption and found out that power occurs 
either in “multiple centres of power” or in “central networking positions”. While networks of 
the first type are characterised by lower commitment, the second type of network shows a 
stronger commitment of the cooperation partners. With this train of thoughts, the exchange 
theory resembles the transaction cost theory. “Markets” in the transaction cost theory 
therefore correspond to the “multiple centres of power” in the leader-member exchange 
theory and “hierarchies” to “central network positions”. However, the exchange theory 
considers the importance of power for the development of the alliances, and its non­
consideration is often criticised in the transaction cost theory (Rindfleisch and Heide, 1997). 
Because the importance of power is rather irrelevant for the failed BMS cooperation, the non­
consideration of this aspect does not play a decisive role. Factors like the formation of a 
coalition to countervail power or the establishing of a central organisation to coordinate the
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interests of the different firms (corporate groups) may be considered (Cook and Emerson, 
1984).
Despite the advantages of the leader-member exchange theory, the approach will not be 
investigated in more detail in this thesis. A reason for that is, inter alia, the fact that the theory 
does not consider any market-form between the extreme poles of “market” and “hierarchy” 
(Sydow, 1992). Another point of critique, which is produced sometimes, is the fact that only 
social-psychological factors are important for the theory (Dienesch and Liden, 1986 or 
Schruijer, 2008). In this case, the transaction cost theory offers a more comprehensive picture 
of alliances. By adding of Resource Dependence Theory, the parameter of “power-gaining” is 
considered as well.
2.4.1.6 Resource-Dependence Theory
The Resource-Dependence-Theory considers the social-psychological factors of the Leader- 
Member exchange theory, but provides more options for analysis. In addition to the 
transaction cost theory, the resource-dependence theory is one of the most widely used 
approaches for analysing inter-organisational relationships (Cropper et al, 2008; Pfeffer and 
Salancik, 1978, Wemerfelt, 1984). The theory assumes that organisations will cooperate with 
other organisations to acquire scarce resources. Thereby the companies reduce their autonomy 
while trying to retain their autonomy by developing inter-organisational relationships. The 
avoidance, the exploitation and the development of such interdependencies play an important 
role in all of the alliances investigated in the empirical chapter. The involved companies try to 
control the other partners by controlling important external resources. Therefore, the theory 
shows interesting different aspects that are, to some extent, neglected by other theories. In 
particular the proposals for solutions regarding mutual dependencies seem important for the 
underlying cases of this thesis. It is essential to find out if a dependence must be of a financial 
sort or if another committing factor is possible as well.
Nevertheless, critics of the approach mention that one of the assumptions, namely the 
supposition that management decision are always rational, is unrealistic (Pfeffer and Salancik, 
1978, Swoboda, 2006). This disadvantage is compensated by inclusion of the game theory 
into this thesis.
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2.4.1.7 System theory and contingency approach
The system theory integrates knowledge from different disciplines. Because of that, the 
advocates of the theory appreciate the position of a comprehensive science (Staehle, 1999). 
However, the critics mention the addiction to laissez-faire and the inadequate assessability 
(Swoboda, 2006). The best known theory from the science of system theory is the 
contingency approach.
The contingency approach considers different aspects of alliances and networks from the 
perspective of internal and external contingency factors, for example the product mix, the 
employee structure, the complexity of the production processes or the company size (Kieser 
and Kubicek, 1983 or Evan, 1965). The basis of every contingency approach is the 
congruence-efficiency-hypothesis, which assumes that the efficiency of companies is 
dependent on a “fit” of situation factors and internal organisation structures (Sydow, 1992). 
Because of the plurality of the approaches, a consistent description of the theory is difficult 
(for a summary of the different branches of research, see Staehle, 1999). However the 
following assumptions can be made (Sydow, 1992; Staehle, 1999):
• Systems consist of a sorted number of elements, whose relationships among each 
other feature certain regularities.
• The aim of the system is the preservation of the system.
• There are relationships between the open system and its environment.
• There is a hierarchy within a system, which can be subdivided into several sub­
systems and elements.
• Systems in a complex environment are also multi-layered, because they adapt to the 
structure of the environment.
With respect to the BMS cooperation, the theoretical approach implicates the necessity of a 
dual “fit”; namely, on the one hand, the adaption of the network structure to the situation in 
the network and, on the other hand, the adaption of the network structure to the networks' 
environment. Yet, this complexity is often criticised and this is the reason for the non­
consideration of this approach in this thesis. Kieser and Kubicek mention that what cannot be 
assessed empirically or sticks to the principle of “laissez-faire” is inadequate for a well- 
founded research project (Kieser and Kubicek, 1983 or Carroll, 1988). Nevertheless, the basic 
considerations of the theory are quite useful for the situations. In particular the “fit-mix” of 
the companies is an interesting aspect, which will be picked up in the methodology part with 
the help of the interviews.
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The following patterns are adduced as obstructive attributes for an alliance (Swoboda, 2006, 
Kieser and Kubicek, 1983, Sydow, 1992): threat of loss of the own autonomy, mutual lack of 
understanding, different management systems or the lack of a “common language”. These 
findings of the contingency theory, which have been worked out with respect to the 
cooperation that is the subject of this thesis are picked up in the summary of the theoretical 
part. Besides the interviews of the involved persons, the fit-mix of the cooperation partners is 
also examined in the chapters “social network theory” and “communities of practice”. The 
importance of the complexity of the environment is discussed in the methodology part, where 
the BMS cooperation is described in brief as well. Compared to the starting point of the 
cooperation, the business situation has changed significantly over the years. In the years 2007 
and 2008, the economic environment was very positive for a distributor, while in 2009 the 
global economic crisis hit the sector with full force. Summing up, this theory is not applied 
here because the combined aspects of the approach can be replaced by the other selected 
theories, whose assessability is higher.
2.4.1.8 Network orientated approaches
Network orientated approaches have their origin in applied social studies (Hakansson and 
Snehota, 1989; Sydow, 1992, Kenis and Oerlemans, 2008). The research issue is the 
complexity of social networks and the relationships between them. This basic consideration 
explains the formation of cooperation and the dependencies among the involved companies. 
The holistic view of the approach is similar to the system theory, so that network and system 
are synonymous with each other (Swoboda, 2006).
An important attribute of the theory is the interaction between the protagonists. This issue is 
one of the most important ones for the cases, because the communication between the partner 
companies in the case of BMS is deficient and must be explored in more detail. For this 
purpose, the author applies the social network theory, which can be considered a combination 
of the structural network tradition and the embeddedness and social capital perspective (Kenis 
and Oerlemans, 2008). The aim of this chapter, inter alia, is to define the importance of the 
position of the firms within the cooperation, the strengths of their relations and the 
companies’ identities. After identifying the important attributes witin the alliance, the 
“communities of practice” approach is used to explore “learning” as an important success 
factor for a network. As one of the main points of criticism, the methodical application and
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the empirical analysis are mentioned (Sydow, 1992). This disadvantage is counterbalanced by 
the author using a different data collection method.
2.4.1.9 Selection of the theoretical approaches
The previous paragraphs have shown the variety of theoretical approaches in the field of 
alliance and network research. In the following chapters only a selection of theories is 
considered more closely. These theories are the most powerful ones to answer the author’s 
research question, because the main focus is on different characteristics, which complement 
each other. Therefore, the theories that are analysed are:
1. Transaction cost theory,
2. Resource Dependence Theory,
3. Game Theory,
4. Social network perspective and
5. Communities of practice.
These theories have been selected in order to consider as many different aspects as possible. 
For this reason, the first four theories will draw the reader’s attention to specific aspects of an 
alliance. The last approach, the “communities of practice” mainly includes the findings of the 
other four theories.
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Figure 9: Overview of the used theoretical approaches
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The chapters of the different theories follow the same structure: firstly the “description of the 
theory”, followed by the “application to horizontal cooperation” and finally a “validation of 
the theory”.
2.4.2 Transaction Cost Theory
With the aid of the transaction cost theory it will be identified on what terms the processing of 
transactions in cooperation will be worthwhile and when not. The transaction cost theory 
belongs, like the Property-Rights-Theory and the Principal-Agent-Theory, to the New 
Institutional Economics. The approach is based essentially on ideas from Coase and 
Commons and has been developed considerably by Williamson through specifying its 
assumptions and identifying key variables that affect the choice of the governance structure 
(Coase, 1937, Commons, 1931, Kogut, 2000, Williamson, 1985, Arnold, 2000 and Mahoney, 
2005). Williamson does not only ask the question whether internal organisation can substitute 
market-based relationships with beneficial results, but also which type of organisation is to be 
employed. The importance of the theory has been accentuated inter alia by the award of the 
Nobel Price for Oliver Williamson in 2009.
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2.4.2.1 Description of the theory
The aim of the theory is to explain the best possible choice of an institution to govern a given 
interaction, which can take place either internal (by intra-organisational) or external (by 
internal-organisational). The theoretical approach has been established by Coase to reason the 
existence of companies in a market economy. Oliver Williamson adapted this idea in his two 
main works “markets and hierarchies” (Williamson, 1975) and “the economic institutions of 
capitalism” (Williamson, 1985). There are different versions of the transaction cost theory 
existing. However, in the following the author concentrates primarily on the version from 
Oliver Williamson, because academic literature attached the most attention to his approach 
(for the different versions compare e.g. Hennart, 2008).
The emerging transaction costs make a case for operating transaction within a company and 
consequently detract the market mechanism. Costs arise not only through the claiming of the 
market (external costs), but by demanding the organisations (internal costs). Therefore the 
theory is devoted to specify the “efficient boundaries of a firm” (Hennart, 2008; Cropper, 
1996; Ortmann and Sydow, 2003; Argyres and Zenger, 2007). The basic unit of analysis is the 
transaction (Picot et Dietl, 1990, Schreyogg, 1996, Kieser, 1999). The initial point for the 
transactions are the multifarious trade-offs, which happen between the specialised players, 
based on a division of labours in an economic system.
The definition of the term “transaction” harkens back to Commons, who pointed out that 
“transactions are, not the exchange o f commodities, but the alienation and acquisition, 
between individuals, o f the rights o f property and liberty created by society which must 
therefore be negotiated between the parties concerned before labour can produce, or 
consumers can consume, or commodities can be physically changed” (1931, page 652). 
Consequently, not the change of commodities is called transaction, but rather the preceding 
transfer of the entitlement of the disposal. In contrast to this, the Property-Rights-Theory 
examines the arrangement and allocation of the rights of disposal.
Transaction costs are costs, which are incurred by the determination, transfer and assertion of 
the rights of disposal (Woratschek and Roth, 2003, Ouchi, 1980). These costs affect the 
theoretical basics for the choice of governance structure. Nonmonetary costs, in terms of 
economic disadvantages are considered as well. Williamson augmented the transaction cost 
approach from Coase in the way that transaction costs include both direct costs of managing
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relationships and the possible opportunity costs of making inferior governance decisions 
(Rindfleisch and Heide, 1997). For different activities and modes of processing, the 
transaction costs are hence different. The consideration of transaction costs becomes more and 
more important for companies, because the proportion of the general and administrative costs 
increases in relation to the direct labour costs. Transaction costs contain amongst others (for a 
detailed overview see inter alia Gerhard et al., 1992, Williamson, 1990; Picot et al., 1998):
• Costs of initiation (e.g. research, travelling, consulting),
• Costs of arrangement (e.g. proceeding, legal department),
• Handling costs (e.g. task management),
• Costs of control (e.g. quality supervision),
• Costs of adaption (e.g. additional costs because of additional customer demands).
The most important assumption of the transaction cost theory is the reduction of the 
transaction costs on the basis of an estimation of alternative forms of organisations 
(Williamson, 1991, Sydow, 1992). The minimising of the costs is possible by the choice of 
the adequate market form. As a result, the influencing variables are the central elements of 
this approach, considering the basic conditions and behaviour patterns. The four basic 
assumptions of the transaction cost theory get differentiated in personal and situative factors 
(Jager, 2008, Carter and Hodgson, 2006, Williamson, 2008, Sydow, 1992):
Personal factors:
1. Persons are characterised by bounded rationality. This assumption eliminates the 
possibility of perfect contracts.
2. Individuals are inclined to opportunism, because they are intending to increase their 
own interests. Moral fraud is considered by this assumption.
Situative factors:
3. Transactions vary as to complexity and uncertainty.
4. Finally the number of the potential transaction partners, and consequently the 
competition between them, matters with regards to the amount of the transaction costs.
In addition to the main assumptions, the transaction cost approach also includes risk neutrality 
as a third human factor and transaction frequency as a third situative factor. However, these 
two assumptions receive less attention because the circumstances are not proven exactly 
(Rindfleisch and Heide, 1997).
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An answer to the question why a part of the productivity gets coordinated over the market and 
another one hierarchical provides the “market-hierarchy-paradigm” from Oliver Williamson. 
Market and hierarchy build only the poles for a continuum of possible governance structures 
(Sydow, 1992). Figure 10 clarifies the interrelation between the determinants.
Figure 10: The Organisational Failures Framework (parameters for transaction costs)
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Source: Williamson, 1975, page 40.
Fundamental elements of the organisational-failure-framework are the determinants “human 
factors”, “environmental factors” and the “transaction atmosphere” (Picot et al. 1998). An 
asymmetric distribution of information and knowledge (information impact) occurs if 
opportunistically acting subjects with limited rationality enter into specific and uncertain 
transaction relationships. To limit transaction costs, the partners must be involved more 
strongly and organisation forms that hinder opportunistic behaviour must be implemented 
(Picot and Dietl, 1990).
2.4.2.2 Determinants of the transaction costs
As primary determinants of transaction costs must therefore be mentioned: specificity, the 
main factor of influence on transaction costs, uncertainty, complexity and transaction
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frequency, assuming limited rationality and opportunism of the actors (e.g. Betz, 1996 or 
Baur, 1990).
It applies to products or services of high specificity that cannot be imitated by other 
companies in their given form. It can therefore be understood as a problem of unique or not 
fully standardised goods (as intended by Williamson, 1990). The more svecific an investment 
will be the larger is the dependency of the transaction partners (Luo, 2008, Woratschek and 
Roth, 2003 or Arnold, 2000). Additionally, assets with a high amount of specificity represent 
sunk costs that have little value outside the network. Asset specificity usually gets 
differentiated in the following types of asset specificity (Tremblay et al., 2003, Picot and 
Dietl, 1990):
1. Site specificity, 2. Physical asset specificity, 3. Human asset specificity, 4. Brand name 
capital, 5. Dedicated assets, 6. Temporal specificity. Each type of transaction specific 
investment will have different effects on performance, e.g. site-specific investments 
economise on inventory and logistic costs, but may have only little effects on performance.
Uncertainty expresses in the number and the extent of non-foreseeable task changes (Picot et 
al, 1998). It can be assumed, for example, that prices or terms change which will result in an 
increase of transaction costs. If supplied parts are highly complex one can assume that specific 
skills and resources are required to build or distribute those (in the following the terms and 
definitions of uncertainty and complexity will be summarised under complexity. For a 
detailed determination of complexity see Malik, 1996. In the thesis complexity will be seen as 
“performance-object-complexity”).
The transaction cost concept also assumes that the selection of a coordination form is done 
only by actors acting with limited rationality, which is expressed by the assumption of 
hounded rationality (Simon, 1959). Bounded rationality brings about that, in conjunction with 
the existing behavioural uncertainty, incomplete agreements get completed. Therefore several 
constituent parts stay unspecified and get renegotiated during the cooperation. In addition 
exists, just like in the principal agent concept, the assumption of individual utility 
maximisation, which is expressed in the assumption o f opportunism. The fear of opportunism 
increases the amount of resources firms need to expend in monitoring the behaviour of their 
exchange partners (as intended by Williamson, 1985; see also Rindfleisch and Moorman,
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2003). Advisable are hierarchic structures that can better limit opportunistic behaviour 
through incentive or control systems than market structures can.
The transaction atmosphere includes technical and sociocultural factors that influence the 
transaction costs of different coordination and motivation instruments in specific situations. 
The transaction frequency determines the amortisation time and thus the economic benefit of 
hierarchic organisation structures or long-term cooperation (Picot et al., 2002 and Picot et al., 
1998, Simon, 1959).
In the following it is to be reviewed how distinct the determinants of specificity, complexity, 
opportunism, strategic relevance and transaction frequency are in cooperation in the technical 
wholesale business and what effects they have. For this, the first sub-chapter examines the 
characteristics of specificity and opportunism and the second the strategic relevance of the 
objects, complexity and transaction frequency. The behaviour adoption “bounded rationality” 
does not get examined apart, because the hypotheses can be taken as granted.
2.4.2.3 Analysis of the determinants in horizontal cooperation
In technical wholesale svecificity is mainly due to the high inventory costs and human assets. 
The increasing tight conjunction of the processes of the customer and the distributors causes 
high specificity. Many of the industrial customers accomplish a supplier reduction and along 
with that they expect an enlargement of the product range. In the past the specificity was 
much less because the supply of the distributors pertained to single commodity groups. In 
particular corporate enterprises ask for a complete spare parts delivery and complex enterprise 
resource planning tools (see also chapter 2.3.2- trends in technical wholesale).
The supply of components, which are made up of different parts, and the growth in the 
number and intensity of product-supporting services, increase the sustainable specificity 
(Zentes et. al, 2007). The outsourcing tendencies in the aftermarket sector emphasise the 
requirement for complete services. After executing transaction-specific investments, the 
distributor can only be changed by accepting worse conditions (as intended by Kieser, 1999; 
Kieser means e.g. higher prices or less returns by “worse conditions”). The partners in 
cooperation will have an interest in a long-term relationship to minimise their transaction 
costs. Every partner in the cooperation will try to reduce the grade of interdependency by 
executing only a modicum of specific investments. Furthermore, Amit and Schoemaker
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mentioned that a “specialisation o f assets is a necessary condition for rent and strategic 
assets by their very nature are specialised” (1993, page 37). This argument clarifies that 
specificity can be very different for distributors in technical wholesale, because a simple 
redispatch does not require high specificity. On the other hand, the more specialised, and 
supposedly successful, a company is, the higher the specificity will be (as intended by 
Barney, 1991, Wemerfelt, 1984). Dyer additionally mentions that “firms may realise a 
competitive advantage when they develop a tightly integrated network characterised by a high 
degree o f interfirm specialisation” (1996, page 272). This interfirm specialisation is very 
pronounced in the BMS cooperation, because each of the four partners is an expert in his area 
(sealing, electronics, tools and ball bearings). The company being considered, Josef 
Blassinger GmbH + Co. KG is specialised in ball bearings, which requires a high investment 
in equipment and parts (e.g. for belt-sleeve-cutting-machine or technical training of the sales 
force). Hence the level of specificity has highly increased for the single distributors and can be 
evaluated as medium.
The second determinant, to be analysed, is ovvortunism. The threat of opportunistic behaviour 
is particularly important in our case, because we have at least four partners in the regional 
cooperation. Opportunistic behaviour can assume many facets, e.g. there is a risk that the 
cooperation partners try to renegotiate the contract to maximise their single cooperation rent. 
Therefore, Bucklin and Sengupta alert that “in horizontal alliances the potential for  
opportunism is high as partners may use the alliance only as a mean to gain market position 
at the expense o f a partner” (1993, page 33). This danger is evident in our current 
cooperation (BMS), because there is a fractional overlapping in sub-areas of the product 
range. This can lead to opportunism and mistrust and, as a consequence, to a passivity within 
the single companies. Currently the sales approach is realised by the field staff of the 
individual partners. However, passivity is in no way penalised and an idle cooperation partner 
could profit through a more hardworking one. As aforementioned, the single partners are 
specialised which exposes the owners to a greater risk of opportunism as the owner of general 
resources (Dyer, 1996, Kale and Singh, 2009 or Madhok and Tallman, 1998). Another 
certainty, which conceals the danger of opportunism, is the comparatively loose agreement of 
the cooperation. Except for the marketing costs, there is no contract about the remaining 
procedure of the cooperation (e.g. the fee for a successful new client acquisition). The biggest 
problem for formal contracts is rooted in the fact that “contracts require parties to specify ex 
ante all potential contingencies and the desired adaptions to them” (Hennart, 2008, page
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349). Because the partner of our cooperation could not specify different factors, we left some 
contracts incomplete which endorses opportunistic behaviour.
Important factors, which can counterbalance the potential for adverse forms of opportunistic 
behaviour are commitment and trust (Bachmann and Zaheer, 2008 or Bucklin and Sengupta,
1993). Parkhe points out that “with growing trust, there is an increasing willingness to put 
oneself at risk, be it through intimate disclosure, reliance on another's promises, or 
sacrificing present rewards for future gains” (1993, page 803). However, the different 
companies knew each other only cursorily before the beginning of the cooperation. At least 
domain- and goal compatibility exist, which enhance the effectiveness of interorganisational 
networks (Bucklin and Sengupta, 1993; Kanter, 1994). Yet, in summary, the danger of 
opportunism has to be categorised as high.
With cumulative complexity the advantages of a large-scale integration are on the increase 
(Homburg, 1995, or Picot and Dietl, 1990). The reason for that is rooted in the fact that 
current coordination- and change costs in external integration forms are higher than in an 
internal handling (Gerhard et al., 1992). Complexity results furthermore from the assumption 
bounded rationality and must be differentiated in the area of technical wholesale. Some parts 
have very little complexity, such as standard screws or standard seals. These parts are easy to 
procure and are stored in piles in the distributor warehouses. Nevertheless, the complexity of 
some parts is meaningful, because the distributors take the task on an extended workbench. 
For instance, in our case, the complexity of ball bearings, with their field of operation in 
space, is very high. These bearings must be furnished with a special high temperature fat and 
packed and stored in a very complex way. This accordingly increases the complexity for the 
distributors because of the increasing numbers of product variants. The specifications of 
industrial customers can hardly be controlled by small and medium sized distributors. 
Therefore, complexity can be assessed as average, but like specificity, with an upward trend.
The parts from suppliers are stratesically relevant when the customer can achieve competitive 
advantages with the input of the articles (Barney, 1991). The strategic relevance of the 
products can be differentiated in factors, such as the innovation factor and the importance of 
the parts or with the help of the position in the product life cycle. Dyer established for 
example that, the closer the intercompany collaboration and the higher the intercompany 
specialisation, the shorter the product life cycle and the lower the necessary investments will
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be (as intended by Dyer, 1996, page 283; Dyer reviewed twenty suppliers from Japan, thirty 
from the USA and three manufacturers). For the customer of our current cooperation, the 
strategic relevance of the parts in the majority of cases is medium to high, because, for 
example, ball bearings affect the power transmission or other important parts of the end- 
product.
The last factor, which effects transaction costs, is the transaction frequency. According to 
Williamson, higher levels of transaction frequency provide an incentive for firms to employ 
hierarchical governance, because “the costs o f specialised governance structures will be 
easier to recover for large transactions o f a recurring kind. ” (Williamson, 1985, page 60). It 
depends on the transaction frequency to what extent a first arrangement of transactions can be 
allocated to the successional transactions. With a rising frequency in the transactions, a 
declining effect on the transaction costs would occur and opportunistic behaviour would be 
alleviated (Mahoney, 2005 or Woratschek and Roth, 2003). Because of that an intra-corporate 
creation of a specific, strategically relevant investment should be adduced only provided that 
a large repetitiveness happens (Picot, 1991 or Mahoney, 2005). Consequently, the more 
frequent a service has to be adduced, the higher the tendency is for a horizontal cooperation. 
At present, specific investment for customers are exceptions, because the plurality of our 
customers harkens back to standard articles and standard procedures. However, particularly 
our key customers take these conditions increasingly for granted.
Table 2 illustrates the attributes according to Williamsons’ Organisational Failure Framework 
and indicates the respective characteristic for distributors in our segment of technical 
wholesale.
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Table 2: Characteristics of the activities in technical wholesale
Characteristics
Attributes
Low level of
horizontal
integration
High level of
horizontal
integration
Parameter value for 
distributors
Specificity Low specificity High specificity Medium specificity 
(but increasing)
Strategic relevance Low strategic 
relevance
High strategic 
relevance
High strategic 
relevance
Complexity Low complexity High complexity Medium complexity
Transaction
frequency
Low fi'equency High frequency Low frequency (but 
increasing)
Source: Own source
On the basis of the table, it is visualised that in technical wholesale, and especially in the 
segment of ball bearings, the characteristics of horizontal cooperation exist on a medium 
level. Because in particular specificity and transaction fi'equency have been increasing over 
the last years, the importance of horizontal cooperation will rise.
2.4.2.4 Summary and evaluation of the theory
Transaction cost theory deconstructs bilateral relationships on the basis of transaction costs. 
The analyses of different factors, which influence the amount of the transaction costs, provide 
a starting point for the formation of hybrid coordination forms (as intended by Williamson, 
1985, Woratschek and Roth 2003, Picot and Dietl, 1990 or Baur, 1990). By means of 
“information impactedness” and the “level of specificity” power principles get considered and 
concepts for the adjustment of the degree of outsourcing can be established (Hennart, 2008).
It can be noticed that, on the basis of the transaction cost theory, reasons can be found, which 
explain the increase of horizontal cooperation in technical wholesale over the last years. In 
addition difficulties during the provision interworking could be revealed. The following 
results can be subsumed:
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• The changes in technical wholesale induce accretive transaction costs, which are 
increasingly unable to be mortised by single companies. Therefore the necessity for 
horizontal cooperation will gain over the next years.
• However, the theory argues that hierarchies have distinct advantages over markets in 
overcoming fundamental hazards in exchange, caused by opportunism of the actors 
and the complexity (Sydow, 1992 or Argyres and Zenger, 2007).
• The scale integration will increase with accretive complexity and strategic relevance 
of the supplier parts.
• Once a cooperation has been established, a disbandment of an ongoing process can be 
achieved only in connection with high transaction costs of retrieval.
• Transaction costs in cooperation and strategic networks can be reduced by (Kale and 
Singh, 2012, Dyer, 1996, Sydow, 1992):
o An accurate assortment of the cooperation partners to minimise the costs of 
negotiation and reduce the danger of opportunism, 
o The instalment of long-term relationships and coordination instruments to 
minimise the transaction costs of the hybrid networks, 
o The setup of organisation units (“boundary spanners”) for the control and 
coordination of the relationship (Kale and Singh, 2012, Mahoney, 2005, 
Tremblay et al., 2003), 
o The use of inter-organisational information systems and the establishment of 
mutual interdependencies (see the examples in Williamson, 1985), 
o The development of trust for a better inter-corporate culture.
However, a harsh criticism exists, which will indicate, that the transaction cost theory can 
offer only a partial explanation for strategic networks and thereby horizontal cooperation (for 
a detailed description of the criticism see e.g. Sydow, 1992, pages 162-166 or Hennart, 2005, 
pages 360-362). A distinction of the transaction costs is conducted insufficiently, because 
only coordination costs get regarded whereas other costs, like for example production costs, 
get disregarded or are rather used synonymously with transaction costs (Madhok and 
Tallman, 1998 and Sydow, 1992). Therefore the theoretical approach neglects the overall 
costs, that would be necessary for a complete consideration of the costs. Due to a dynamic 
environment, the premise of given production costs can be rejected. Another point of criticism 
exists in the overestimation of the behaviour adoption “opportunism”. The critics mention that 
partners do not always act opportunistically (Kieser, 1999 or Parkhe, 1993). Furthermore, the 
theory supports the decision maker indeed with the choice of the coordination form, but not
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with the best arrangement of the network. Behavioural science and power aspects do not get 
considered sufficiently (Rindfleisch and Heide, 1997).
2.43 Resource Dependence Theory
The Resource Dependence Theory assumes that the control of a critical resource can influence 
pay decisions (compare amongst others Tremblay et al., 2003; Nienhüser, 2008, Hilman et al., 
2009 or Fink et al., 2006). In contrast to transaction cost theory, resource dependence theory 
considers not only the costs as decision criteria, but more complex social factors. However, 
the theories are similar with the argument that, in the face of increasing uncertainty and 
complexity, companies will seek closer relationships to improve information exchanges, 
commitment and exchange stability. About thirty years after the publication of Pfeffer and 
Salanicik's work “The External Control of Organisations: A Resource Dependence 
Perspective” (1978), the approach is one of the most important ones to answer the question 
“how organisations reduce environmental interdependence and uncertainty through 
collaboration?” (For a survey about the development of the theory compare Casciaro and 
Piskorski, 2005). The author will use this theoretical approach basically to work out 
possibilities to reduce uncertainty.
2.4.3.1 Description of the theory
The resource dependence theory explains the formation of a cooperation with the condition 
that companies are unable to pursue a development on their own, either because of the lack of 
expertise or resources, or because the firms can not dominate the market to a sufficient extend 
to buy-in or takeover existing sources of expertise (Pfeffer and Salanicik, 1978, Butler and 
Sohod, 1995).
The theoretical approach represents the “inside-out”-perspective, which is based on the input- 
factors of the single companies and the ensuing advantages of their combination (Pfeffer and 
Salancik, 1978; Stengel, 1999. Whereas, under the “outside-in”-perspective, marketing- 
oriented approaches are understood). The company specific characteristics are therefore in the 
focus of the analysis of the resource dependence. The approach deals with the development of 
intercompany collaboration with the pursuit of autonomy of organisations in a situation of 
resource interdependency (Butler and Sohod, 1995, Bleeke and Ernst, 1991).
The theory is based on the following assumptions (Sydow, 1992, Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978 
or Lotia and Hardy, 2008):
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• Organisations are open social systems that depend on the environment for a continuing 
supply of critical resources.
• These critical resources are limited and difficult to obtain.
• Organisations can get access to critical resources by exchange with other companies. 
This resource dependency is the reason for the limited autonomy of the companies.
• Therefore companies try to retain autonomy by generating inter-organisational 
relationships.
• Where this does not work, companies develop different strategies to control the 
behaviour of the organisations they are dependent on. This can happen for example 
through producing dependencies from their company.
Consequently it is necessary for the single company to avoid dependencies and look for a 
unique feature on her own. With this unique feature the organisation can put pressure on the 
negotiating partner to increase the influence in an environment, primarily based on 
organisations (Oelsnitz, 2003; Casciaro and Piskorski, 2005 or Boyd, 1990). To attain these 
concerns, companies “bypass the source o f constraints by reducing the interest in valued 
resources, cultivating alternative sources o f supply, or formulating coalitions. ” (Casciaro and 
Piskorski, 2005, page 167)
Advantages through resources can be generated in different areas, e.g. land, labour or capital, 
but especially Edith Penrose is of the opinion that the subdivision of resources may proceed 
as far as is useful, according to whatever principles are most applicable for the business 
problem at hand (Penrose 1959, Mata et al., 1995 or Mahoney, 2005). However, in the main 
technological and human resources get differentiated. A group of authors prefers 
technological resources, whereas it is related basically on equipment and employees with the 
adequate technological knowledge (as intended by Wemerfelt, 1984). However, a second 
group of authors senses human resources as essential. They consider in particular the 
organisational and theoretical methods of planning as important (Stengel, 1999). The 
companies should therefore assess permanently their portfolio of resources. This evaluation of 
the resources can happen e.g. through a placement in the resource-product-matrix:
• Creation of a profile of the resources,
• Appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses and
• Identification of specific competencies.
The resource dependence theory consequently clarifies the dilemma with a control of 
resources, new interdependencies will arise (Eggert et al., 2009, Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978).
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A complete autonomy remains unequalled, because an organisation cannot integrate all 
required resources. Several studies reveal that the greater the complementary is between the 
partners, the greater is the likelihood of a successful alliance (Kale and Singh, 2009). To gain 
control over critical and strategically relevant resources, companies have two basic strategies: 
on the one hand integration and hence acquisition, and on the other hand, cooperation 
(Sydow, 1992). Because a medium-sized company does not have the financial means of 
acquiring all the necessary resources, in the next chapter the requirements for the cooperation 
recommendations will be tested.
2.4.3.2 Application to horizontal cooperation
If the resource dependence theory to our current situation is adapted, the four partners will use 
inter- relations to have a better control over resources and markets and hereby over other 
organisations to reduce the uncertainty of the environment. The uncertainty of the market is 
not only affected by the dependency of the company and the specific resource, but also by the 
market structure. As demonstrated already with the transaction cost theory, the environment 
of the technical wholesale was on a large transformation due to different changes. With the 
help of a horizontal cooperation, the firms would have the possibility of a permanent 
competitive advantage, through the combination of their resources. By using the exclusivity 
and further development of the resources would increase which, in turn would increase the 
dependency of the collaborative partners and thus tighten their relationship.
Pfeffer and Salancik recommend a cooperation to reduce uncertainty and complexity 
provided that the following five conditions are fulfilled (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978):
1. The cooperating companies have a clear and collective aim.
2. It exists an one-way dependence between the companies.
3. The frequency of the interaction between the firms is on a middle level.
4. An acquisition is opposed to legal, political or financial barriers.
5. The uncertainty of the environment is on a middle level.
6. The number of the cooperating partners should, dependent on the chosen form of 
organisation, not exceed a certain number, because of the coordination efforts 
involved.
In respect of our existing cooperation BMS, numbers one, three, four and five are entirely 
fulfilled, and number six under constraints. The second condition can be objected.
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A closer look to requirement number one, all cooperation partners have the same aim, namely 
the extension of the product range to their customers. Because of the limited company size of 
the single partners, the firms are forced to cooperate in order to offer a service similar to a 
large concern. Furthermore, Das, Sen and Sengupta found out that smaller enterprises benefit 
more from cooperative relationships than their larger partners (Das et al., 1998 or Hillman et 
al., 2009). Condition three and five can be approved together, because there is both a middle 
level of interaction and a middle level of uncertainty of the environment given. The 
interaction frequency of the cooperation is variable and depends on the current projects. 
Because all of the involved companies are very busy with their day-to-day business, the 
communication is sometimes a bit delayed. However, there regular meetings, which do exist, 
must be held by all partners. The uncertainty of the environment has increased highly, 
especially due to the recent economic crisis, customer requirements and gradient 
globalisation.
As mentioned above, requirement two must be negated, because “there is no functional 
division o f labour relative to pursuit o f the group goal” (Phillips, 1960, pages 605-606). A 
precise chain of activities is not given in our cooperation, because every partner is equal and 
one-way dependency does not exist. Therefore, a conflict situation can arise, because each 
firm has its individual identity and individual goals, which could result in competition 
between the companies. Furthermore, the participants of the cooperation have no inducement 
to be active. Passivity provides no disadvantage to the firms, because they can wait for the 
successful acquisition of the other firms.
Concerning the arrangement of horizontal cooperation, the resource dependence theory 
recommends a relationship between the partners, which can profit reciprocally by the core 
competencies of the companies without suffering a large deficit of know-how (Stengel, 1999 
or Fink et al., 2006). Furthermore the advocates of the theoretical approach advise 
cooperation with firms whose products the firm relies upon. Another reason for the creation 
of a strategic alliance could be that in a cooperation, the individual firm has access to 
information and is therefore able to learn from the other companies (Nienhüser, 2008). In this 
context it is important for firms to establish a mutual trust in order for a controlled handling 
of information and know-how to be possible. Consequently, in cooperation the risk of 
information diffiision is less than in non-cooperating relationships.
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2.4.3.3 Summary and evaluation of the theory
The resource dependence theory considers the motives of power for the individual partner. 
However, the approach is exposed to criticism. Especially the unrealistic assumptions get 
criticised in the theory of the firms. It is supposed that the management always acts rationally 
and tries to reduce the uncertainty of the environment (Sydow, 1992). Furthermore, the 
approach does not factor the positive discrimination of cooperative behaviour compared to 
competitive strategies (Schaper, 1996). Motives such as the decrease of transaction costs do 
not get regarded, but only the dimension of autonomy attracts interest. Considerations of 
efficiency are not taken into account and need therefore the support of other theoretical 
approaches (Butler and Sohod, 1995).
Nevertheless, the approach provides important findings for the cooperation BMS. The gist of 
the theory, namely the fact that companies arrange their relationships to the environment in 
dependence of uncertainty and complexity, can get approved in this situation. The rising 
number of alliances between distributors is due to the fact that the uncertainty should be 
diminished by cooperation. In addition the fact has been found that horizontal cooperation 
will be drawn between partners who are dependent on each other, either because of lack of 
knowledge or lack of resources. According to the resource dependence theory the firms will 
try to create dependencies on their own company on the one side and minimise external 
dependencies on the other side. Yet the dependence in our horizontal cooperation is not as 
high as for example in a vertical cooperation, because the network is relatively loose and a 
partner company can become accommodated or suspended easily.
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Table 3 outlines the most important results of the theory.
Table 3: Summary and application of resource dependence theory
Assumptions Gists to horizontal Application to Critics of the
cooperation technical wholesale approach
• Motives o f power • Strategy to avoid • In technical wholesale • Unrealistic
play the decisive role uncertainty and uncertainty has assumptions.
in profit-cost- autonomy. increased over the last • Regards only the
comparisons. • Cooperation takes years. dimension of
• Logical reasoning o f only place if • Cooperation are autonomy.
the deciders. integration is not negotiated to diminish • Should be combined
• Organisations are possible. uncertainty and tap with other theories.
depending o f • Pursuit o f autonomy resources.
resources o f others. is the highest aim for • Partners are up to
• Benefit o f the the cooperation their own advantage
cooperation should partners. and try to control the
top the costs. •  Success of others.
• Investment in partnerships is
preservation of questionable because
competence. o f the pursuit o f
power.
Source: Author based on Schaper, 1996, page 70.
Combining the resource dependence theory and the transaction cost theory, the condition of 
minimum cooperation autonomy would tend to appear under high resource dependence and 
high transaction ambiguity, while maximum autonomy would appear under low resource 
dependence and high transaction specificity (Butler and Sohod, 1995). The cooperation BMS 
prevails consequently a low up to medium cooperation autonomy, because there is medium 
transaction specificity (but increasing) and low or rather medium resource dependence.
2.4.4 Game Theory
On the basis of the game theory, the author wants to illustrate why trust is one of the most 
important factors in a cooperation. The theory is about a concept for the improvement of 
decisions, whose results are influenced by the reactions of the environment. In many cases
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game theory demonstrates a mathematical description and analysis of interactions of the 
parties, in which, besides the rules of the game, the individual strategies dominate the 
outcome of the game (Magin et al., 2003, Shubic, 1983, Jarillo and Ricart, 1987). Through 
the identification of equilibriums and equilibrium strategies companies can identify the 
outcome of their actions. A famous game theoretical example is the prisoners dilemma. In 
this case competing companies achieve inevitably their individual highest profit, but do not 
skim the best possible results, which would be possible through cooperation. However, this 
fact is not only valid in vertical cooperation, but can be transferred also to horizontal 
cooperation, because the partners will try to maximise their own gains at the expense of the 
venture (Hennart, 1991). The tribute with the Nobel Prize in the year 1994 for the game 
theory papers of Reinhard Selten, John Nash and John Charles Harsanyi emphasise the 
relevance of the game theory in economics.
2.4.4.1 Description of the theory
Game theory analyses relationships, which are characterised by cooperation and defection.
On the one hand by defection, because the protagonists pursue their own aims and on the 
other hand by cooperation, because their actions are up to each other and mutual 
thoughtfulness is worthwhile (Rieck, 1993).
The following assumptions form the basis of the theory (for a more detailed listing see Magin 
et al., 2003, page 124, Sydow, 1992, pages 169-170 or Kleinaltenkamp and Wolters, 1997, 
pages 58-59):
• The result depends on the actions of multiple protagonists (therefore this part of the 
game theory is called “interactive” game theory),
• All decision-makers are aware of that and assume that every party knows that,
• Every player conducts himself satisfactorily, which means that every cooperation 
partner will try to anticipate his own interests as much as possible,
• The concerned players consider the mentioned circumstances,
• For the game it is essential that the expected amount for the possible outcomes is 
known by all players and the choice of the strategies happens simultaneously,
• The players have either the possibility of cooperation or defection.
If two players are involved and the game is played only once, the so-called Nash equilibrium 
can be expected, which is demonstrated in figure 11.
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Figure 11: Prisoner's dilemma
Prisoner One
Defection
Prisoner Two
Defection
Cooperation
1 : 1 ^
0 : 3  ^
Cooperation
3 : 0
2:2
Source: Author based on Kleinaltenkamp and Wolters, 1997, page 61.
In the so-called Prisoner's dilemma two players are suspected of a crime. They are separated 
and unable to communicate with each other. Every suspect must decide whether to cooperate 
or to defect without knowing what the other will do. If both suspects cooperate and neither 
squeals, both could expect a benignant punishment (illustrated in field 1). This state is called 
“mutual cooperation” (MC) payoff (Parkhe 1993, pages 796-797). If one prisoner squeals and 
the other one stonewalls, the squealer will be fi*eed and the other has to face a very hard 
punishment (illustrated in the two fields with the numbers 2). This situation is called 
“unilateral defection” (UD). If both squeal, both will receive a moderate punishment 
(illustrated in field 3). This reaction is called “mutual defection” (MD). The dilemma is rooted 
in the fact that each player's preference will be UD > MC > MD > UC. Each prisoner has an 
incentive to squeal, independent to what the other suspect will choose to do, because UD>
MC and MD > UC. But if both defect, both do worse than if both had cooperated (Jarillo and 
Ricart, 1987).
2.4.4.2 Explanatory model for trust in cooperation
The prisoner's dilemma demonstrates that each partner's uncertainty regarding the other's 
next step may lead to inefficient reactions, because every partner company is eager for its own 
advantage, in case of need at the expense of the overall benefit. This dilemma can be solved 
through the “tit for tat” rule, which is recommended by Axelrod (1984). The rule arrogates the 
protagonists to begin with the cooperation strategy and afterwards to continually select the
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same strategy as the other player. Jarillo and Ricart infer the theoretical resolution from this 
game that: “therefore, there seems to be hope that cooperation can survive and end up 
dominating even in a world o f mistrust and no cooperation” (1987, page 87).
Axehod and Keohane (1986) identified three structural dimensions, which are very helpful 
for the organisation and procedure of our current cooperation BMS, namely
1. The pattern of payoff,
2. The “shadow of the future” (Axelrod, 1984, page 124),
3. The number of players.
The adequate distribution of pavoffs seems very important for every cooperation, because 
every company needs a positive value to the expected alliance outcome. Just as for juvenile 
alliances this seems important, because high initial costs (for example for the brochures and 
the internet presence) equal almost none returns. Especially in the economic crisis, and 
because of the budget closure, the partners will try to invest only what seems necessary. 
Parkhe adds that “the expectation o f net positive outcomes is captured by the nontrivial 
payoff condition that mutual cooperation has a value greater zero, which implies that the 
emergence o f cooperation between self-interested autonomous firms reflects anticipated 
individual gains that are only realizable as the fruits o f joint actions, through mutual 
interdependence” (1993, page 798). This statement clarifies that alliances like BMS should 
develop positive value after a while, because it will become more difficult to motivate the 
partners and arrange a positive working environment, the longer the activities were 
unsuccessful.
With the “shadow of the future” Axelrod means that violating the agreement can have 
negative follow-ups for the cheater. This situation was explained with the “tit-for-tat”- 
strategy above. Applied this strategy to our current alliance, it seems at the first view 
applicable, because if one partner does not cooperate and is eager for his self-interest, the 
remaining companies can answer with the defection as well. Furthermore this “game plan” 
induces that such opportunistic learning strategies undercut the collective knowledge 
development in strategic alliances (Larsson et al., 1998). The better the cooperative 
behaviour of the partner, the longer is “the shadow of the future” or the thicker the 
connection between current moves and future consequences. Besides the “nonsalvageable 
assets” in cooperation, time horizons, frequency of interactions and behavioural transparency 
make the “shadow of the future” an important promoter of alliances (Axelrod and Keohane,
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1986).. However, it seems problematic that we have not yet effective control mechanisms for 
this “tit-for-taf’-strategy and cannot control effectively what the other companies are doing. 
This situation is called the “problem of imperfect information”, which can arise from (1) 
observation lags, reaction lags, or both and (2) interaction of randomness and inability to 
monitor the other firms’ choices (Spence, 1978). An empirical analysis clarified the positive 
relationship between the degree of shared decision-making and alliance performance 
(Saxton, 1997).
The determinant number of plavers can be illustrated on the basis of a realised multiplayer 
game from Ho and Weigelt (1997). The following table displays why trust is so important in 
cooperation. In contrast to a one-time game (Prisoner dilemma) it is about repeated 
interactions. In repeated games the players can punish uncooperative behaviours into their 
current strategies.
Figure 12: The Median Effort Game
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Source: Ho and Weigelt, 1997, page 148.
The keynote to this game is that you must trust others to provide their maximum effort, 
because if they do not and you do, the payoff is negative (Ho and Heigelt, 1997).
The individual participant chose an effort contribution toward group goals represented by 
seven numbered levels. They have to define their commitment a priori. Using the example of 
figure twelve the maximum payback of five comes about when everybody invests the 
maximum commitment of seven. If one player invests the maximum amount and the other
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players do not, the exploited player will reduce his commitment. Assuming that the players 
do not know how much the input of the cooperation partners will be, lacking trust can lead to 
a suboptimal result. Empirical analyses have shown that cooperation partner will usually 
choose a mean involvement, which would cause in our example in a group commitment of 
four (Magin et al., 2003 or Van Huyck et al., 1991). For the success of the cooperation it 
therefore seems important to send signals to the cooperation partners to show cooperative 
willingness. McMillan defines “signals” as information between the protagonists, which 
must be reliable to be functional (McMillan describes “signals” therefore also as “credible 
information”- compare McMillan, 1992).
2.4.4.3 Summary and evaluation of the theory
By means of the game theory the importance of trust in inter-organisational relationships is 
demonstrated. The aim of the cooperation must be the maximisation of the group profit and 
not of individual profit. For this purpose the necessity of long-term trust and the composition 
of signals to the cooperation partners seems inevitable (see Bachmann, 2001). As well as 
transaction cost theory, game theory is based on the basic assumption of opportunism of the 
actors. In addition to that strategic foresight is important to achieve the best possible result 
for the companies. As long as a cooperative and consequently active cooperation forms no 
Equilibrium the cooperation will be instable. The following table summarises the results of 
the game theory.
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Table 4: Summary and application of game theory
Assumptions Gists to horizontal Application to Critics of the
cooperation technical wholesale approach
• Results depend • Uncertainty leads to • Payoff for • Neglecting power-
always on different inefficient reactions. commitment is and influence factors
protagonists. •  “Tit for tat” rule is necessary. between the
• Everybody is aware recommended to raise • Opportunistic learning partners.
o f that. the players. strategies for passive • Simplified
• Every player tries to • Lacking trust lead to partners (“shadow o f assumptions of
maximise his own suboptimal results. the future”). approach.
interest. • Sending signals to
• The expected amount partners is important.
for the outcomes is
known by all players.
• All players act
simultaneously.
• The strategy is either
to cooperate or
defect.
Source: Own Source.
If the findings are transferred to the current situation of BMS, it seems important to generate 
an increased interdependency, because the willingness to invest escalates more with “sunk 
invests” (Saxton, 1997). The transparency of information and investments is necessary to 
establish trust as an inherent part of our cooperation. A combined controlling and a more 
detailed project plan would be helpful to give a survey of the commitment of the partners.
However, the theoretical approach has some weaknesses -  for example the neglecting of 
power and the influence of factors between the protagonists (Sydow, 1992, Schwambom, 
1994, Baitsch and Müller, 2001). This critique applies to the situation of BMS, because the 
trust and the solidarity between the single partners are very different. Furthermore critics of 
the theory mention the simplified assumptions of the approach (Larsson et al., 1998). Neither
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the concrete organisation of the cooperation is explained, nor the conditions for the planning 
of the function externalisation (Sydow, 1992).
2.4.5 The social network perspective
Many structural sociologists are convinced that the most important aspect of an 
organisation's environment is its social network of external contacts (Gulati, 1998). By 
means of this theory the author wants to analyse which companies are suitable as a 
cooperation partner for the Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co. KG.
The theoretical approach refers to a tradition in social science which focuses on the 
combined activities of companies and people in a social system. In addition to the findings of 
the previous strategies, the social network perspective provides important knowledge about 
the performance of alliances and the consequences. Whereas the transaction cost theory and 
the resource dependence theory emphasise that companies create ties with other firms to 
manage the increasing complexity and uncertainty, the network perspective is particularly 
useful in explaining with whom organisations will form ties and how these actions are 
related to informational and control benefits (Kenis and Oerlemans, 2008).
It is important to mention that exactly the same process of horizontal cooperation has been 
implemented in different regions, while the achievements were very different. Therefore the 
social network perspective seems suitable to explore differences in the network and the 
behaviour patterns of the partners.
2.4.5.1 Description of the theory
The theory attends to the current social environment of persons or companies. Sociologists 
emphasise that every economic action is embedded in a social network of relationship 
management. Like Mattsson declared: “Through relationships, the firm can acquire some 
control over its environment. It can also use a relationship as a bridge to a third party or to 
mobilise resources against other firm s” (1987, page 235). A “social network” can consist of 
persons, organisations or generally of actors (Kenis and Oerlemans, 2008). In this thesis 
“actors” are perceived in the following as “organisations”, because the author is interested in 
the environment of the companies and not of single persons. The social network makes the 
assumption that every actor is embedded within networks and that actions can be influenced 
by other actors in social networks. The main focus of the theory is on the interaction between
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actors rather than on the attributes of particular actors (for a detailed description of the theory 
see Freeman, 2004). Besides from “actors” different factors are the key components of the 
social network approach, namely “ties and dyads”, “egocentric networks”, “complete 
networks”, “positional properties of actors in networks”, and “structural networks” (Freeman 
2004 or Kenis and Oerlemans, 2008). Dyadic ties connect pairs of actors and define the 
relationships which exist between ego (the focal organisation) and the alter-egos (those 
related to ego). This is important, because the configuration of the network is decisive for the 
success of a network. Different studies demonstrate the significance of the appropriate 
properties of the actors in alliances and structural properties of the network on the whole 
(Hakansson et Snehota, 1989, Brass et al., 2004 or Oliver and Ebers, 1998).
Prior research on the social network perspective has focused in particular on four different 
subjects: inequality, embedding, contagion and contingency (for a detailed survey see Burt et 
al., 1994). While research on inequality emphasises how alliances can account for 
differences in the resources available to individuals or organisations, research on embedding 
analyses the institutions and identities resulting from networks and how they allow difficult 
transactions. Another focal point of the social network perspective, namely contagion, has 
shown how networks can promote behavioural conformity by serving as conduits for 
information about organisational activities, which can influence the extension of new 
innovations. Finally, the surveys with the focus on contingency investigate how networks 
can moderate key organisational processes (Gulati, 1998). Because different aspects of a 
cooperation in technical wholesale has been aheady realised with the help of other theories, 
the focus of the research in the next chapter will concentrate on the importance of the choice 
of the partners and how they can achieve the best result (therefore the chapter will deal in 
particular with the subjects “embedding” and “contingency”). Another assumption concerns 
the differential informational advantages bestowed by social networks. Consequently, there 
is a control benefit for actors who are advantageously positioned within a social network 
(Gulati, 1998).
2.4.5.2 Analyzing the types of relationships between the cooperation partners
The consideration of the choice of the partners is one of the most important aspects in our 
alliance. Organisations are inclined to select partners with whom they are familiar and about 
whom they are likely to have important information (Kenis and Oerlemans, 2008). Our 
choice of the partners came about in almost the same manner. Three of the four partners are
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located very nearby and the owner-managers knew each other already. The fourth partner 
was recommended by one of the partner companies. However, the danger of this consortium 
can result from the fact that the companies were mutually embedded and information 
exchange is based on previous bilateral experiences. Herewith arises the possibility that the 
partners take part because of their good relationship rather than their conviction in the 
cooperation process. Consistent with the resource dependence theory, the social network 
theory emphasises the control benefits companies can generate by being advantageously 
positioned in a social network (Gulati, 1998).
Another selection criterion for partners in strategic alliances is the network position 
(compare Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999, Spekman et al., 1998; Kumar, 2010). The more central 
a company's network position, the more likely the company will have better information and 
is therefore more attractive to potential partners. This criterion can also be verified, because 
all of the four partners are well-established in the region. Kenis and Oerlemans mention 
furthermore the importance of timing as a success factor for the closing of a tie (Kenis and 
Oerlemans, 2008). This aspect is very helpful, because the timing for the start of the 
cooperation in 2008 was in hindsight unfavourable. The economic crises increased and the 
single companies had a lot of problems with the handling of the crisis. Furthermore the 
implementation of reduced working-hours in all of the four partner companies complicated 
new distribution strategies, because the focus was on the core business.
Social network perspective can help to reveal problems in a social network. The 
relationships between the actors provide the constraints that the combinations of the different 
companies, in conjunction with the individual characteristics and issues, may help to explain 
unethical behaviour in organisations. Unethical behaviour is defined as behaviour “that has a 
harmful effect upon others and is either illegal or morally unacceptable”. (Brass et al, 1998, 
page 15).
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Figure 13: A model of unethical behaviour
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Source: Brass et al., 1998, page 16.
Figure 13 demonstrates the connection between the types of relationships (strengths, 
asymmetry and status) and the structure of relationships (e.g. structural holes and 
asymmetry). Moreover the combination of the type and structure of relationships between 
organisations get considered. The classification of BMS is helpful to determine the present 
types and structures of relationships between the companies.
Regarding the tvpes of relationship, the cooperation BMS can be classified as a 
comparatively weak relationship, because the frequency or the emotional intensity of the 
relationship is jfiagile. This fact implicates that manipulation of information is possible. 
Therefore unethical behaviour gets supported (Kumar, 2010). In this context, multiplicity as 
well takes part in our cooperation, because the four companies are also customer and 
supplier to each other. Due to the overlapping of the basket of commodities, unethical 
behaviour in the cooperation can have negative outcomes for the bilateral relationships.
The structure of relationships implicates the assumption that organisations are aware that 
other organisational members can watch their actions. This surveillance will constrain 
unethical behaviour (Brass et al., 1998). The lack of a direct relationship (“structural hole”) 
between the partners increases unethical behaviour. However, in the present case, all of the
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partners are connected with each other. Freeman (1979) mentions furthermore centrality to 
the extent to which an individual can reach all others in the network in the fewest number of 
direct and indirect links. This thought also arose in the alliance BMS, because the person in 
charge wanted to install a sales person, who would be employed at all four companies. This 
person could be both the gateway between the firms and control centre for all current 
projects.
Organisational, individual and issue-related factors can affect the model and have an 
influence over both dimensions (for examples of the combinations see Brass et al., 1998). In 
the context of unethical behaviour in social networks as well social contagion should be 
regarded. Like a bad apple can spoil the whole barrel, an unqualified partner can ruin the 
whole alliance.
2.4.S.3 Summary and evaluation of the theory
The importance of the social network perspective in connection with inter-organisational 
networks is increasing, because the approach focuses not only on one single process (e.g. the 
formation of alliances), but analyses the connection between the protagonists in different 
perceptions. The theory focuses on relations between actors, and herewith, in our case, 
partnerships. Networks can be seen as collective knowledge and information sources. Every 
company is embedded in different networks of some kind. One source of error in our 
cooperation BMS could be that the choice of the partners came about because the employees 
of the firms knew each other already and the integration seemed simple. However, the 
inclusion of an unknown firm, which fits into the relationship well and which is interested in 
the concept, would probably have been a better choice for the addition of further partner 
companies.
Besides the presence of actors in a network structure, other conditions seem to be important 
for the success of the network. It has been demonstrated that especially the “types of 
relationships” and the “structure of relationships” can bring out different results. We should 
consider that the network has different combinations and “multiplicity” occurs. It cannot be 
avoided that sometimes the companies are either competitors or customers.
The appearance of “structural holes” should also be considered in the constellation of BMS, 
where the limitation of the partners is important. The answer to this problem could be the
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hiring of a salesperson to whom every company has a direct link. Actors who share direct 
information with each other are likely to possess more common information of each other 
(Gulati, 1995 or Kale and Singh, 2012). The independent salesperson could collect all the 
information, make the contacts and push the different companies. Furthermore no single 
partner could complain anymore that the employee is biased or works only for the self- 
interest of one company. Table 5 outlines the most important findings.
Table 5: Summary and application of social network perspective
Assumptions Essential for Application to Critics of the
horizontal cooperation technical wholesale approach
• Every economic • Choice of • Selection o f partners • Subjectivity o f the
action is embedded cooperation partners must be well- theory.
in a social network. is important. considered. • Combination with
• The action o f every • The connection • Timing for the other approaches is
single person between the partners consortium is necessary.
influences other is decisive. important. •  No explanatory
actions. •  “Types” and • Independent company model for formation.
• Four different “structure” o f as a kind of reproduction and
subjects o f theory: relationships must be information-hub transformation o f
inequality,
embedding,
contagion,
contingency.
followed. should be regarded. social networks.
Source: Own source.
However, the social network perspective has a number of limitations. Among other things it 
seems that empirical studies are biased to such cases where it is easy to operationalise 
whether an alliance is present or not and whether a given tie occurs or not (Kenis and 
Oerlemans, 2008). Another point of criticism exists therein that the approach “cannot 
predict which o f two individuals, identically placed in the organisation's network, is more 
likely to behave unethically" (Brass et al., 1998, page 27). Therefore it is necessary to 
combine the theory with other approaches. Emirbayer and Goodwin refer to the subjectivity 
of the theoretical approach and outline that “a fully adequate explanatory model for the 
actual formation, reproduction, and transformation o f social networks themselves is missing.
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Network analysis all too often denies in practice the crucial notion that social structure, 
culture, and human agency presuppose one another, it either neglects or inadequately 
conceptualises the crucial dimension o f subjective meaning and motivation -  including the 
normative commitments o f actors -  and thereby fails to show how it is intentional, creative 
human action serves in part o f constitute those very social networks that so powerfully 
constrain actors in turn" (1994, page 1413).
However, the social network perspective is helpful to consider the problems in different 
networks with the same structure. Because Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG has started 
alliances in different regions in Germany with different partners, the social network 
perspective is suitable to analyse the assets and drawbacks of the networks. It can be 
explained why a few of the alliances are successful and several are not.
2.4.6 Communities o f practice
With the help of the social network theory, it has been established that the formation of 
alliances is guided by the social network in which the organisation operates. However, the 
access to the network is not enough to make the cooperation successful. Communities of 
practice are a kind of network that organisational members may participate in as part of their 
professional life. Therefore CoP has developed as a powerful unit “linking the individual 
and the collective because it situates the role o f learning, knowledge transfer, and 
participation among people as the central enterprise o f collective aim" (Koliba and Gajda, 
2009, page 97). In the following, the main focus of attention will lie on the overcoming of 
the problems, such as knowledge transfer, uncertainty or the development of trust. As the last 
theoretical approach “communities of practice” will be used to bring together the results of 
the previous theories.
2.4.6.1 Description of the theory
The term “community of practice” was first introduced by Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger in 
1991 to note groups of persons engaged in the same practice, and communicating at regular 
intervals with each other about their activities (cf. Amin and Cohendet, 2004 or Hemmasi 
and Csanda, 2009). The theory has become noted for an approach of learning. While learning 
is often comprehended as a process based on individual cognition, learning in COPs is 
understood as a social collaborative process situated within special contexts (Wenger, 1998). 
Thenceforward there has been a lot of research on CoP and learning environment (for an
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overview of the use of CoP in different disciplines see Koliba and Gajda, 2009, pages 99- 
100). The theory has become a famous approach to describe both “intra” and “inter” 
organisational settings (Wenger, 1998 or Koliba and Gajda, 2009). Because the author of the 
thesis is interested in inter-organisational relationships, a description of the intra- 
organisational settings will be neglected.
Nevertheless, it is important in this context to distinguish the meaning of “knowledge” and 
understand the development of the firms fi*om a “processor of information” to a “processor 
of knowledge” (for a typology of knowledge and organisational learning see Simonin, 1999, 
pages 595-597 and Amin and Cohendet, 2004, pages 1-35). This includes the distinction 
between group and individual knowledge, between tacit and codified knowledge and the 
differentiation between possessed knowledge and knowing. These determinations result in 
two main competing modes of knowledge management, namely “management by design” 
and “management by communities” (Amin and Cohendet, 2004).
The first mode is characterised by “a top-down vision o f the firm, suggesting a "hard" 
infrastructure o f learning, where managers use extrinsic incentives mechanism to align the 
knowledge activities o f employees to the vision they seek to promote (Amin and Cohendet, 
2004, pages 112). Upon this mode of knowledge management for example the transaction- 
cost theory is based, where the business company is conceived as a processor of information. 
As discussed earlier, the best arrangement of the network becomes neglected and 
behavioural science and power aspects are not sufficiently considered. If so, communities 
have no decisive meaning for the organisational learning of the firm.
The second mode is “management by communities” that emphasises “learning in doing”.
The main focus of this mode is located in the interest of how knowledge is formed and made 
explicit, what the mode “management by design” assumes (Amin and Cohendet, 2004). The 
nature of incentive mechanisms is intrinsic and communities are seen as a mode of 
coordination that can correct learning failures and provide advantages in terms of 
coordination. However, there has been criticism that a collective life system can be 
fimstrating due to its emphasis on attainment and consequently the aggregation of voices 
(Storper, 2008).
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The key characteristics that identify a group of persons as a community of practice include 
the following criteria (Wenger et al., 2002, Hemmasi and Csanda, 2009 and Amin and 
Roberts, 2004):
1. A recognised domain of interest that the group members share an interest in and 
commit to,
2. Rapid flow of information with a quick setup of a problem to be discussed,
3. Self-organisation is an essential characteristic (to acquire new properties by 
organising itself or by modifying its own organisation by itself,
4. Relationships between group members that allow them to engage in joint activities, 
share information and help each other, and
5. The development of a shared practice that consists of shared resources, experiences, 
stories, tools, etc.
Communities of practice appear to contribute to the development of social capital and 
provide additional benefits by being more responsive in dealing with the challenges and 
opportunities of today's changing environment, rising competition and the advancing 
information technology (Hemmasi and Csanda, 2009). Summing up, the theoretical approach 
emphasises the “role o f organisational learning, knowledge transfer, and participation 
among people as the central enterprise o f collective action” (Koliba and Gajda, 2009, page 
118).
2.4.6.2 Application of the theory to horizontal cooperation
The other theories have aheady shown that factors such as trust, interpersonal-relationships, 
and reputations can considerably lower transaction costs and improve the efficiency of 
economic coordination. Therefore the primary objective of this chapter will be to work out the 
characteristics, which can influence the effectiveness of communities of practice. It is 
important to keep reasons in balance. If the cooperation BMS is to be identified as a 
“community of practice”, it is necessary to find a reason for identifying it so.
In the description of the theory the differences between management by communities and 
management by design has been extracted. Because there is no hierarchical structure available 
and we do not use an incentive mechanism, our cooperation resembles more management by 
communities as the predominant mode of knowledge. However, not all assumptions are 
fulfilled without limitations. Whereas the pre-conditions of the “shared-domain of interest”
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and the “self-organisation” are accomplished, a “rapid flow of information” and “shared 
practice” are fiilfilled only to some extent. Herein lay many problems, which have been 
worked out with the help of the previous theories. The structure of the cooperation 
corresponds neither a “management by design” nor a “management by communities”. The 
partner firms thought they can use the advantages of the “management of communities”, as 
for example that communities can absorb some critical costs of the process of generation of 
knowledge, which a hierarchical structure cannot afford to bear (Kogut, 2000, and Amin and 
Cohendet, 2004). The companies have not invested much money and they assumed that they 
do not need to install an infrastructure to generate knowledge in the cooperation. This 
advantage of “management by communities” failed, because “passion” and “commitment” 
was perceived only in the initial stage, what results in the fact that a hierarchical unit must 
dedicate substantial effort to emulate the knowledge contained in an organisational routine 
(Cohen et al., 1996). Unfortunately the cooperation partners feel also other limits of 
communities. In particular, the risks of discrimination, vengeance and the risk of lack of 
variety should be mentioned (compare deepening Amin and Cohendet, 2004).
One of the assumptions, which will increase the efficiency of “management by communities” 
is again more difficult, because the assumption of “respect for the social norm of the group” 
seems unrealistic. Therefore Duguid recommends “that members need not to just acquire the 
explicit knowledge o f the community but also the identity o f a community member” (2008, 
page 77). However, the social network perspective has already demonstrated how important a 
solid choice of the partners will be to work together as a unit. The members of the cooperation 
BMS have not managed to acquire the identities of the other firms. In fact a reciprocal 
allocation of blame has taken place following the failure of the cooperation. This problem can 
be termed an ethical problem of partially competing firms, something that leads us again to 
the missing incentives for the salespersons. McDermott and Archibald add that “rather than 
inhibiting the exchange o f ideas and information, formal goals and deliverables energise 
communities” (2010, page 86). This critical success factor has been neglected in the 
collaboration BMS as well, because formal goals have not been implemented for the 
employees of the companies. The only goal set was to acquire customers for the cooperation. 
This main objective should have been broken down into secondary objectives such as sales 
calls with procurement managers or the organising of a workshop for the key account 
customers of the salespersons.
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After discussion, if the BMS cooperation resembles more a management by design or a 
management by community, then the kind of knowledge should be defined. Amin and 
Cohendet distinguish for this distinction four types of knowledge and organisational learning 
(Amin and Cohendet, 2004, page 4):
1. Knowledge-routined organisations (centrality of embedded knowledge routines),
2. Expert-dependent organisations (centrality of embodied competences of key 
personnel),
3. Communication-intensive organisations (centrality of encultured knowledge),
4. Symbolic analyst dependent organisations (centrality of embrained skills of key 
personnel).
In BMS it is an expert-dependent organisations, because the service provider E/D/E is used as 
an intermediary. The four different partners are not able to disperse the knowledge 
breadthways in their companies, because they need the support of the service provider E/D/E. 
An important issue is therefore the importance of training and qualifications. This has been 
implemented by a training day for the companies’ management and one for their sales people. 
However, it is questionable if this is sufficient for a convincing sales approach.
Because the firms in the cooperation are equal, the network in our running cooperation can be 
classified as an “actor-network”, where the action shared in the network is a type of shared 
practice (Storper, 2008). However, one of the most important questions in our medium-sized 
alliance is: “how can we implement CoP and how do they work in these setting effectively”. 
Ropes and Tholke recommend an iterative process of reflection and negotiation of the group, 
because the group will form the basis for individual member learning (Ropes and Tholke, 
2010). This important evaluation process has not been implemented in our cooperation. 
Indeed, the leadership team from the different firms has met intermittently, an efficient report 
of the different arrangements has not taken place. This DBA thesis is the first method to 
increase group learning. In addition to this relatively recent action, the group learning process 
should also have occurred on middle management levels. Because the management of the 
involved partner companies did not reflect upon the possibilities of our problems, a collective 
action and organisational learning has not happened. A reason for the low interexchange of 
the employees could be increased demands on employees’ time or technological advantages 
(McDermott and Archibald, 2010). In order to increase the valuable exchange of the 
community, an inclusion to the agreement on objectives of the individual salesperson could be
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helpful. Only if the community goals seem meaningful to every employee, experts and 
salespersons will dedicate time to them. To increase the importance of the cooperation, the 
single firms need strong formal relationships with the different organisation’s top leadership. 
Furthermore the management expectations should be high, because they have a strong 
influence on the work of the communities (McDermott and Archibald, 2010).
2.4.6.S Summary and evaluation of the theory
“Communities of practice” are suitable to examine the role of inter-organisational learning, 
participation among people in other organisations and knowledge transfer. In addition, the 
theory is used increasingly to describe the dynamics of interpersonal collaboration and as an 
intervention strategy to promote organisational change (Koliba and Gajda, 2009).
Table 6: Summary and application of communities of practice
Assumptions Gists to horizontal Application to Critics of the
cooperation technical wholesale approach
• Learning is • Horizontal • Requirements for CoP • Simplified
understood as a cooperation are fulfilled only to assumptions.
social collaborative resembles a CoP some extent. •  Knowing cannot be
process. (management by • Passion, commitment. easily modelled and
• Two competing knowledge). rapid flow o f transferred.
modes o f knowledge: • Formal goals are information and share • Theory is not
“management by important. practice are missing. compatible with
design” or • Iterative process of other theories.
“management by reflection and
knowledge”. negotiation is
• Knowledge includes necessary to improve
tacit and explicit CoP.
learning.
Source: Author based on Duguid, 2008, pages 69-83.
There is usually a choice between the theories of a contractual approach based on transaction 
costs, where the different companies are alternative bundles of contracts, and a qualitative 
approach, that would help cooperating parties to adapt not only their incentives, but also their 
knowledge and expectations (Amin and Cohendet, 2004). The advantage of the theoretical
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approach “communities of practice” is the complexity of the theory and the purpose that both 
perceptions can be used simultaneously. Therefore the theory can be used to include the 
results of the four preceding theories, as an empirical framework that is used across a variety 
of theories, such as organisational learning, social network aspects and knowledge 
management.
The beginning of the chapter explored whether our cooperation resembles more a CoP or a 
hierarchical organisation. The requirements of CoP has been accomplished almost 
completely, but maybe the most important perception of the approach is the faet that the firms 
will not work together efficiently by uncontrolled governance. The assumption that the 
cooperation will be self-organising without detailed target planning is wrong, because an 
iterative learning process does not take place. Reasons for that are the increasing complexity 
and uncertainty of the working environment and the lack of an incentive system. Different 
studies have shown that the existence of hierarchical instruments improved the 
communication and the degree of target achievements (cf. Hemmasi and Csanda, 2009;
Koliba and Gajda, 2009 or McDermott and Archibald, 2010). Although the cooperation in our 
case is built-on similar to a CoP, the iterative learning process is not given, so that the group 
of different companies does not make progress. Noteboom mentions that “it is important to 
distinguish between learning in the sense o f absorbing knowledge from others and learning in 
the sense o f discovery or invention” (2008, page 125). Whereas for “absorbing knowledge” 
CoP is predestinated, the “level of invention” is in the majority of the cases low. Yet, BMS 
cannot absorb this knowledge so far, but should concentrate on developing the cooperation 
and extending its knowledge, in which a relatively large interconnection of firms would not 
seem appropriate.
Another result of this chapter was, as assessed in the social network perspective, that the 
employees provide adequate time to care about the cooperation. It seems important to target 
high management expectations to attach the necessary importance. Furthermore a beneficial 
interexchange between the firms should be increased, for example through simple IT tools, 
such as discussion forums, teleconferencing or meeting space where members can attend to 
different documents (McDermott and Archibald, 2010).
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2.4.7 Subsumption o f the findings o f the theoretical approaches
The aim of this chapter was to elaborate different aspects of our current cooperation with the 
help of selected theoretical approaches. Figure 14 illustrates the most important aspects, 
which will be discussed in the next chapters, with the help of the first four theories. The 
approach CoP was both used to include the results of the previous theories and to contrast the 
advantages of a hierarchical organisation with them of CoP. Therefore the approach has been 
omitted in the sueeessional figure.
Figure 14: Subsumption of the theories
Considers the dimension of „autonomy‘ Sending signals to delete opportunistic behaviour"
Explains the necessity of strategic alliances in 
technical wholesale
Hiring o f a independent sales-person
1. Individual stratgies will dominate the outcome o f the game.
2. Every player will try to anticipate his own interests.
3. „Tit-for-tat“-strategy seems useful for the group behaviour.
4. Problem o f imperfect information enables mistrust.
Game TheoryTransaction Cost Theory
1. Theoretical approach is based on transaction costs.
2. Parameters in technical wholesale are increasing, what explaines 
the accretive cooperation willigness of the firms.
3. Scale integration will increase with the complexity and relevance 
o f the parts.
4. Trust is necessary for a better inter-corporate culture.
Social Network Perspective
1. Social Network is important for the choice o f  the partners.
3. We should avoid ..structural holes" in our network.
3. Service provider should take a central position in the cooperation.
2. .Jvlultiplexity" is an important aspect in the cooperation. 
4. Manipulation o f  information is possible.
1. Resources are essential for the success o f  the companies. 
3. Formation o f  alliances to acquire critical resources.
5. Problem is the missing o f a functional division.
Resource Dependence Theory
2. Resource dependency is the reason for limited autonomy o f the companies. 
4. Companies try to control the behaviour o f the cooperation partners.
Source: Own source
The chapter started with the transaction cost theory, which specified the efficient boundaries 
of the firm on the basis of transaction costs. By analyzing the main determinants of the 
transaction costs, it has been demonstrated that the changes in technical wholesale induce 
increased transaction costs. Consequently the necessity for alliances of small - medium 
enterprises will increase over the next few years. Important results of the approach were 
furthermore that transaction costs can be reduced by an accurate assortment of the 
cooperation partner, the installation of coordination instruments (boundary spanners) and the
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development of trust for a better inter-corporate culture. These measures would reduce the 
danger of opportunism and minimise the costs of negotiation (Schreiner et al., 2009).
The second theory was the resource dependence theory. This approach answered the 
question how organisations reduce uncertainty and interdependence through collaboration. A 
result was that a cooperation only happens if an integration of important resources is not 
possible. However, this is given in the case of our regional cooperation BMS, because of the 
lack of resources. The resource dependency causes the limited autonomy of the companies 
and provides evidence that companies try to control the behaviour of the companies they are 
dependent on. One of the main problems, according to the resource dependence theory, is the 
fact that there is no functional division of labour relative to pursuit of the group goal. 
Therefore a conflict situation can arise, because a one-way dependency does not exist.
The third theory considered was the game theory. Basic consideration of this approach is the 
thought that individual strategies dominate the outcome of the alliance. We demonstrated 
that every player would try to anticipate his own interest as much as possible, which can lead 
to an unsatisfactory overall result. To maximise the output of the group a trustful 
collaboration is necessary. The problem of “imperfect information” seems to be very 
meaningful and the single companies should send regular signals to the other firms (Kumar, 
2010). Possibilities to improve the situation are the development of meetings for the 
salespersons in shorter intervals or the sending of the visit reports. In addition, busy 
companies should get a reward for their high commitment, while passive members of the 
cooperation should be punished with the “tit-for-taf’- strategy to increase their commitment.
The fourth used theory was the social network perspective. This theory assumes that every 
person or company is embedded in a social network, which is essential for the decisions of 
the firms. The approach answers the question with whom organisations will contract a 
partnership. We found out that the connection to the network is relatively weak, because the 
fi'equency and emotional intensity is fragile. The choice of partners is an important factor for 
the success of the alliance and should be reconsidered in detail. In this context “multiplicity” 
plays a role, because the cooperation partners are customer or competitors in some cases. 
Similar to resource dependence theory, the social network perspective proposes the hiring of 
a person to whom every organisation has a direct link to avoid structural holes (“centrality”).
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Finally communities o f practice was utilised to include the aspects of the previous theories. 
The regional cooperation “Beschaffung mit System” equates more a CoP, especially because 
the cooperation is based on the same assumptions like e.g. the self-organisation and self- 
identity of the network of the companies. However, the statement that motivation factors do 
not exist in an adequate number, so that an iterative learning process does not take place, can 
be adhered to. The communities’ impact is not very high, because different mistakes have 
already been made in organising the community. This can be seen in the low expectations of 
the management and in the missing IT communication tools. Table 7 summarises the success 
factors, which have been developed with the help of the literature review.
Table 7: Decision factors of inter-organisational cooperation
Decision factor Partial decision Theoretical approach
Partner choice - Selection of adequate partner;
- Structure of the partners;
- Condition of admission for new 
companies;
Social network theory; 
Game theory
Agreement on 
objectives
- Business plan;
- Mutual protection provision;
- Commission of sales;
Transaction cost theory; 
Resource Dependence 
Theory;
Contents of 
cooperation
- Division of work;
- Influence of the management;
- Intersection of product range;
- Information exchange;
- The mode and quality of 
knowledge transfer;
- Member trust;
Resource Dependence 
Theory;
Social network perspective 
Communities of practice;
Intensity of the 
cooperation
- Kind of cooperation 
(communication, coordination);
- Strengths of coupling;
- Interdependence of the firms
Game theory; 
Communities of practice
Maturity and 
financing
- Temporary or continuous 
cooperation;
- Turnover commission.
Transaction cost theory 
Social network theory. 
Game theory
Source: Author based on Belz and Reinhold, 2003, page 858, Mohr and Spekman, 1994, 
page 137, Koliba and Gajda, 2009, page 104, Kanter, 1994.
In the table a plurality of success factors, such as the choice of partners, the aims, the 
contents or the intensity of the inter-organisational collaboration, have been elaborated. 
Although critical comments on the approaches have been discussed at the end of the various 
theories, a closing consideration of the theories, in conjunction with a final check-up of the 
informational value for our regional cooperation, would seem useful.
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The transaction cost theory emphasises the costs of collaboration. Yet, in the existing case 
BMS it is cooperation in terms of a differentiation strategy and not a cost leadership strategy. 
An analysis of the determinants of the cooperation would be helpful for a specification of the 
cooperation. The game theory and the transaction cost theory demonstrated that a strategic 
alliance could be effective, even under the assumptions of opportunistic behaviour and 
mistrust. However, propositions about the concrete organisation of a network will not be 
made. Furthermore both theories illuminate only a partial explanation and point of views of 
the complex “phenomenon cooperation” (Sydow, 1992). The two approaches recommend in 
addition that the firms in our alliance should not be easily offended when there happened a 
disappointment. The importance of trust among each other gives reason to think about the 
hiring of an independent person in charge.
With the help of the game theory we have found out how companies operate under defined 
circumstances. The definition of the equilibrium and the equilibrium strategies has led us to 
the tit-for-tat strategy. The result of this recommendation is similar to the findings of the 
resource dependence theory. As well as for our regional cooperation it can be realised that 
the individual maximum advantage can be different from the maximum group advantage. It 
would be effective to compose long-lasting group goals. The uncertainty of the whole 
situation and the instability of the equilibriums recommend us, consistent with the 
transaction cost theory and the resource dependence theory, to establish trust.
While the Resource Dependence theory is certainly one of the most cited perspectives in 
inter-organisational relationships, the theory is used as a metaphor or a general theoretical 
orientation, rather than an object for empirical testing (Pfeffer, 2005; cited by Cropper et ah, 
2008, page 284). However, in this thesis we found out that the contents of the cooperation 
and the agreement of objectives should be worked in detail before the cooperation starts. In 
almost the same manner as in the game theory, the resource dependence theory has realised 
that every firm will try to act in self-interest. Therefore we should try in the future to set the 
group goals higher than the individual goals. A contract penalty for companies, which do not 
achieve their aims, is for example conceivable (e.g. a certain number of customer contacts).
Other than several other approaches, the social network theory comes forward with proposals 
for an arrangement of an alliance. Whereas the resource dependence theory or the transaction 
cost theory underscore the fact that companies create ties to manage environmental
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uncertainty, the social network perspective is useful to explain with whom a firm should seek 
a strategic alliance (Kenis and Oerlemans, 2008). The partner choice and the empathy 
between the companies appeared important here. The process of the partner choice, in our 
case happened relatively quickly and the intersection of the basket of goods poses a problem 
as well. As a matter of course, limitations of the theory must be considered as well. 
Consistently there have been studies, which place emphasis on the fact that empirical studies 
of the social network theory are often biased (Emirbayer and Goodwin, 1994, Kenis and 
Oerlemans, 2008). Another point of criticism exists, because the boundaries of the networks 
are often cloudy.
The approach of Communities o f practice poses the thought that the “community” (the four 
cooperation partners in the case of BMS) should contain different motivation factors. These 
considerations about the intensity, the maturity and the financing also get questioned from 
transaction cost theory. Because of the insufficient incentives for the salespersons, we should 
either increase the incentive system for the employees or install coordination instruments, 
what follows from transaction cost theory.
Summing up the results of the theoretical approaches, the following statements can be made:
• Although several theoretical approaches provide interesting insights in the 
phenomenon of horizontal cooperation, a holistic approach for inter-organisational 
relationships cannot be found.
• To receive a multi-paradigm picture, an election of different theories has taken place. 
However, the single results complement one another and lead to important findings for 
the present failure of our cooperation.
• Although the approaches have been studies independent from each other, some 
success factors for cooperation could be obtained with different theories. Hereby rises 
the credibility of the results (compare table 4).
2.5 Summary of literature review
Aim of the literature review was the description of important trends in technical wholesale, 
the definition of important concepts and finally the elaboration of success factors for a 
horizontal cooperation with the help of theoretical approaches. This subchapter will shortly 
discuss the findings of the chapter and lead over to the methodical part, where the research 
question will be broken down into more specific lines.
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The description of technical wholesale in Germany has shown that the formation of an 
alliance is basically custom-built, even though other reasons also support the development of 
alliances. The derivation of the notion “horizontal cooperation” has furthermore clarified that 
in this case the notion “strategic alliance” can be used synonymously. Aims of these kinds of 
cooperation can be economic benefits, an extension of know-how or improved services. The 
reasons for the formation of BMS will be described at the beginning of project one, because 
the interviews refer to this cooperation.
After developing the necessary fundamentals for the cases in the empirical chapters, the main 
part addressed different theoretical approaches. Due to the multiplicity of the theories in 
conjunction with alliances, a preselection has been made, based on the adequacy for the 
research question. Because the research question is targeted on the success factors of a 
horizontal cooperation the theories have illuminated only selected key aspects.
With the help of different bibliometric analyses and further literature, the theories could be 
split in different variables, such as the perspectives, processes, outcomes, aims or methods 
(Oliver and Ebers, 1998, Cropper et ah, 2008, Sydow, 1992 or Zentes et ah, 2003). Therefore, 
the author has chosen different, multifaceted theories. A main focus laid on organisational 
science, because these approaches are inter-disciplinary and consider important requirements 
(Jarillo, 1988). Another selection criterion for the theoretical approaches arose from the 
research question. While different approaches search for reasons why cooperation fail or what 
are the regional characteristics, the interest of the author is the optimal arrangement of a 
cooperation during the several phases of the alliance life cycle and herewith the success 
factors. Important is the fact that the elaborated determinants for the success of a horizontal 
cooperation could be worked out with simultaneous consideration of approaches. None of the 
results were inconsistent with one another, even the theories have different assumptions. For 
example, both the transaction cost- and the game theory came out with the recommendation 
of regulatory measures, even game theory emphasises the earnings of the alliance and the 
transaction cost theory the costs. Another advantage of the simultaneous consideration of 
approaches is the fact that unrealistic assumptions of one theory can be questioned by another. 
For instance the unrealistic assumption of the resource dependence theory, namely the 
supposition that the management will always decide rationally, could be compensated by the 
analysis of the prisoner's dilemma in the chapter “game theory”.
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Because the success factors will not only be intersecting, but also complementary, no 
hypotheses were stated in the literature review, as recommended when exploratory research 
is conducted (Yin, 2003). Therefore, the elaborated factors of the theories will serve as a 
fiindament in the empirical chapter and will be linked to the subsequent aggregation at the 
end of the thesis. For this reason, the data collection method will allow further determinants 
for alliance success.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses the methodology and considers its underlying philosophical 
underpinnings. The results of the literature review aided in framing the topic and inform the 
thesis. Because poorly formulated research questions will lead to misguided research design, 
it is important to briefly recall the research problem. For this reason the research question is 
restated for clarity. Afterwards the author explains the formation of an appropriate research 
design.
Therefore, the chapter is subdivided into the sub-chapters “research question” and “research 
design”, the latter including the philosophical underpinnings. This chapter is important for the 
sueeessional empirical sections.
3.2 Research question
Because the research question illustrates the knowledge target of the research, the research 
question has been described in detail at the beginning of the thesis.
The specific research question is:
“What are the success factors of horizontal cooperation in technical wholesale based upon a 
medium-sized cooperation in Germany?”
The result of the literature review was that the basic population of “technical wholesale” must 
be restricted to the circumstances of the bearings industry, because specific conditions exist in 
the different branches of technical wholesale, including the availability of products and the 
market structure. After describing the specifics and the trends in technical wholesale in 
Germany, the literature review answered several topics. Therefore, the literature review 
ensured consideration of the theoretical background and the sharpening of the construct 
definitions (Eisenhardt, 1989). The analysis of the literature and consideration of a wide range 
of theories within business and management allowed us to identify a range of different 
success factors, which are summarised in table 7. While the findings of the literature review 
are general, their application to the failed cooperation is realised with the help of the 
interviews.
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Other issues raised in the introductory chapter, have also been partially addressed. This 
includes the questions of “how the partners can convince their customers of the advantages?” 
and “how the partners can negotiate the concerns of their clients?” With the help of the 
theories, different options for improving the cooperation process were presented. To achieve 
this, the author integrated the success factors into different stages. Starting points for 
improvement were, for example, a thoroughly checked alliance formation phase and a more 
intensive collaboration. Therefore the literature review provided starting points to improve 
inter-organisational, horizontal cooperations.
Although the literature review helped identify success factors for cooperations, other sub 
questions remained unanswered -  for example, the differences in the actions of successful and 
failed cooperations and the option of acting as a full service supplier. While project one 
concentrates on the failed BMS cooperation, project two deals with very successM alliances. 
The comparison between a failed and successM cooperations provides insights into specific 
actions. Therefore the main focus in both projects is, on the one hand, the extension of the 
success factors and, on the other hand, their verification on the basis of different cases.
3.3 Research design
Research design is '''the framework through which the various components o f the research 
project are brought together” (Thietart, 1999, page 111). It comprehends different aspects of 
a research project: the research question, literature review, data and analyses. This is 
independent of any research project, the research question or the results. Therefore research 
design can be described as a general plan as to how the author will go about answering the 
research question (Saunders et ah, 2007; Hartley, 2004). Yin describes research design as “a 
logical plan for getting from here to there, where "here” may be defined as the initial set o f 
questions to be answered, and "there” is some set o f conclusions about these questions” 
(2003, page 26).
The “research onion” in the following figure represents a way of looking at different 
processes for establishing the research design. The terms printed in bold are the principles 
chosen for my research question.
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Figure 15: The “research onion'
Interpretativism Constructivism
Pragmatism
Positivism
Radical
humanist
Subjectivism
Realism
InductiveDeductive
Action
research
Objectivism
C ase study Grounded
theoryExperiment
Archival
researchMixed
m ethods
Survey
Mono
method
Multi- 
method
Cross-
sectional
Longitudinal
Data 
collection  
and data 
analysis
Source: Author based on Saunders et al., 2007, page 132
After defining the research question, the process of formulating the research design may 
follow the process of opening an onion. You start with the outer layer and proceed until you 
get to the heart of the onion. After defining the research question, the author has to think 
about the purpose of the research. Possible classifications include explanatory, descriptive or 
exploratory. While an exploratory study wants to find out ‘what is happening’, the objective 
of a descriptive study is ‘to portray an event, a situation or a person’. Finally the explanatory 
study establishes causal relationships between variables (Saunders et al., 2007; Yin, 2003). I 
am interested in different success factors of cooperation in the area of technical wholesale, for 
example the influence of the choice of the cooperation partners or the effects of mistrust 
between the partners. These problems affect the causal connections, which fits the 
explanatory study design. However, the key purpose of this thesis is to install a new and 
efficient cooperation, however without the present partners and organisational form.
Therefore the author has to find out “what happened and what went wrong”. For this reason.
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the research design and the exploration of the ‘research onion’ are specific to the exploratory 
study design. In the following, the different layers of the “research onion” are discussed.
3.3.1 Research philosophies
The first layer is about the research philosophies. The different paradigms are based on the 
different research methods and on a certain worldview (Thietart, 1999; Saunders et ah, 2007). 
It is necessary to explain how the knowledge was gained and why the chosen paradigm is the 
most suitable one for the present research question. The author is required to check his 
epistemological presuppositions. As Partington mentions ''Epistemology deals with questions 
about how and what it is possible to know” (2002, page 2). The purpose of epistemology is 
hence to reflect on the methods and approaches through which reliable and verifiable 
knowledge is produced. For this thesis, it is important to reflect upon the sources from which 
we generate knowledge. It is, for example, possible that our customers respond in a way they 
consider beneficial for themselves.
Another important concept, which must be discussed, is the term “method”. As Sayer argued 
“Method suggests a carefully considered way o f approaching the world so that we may 
understand it better” (1992, page 12). The assumptions of the research philosophy underpin 
the research strategy and the method you chose as part of that strategy (Saunders et al., 2007). 
Table 8 summarises the three major epistemological paradigms. Different questions with 
respect to the three paradigms are analysed in the following table. The italicised column is the 
one I chose for the thesis.
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Table 8: Three major epistemological paradigms
Positivism Interpretativism Constructivism
Reality Exists Unknowable Unknowable
Nature of reality Ontological
hypothesis
Phenomenological
hypothesis
Phenomenological
hypothesis
Knowledge Objective Subjective Subjective
Kind of research Deductive Inductive Inductive
Validity criteria Verification, 
Degree of 
confirmation, 
refutation, logical 
consistency
Credibility,
Transferability,
Dependability,
Confirmability
Adequation,
Teachability
Mode of analysis Categorical Associative Associative
Role of 
researcher
Value-free,
independent
Differences between 
humans in our role as 
social actors
Differences between 
humans in our role 
as social actors
Source: Author based on Thietart, 1999, page 15
The paradigms of constructivism and interpretativism differ mainly in their understanding of 
“creating knowledge” and the criteria for validating research (Thietart, 1999). The positivist 
paradigm is dominant in organisational science, whereas interpretativism defends the 
particularity of human science in general and organisational science in particular. 
Constructivism becomes more popular among researchers working in organisational science 
and is split into radical and moderate constructivism. Whereas reality does not exist according 
to the radicalists, the advocates of the moderate constructivism neither reject nor accept the 
hypothesis that reality exists as such. Therefore reality remains, from both perspectives, 
unknowable. The advocates of the positivism paradigm postulate the acceptance of the natural 
laws. In addition, they assume constancy and determinism. The end product of the research 
can be law-like and generalised, similar to the outcomes of physical and natural sciences 
(Saunders et al., 2007). Positivists accept that reality has its own immutable and quasi­
invariable laws, but in a very fast moving world the assumptions of constancy and 
determinism seem utopian. The role of the researcher in the positivism understanding is 
independent and neither affects nor is affected by the subject of the research (Remenyi et ah, 
1998). In contrast, both the interpretativists and contructivists postulate the differences
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between humans in our role as social actors (Saunders et ah, 2007). From this follows the 
request that the researcher must understand the motivation and the role of the interviewees.
To describe the feeling and the mental map of the respondents completely, the repertory grid 
technique is highly suitable, what is described in the next chapters.
Whereas positivists favour a deductive logic to validate knowledge, constructivists and 
interpretativists use different ways of questioning the universal character of the positivists' 
criteria. Interpretativists use the criteria of “credibility”, “transferability” “dependability” and 
“confirmability” whereas constructivists prefer “adequation” and “teachability” to validate 
knowledge. In contrast to the positivism paradigm, reality, in the interpretativist and 
constructivist paradigm, has an unpredictable and precarious status. Interpretativism was 
minted by Max Weber, among others, who was an advocate of a “science of understanding”. 
The critics of positivism argue that insights into the complex world are lost, when complexity 
is reduced to a series of law-like generalisations (Saunders et ah, 2007). While the positivists
For my research question, I prefer the philosophy of moderate constructivism, because I 
believe that individuals develop constructions of themselves and their world (Kelly, 1955). 
Later on in this thesis, I will use the repertory grid analysis, which can be based on 
constructivism or interpretativism (Marsden and Littler, 1998). I agree with the assumption 
that we all create our own worlds. Therefore knowledge will always be subjective and 
depends on the viewer’s perspective. An important thing for me, in interpreting reality, will 
be to reveal the reality of the actors studied and to consider their individual subjective 
perception (Thietart, 1999). As stated before the chosen philosophies for my research question 
are consequently “constructivism” and, in accordance with that, “subjectivism”.
3.3.2 Research approaches
Although there are different options for fi*ameworks, we usually differentiate between three 
types of research approaches: quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods (Creswell, 2002). 
The terms quantitative and qualitative are used widely in business and management research 
to differentiate between data collection techniques and data analysis procedures. While a 
quantitative approach is predominately used as a synonym for any data collection technique 
or data analysis procedure (e.g. graphs or statistics) that generates or uses numerical data, a 
qualitative approach is used mainly as a synonym for any data collection technique (e.g. 
interviews) or data analysis procedure that generates or uses non-numerical data (Saunders et
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al., 2007). Induction means “a systematic process o f establishing a general proposition on the 
basis o f observation” (Ghauri et al., 1995, page 16). While deduction goes from the general to 
the specific, induction goes from the particular to a general thesis.
For our research interests, namely suitable cooperation strategies, a qualitative design seems 
adequate. Lamnek specifies two appropriate advantages of the qualitative method. The first is 
“the dominance o f the understanding elements in contrast to the explaining elements” and the 
second is “the high flexibility through a broad field o f research in contrast to the rigid 
procedure o f the quantitative approach” (Lamnek, 2005, page 245 - 263). Further advantages, 
compared with a quantitative design, are the different angles of vision and consequently the 
implication of non-measurable facts (Flick, 1998; Mayring, 2001). As mentioned in the 
introduction, the author is interested in understanding the success of different forms of 
cooperation while others fail. To understand whv something is happening, rather than being 
able to describe what is happening, an inductive research design is more appropriate 
(Saunders et ah, 2007, Easterby-Smith et ah, 2002).
However, the lack of transparency and the difficulties in the generalisation of the results 
present two important disadvantages of the qualitative design (Mayring, 2001). Another 
severe problem when using an inductive approach is the risk that the researcher has an idea in 
mind and interprets the findings accordingly. The validity of my observations is therefore 
very important. To obtain an objective picture, the results of my explorations are cross­
checked with the experiences of different cooperation-partners from both successful and 
failed cooperations. To summarise, the lack of experience in this particular cooperation lead 
to an inductive design, because the external requirements are very specific. Yet, in the 
“limitations” section at the end of the thesis, the author makes recommendations for further 
research.
3.3.3 Research strategies
3.3.3.1 Introduction of the research strategies
The third layer of the research onion consists of the different research strategies.
The author must choose the research strategy which best fits the research question. For a 
qualitative approach there are several methods available (e.g. interviews, case studies, 
cognitive mapping, action research, etc.). Different methods can also be combined to get a
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broader picture of the situation. However the author should be aware of the amount of time 
and the resources available (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007).
For the research question, the use of a case-study, in combination with the implementation of 
a repertory grid approach, is suitable in relation to the research strategies. The advantages of 
the repertory grid technique for my research question are discussed later. The case study 
represents the framework for a split repertory grid analysis. Figure 16 shows a review of the 
procedural method.
Figure 16: Research structure and procedural method
Literature
review
Methodology
Theoretical
approaches
Project One Project Two
• Repertory grid 
(regional 
cooperation)
Aim'.
List of success 
Factors and opinions
• Repertory grid 
(supra-regional 
cooperation) 
Aim:
Comparing the 
factors and 
identification of 
interrelations
Based on a case study analysis
Analysis and 
subsumption
Source: Own Source
The results of the literature review lay the foundations for the preparation of the repertory grid 
interviews in project one. There, the findings of the theoretical part are compared and 
extended. However, unlike deductive research, the literature review provides no hypotheses to 
be tested, but another perspective for comparing the results of the interviews. The interviews 
will be conducted both with cooperation partners and customers (for more details see project 
1).
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While project one concentrates on the regional BMS cooperation, project two stretches the 
analysis to a supra-regional cooperation. As mentioned already, the BMS cooperation failed 
and the expectations of the partners were not met. In contrast to this, project two will 
concentrate mainly on a successful cooperation. Through this procedural method the 
importance and the frequency of the success factors can be cross-checked. In the following 
two sub-chapters the methods of “case study” and “repertory grid” are introduced. Because it 
is very important to state the reasons for choosing the repertory grid method in both projects, 
the discussion of the repertory grid approach will be more detailed than the description of the 
case study method. This chapter describes the research strategies in general, while the 
empirical chapters go into detail as to the implementation of the methods.
3.3.3.2 Case Study
The case study is a research strategy, which focuses on understanding a dynamic environment 
within single settings (Eisenhardt, 1989). This research approach is often used when the 
author is interested in understanding context as an explanatory factor in organisational 
behaviour (as indicated by Hartley, 2004). Yin proposes three premises for using the case 
study method: (a) when “how ” and/or “why” questions are being posed, (b) the investigator 
has little control over events and (c) the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon with a real- 
life context (2003, page 2). The underlying research question meets the requirements of all 
three premises, because the author wants to know “why” the BMS cooperation failed and 
“hoW  it can be improved. In addition, the complexity of the existing alliances is so high, that 
the investigator cannot control the events completely. The third premise is also fulfilled, 
because the real-life context exists.
Robson's recommendation for the use of a case study furthermore explains the advantages for 
the specific BMS cooperation: “case study is a strategy for doing research which involves an 
empirical investigation o f a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context 
using multipie sources o f evidence ” (2002, page 178). For the author, it is important to 
understand how the organisational context and the environment of the firm have an impact on 
social processes. Because many technical distributors have very specific premises (for 
example the customer segments, the level of specialisation etc.) and the case study will be 
specific to Josef Blassinger GmbH & Co. KG, a generalisation of the results will be very
difficult. Hence it would be a challenge to untangle which attributes are unique and which are 
common to other organisations.
Case studies are usually either single or multiple case studies (Yin, 2003; Hartley, 2004). In 
addition to that, Yin categorises these two types into ‘holistic’ and ‘embedded’ cases. While 
the embedded case evaluates the subunits of an organisation, programme or process, the 
holistic case study is concerned with the strategic process or unit as a whole.
Concerning the research question, I will choose a holistic multiple-case-design, because the 
relevant theory underlying the case study is of a holistic nature itself, but the interviews will 
be conducted in different regional alliances which mean multiple cases. The fundamental 
units of analysis are the success factors for cooperation in technical wholesale. The 
advantages of a multiple case study design are the stronger base for theory building; the better 
reasoned the theory, the better the generalisation (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007).
A case study can either be solely deductive or inductive or adopt any hybrid constellation 
(Remenyi et al. 1998). The method will be the fi-amework for both, the data collection - using 
the inductive method here - and the subsequent quantitative analysis. The particularity in this 
thesis is the different implementation of the repertory grid method. It is first used qualitatively 
and then quantitatively, which is explained in project one. Hartley (2004) furthermore 
emphasises the function of case studies in generating hypotheses and building theory. 
Therefore the author wants to use a case study to “build theory” and not to test theory or to 
provide a description (Eisenhardt, 1989).
The choice of the selected cases is theoretical and not random or statistical, which means that 
cases are selected because they are suitable for the underlying research question. Because of 
this, the author was very careful in selecting the cases, which are compared with the failed 
cooperation in project one. Different authors recommend larger extremes for theoretical 
sampling, because the author can contrast patterns in the data (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007, 
Yin, 2003). I will use extreme cases, because the BMS cooperation failed and the three 
alliances examined in project two are very successful, with regard to the financial results and 
the expectations of the partners.
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Although the advantages of a case study are obvious, there are traditional prejudices against 
the case study method. One of the most frequent points of criticism is the implied lack of rigor 
of case study research (Yin, 2003). To meet with these concerns, different authors argue for a 
systematic procedure. A second main point of criticism is the suggestion that case studies 
provide only little basis for generalisation (Thietart, 1999). This is of course a justifiable 
objection, if at times generalisation is based on just one special case. One option is the use of 
a multiple case study design, as used in this thesis. However, this point of criticism is 
addressed in the chapter of limitations.
Other points of criticism refer to the high complexity of a case study and that the author wants 
to prove a particular point (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). However, both objections can be 
countered by fairly reported evidence, with only objective evidence (Yin, 2003). Another 
recommendation for theory-building research is the a-priori specification of constructs 
(Eisenhardt, 1989). I draw on this suggestion, because the repertory grid method postulates 
the definition of a-priori specification in form of elements. The findings of the literature 
review influence the implementation of the data collection method and provide the basis for 
the choice of elements. With this method, the causes and effects of the results of the literature 
review can be tested and extended.
3.3.3.3 Repertory grid
3.3.3.3.1 Description of repertory grid
Because the selection of the appropriate interview technique is one of the most important 
decisions, with respect to my research planning, this subchapter first gives a general 
description of the repertory grid method and after that states the reasons for selecting it.
The methodology of repertory grid is perhaps best regarded as a particular form of structured 
interview and has its origins in the personal construct psychology (PCP) proposed by George 
Kelly (Fransella et al., 2004, Kelly, 1955, Clases et al., 2003, Slater, 1977). The scientist 
developed the idea to uncover an individual’s mental map on a given subject and see how 
people understand their world (Huff 1990). The essence of the theory is the assumption that 
every individual is an inquiring person, who develops constructs (or theories) of itself and its 
world (Fransella et al, 2004, Huff, 1990). The constructs change as we experience events that 
confirm or negate previous predictions we have made based on our existing construct systems
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(Cassell and Walsh, 2005). Consequently constructs are the basic unit of description and 
analysis within the repertory grid method (Jankowicz, 2004).
Therefore the method is based on the philosophical underpinnings of constructivism and 
interpretativism, which have been introduced earlier. Another supposition is therefore that 
everything is based on a different set of assumptions about the nature of a person’s experience 
and ways of representing it (Marsden and Littler, 1998). Easterby-Smith et al. highlight that 
“the technique has been successfully used as a tool in the design, delivery and evaluation o f 
management interventions ” (1996, page 3). It is a technique, which is used for both 
qualitative and quantitative analyses. This is based on the fact that the method incorporates 
quantitative heuristics into a qualitative interview. The method avoids the criticism passed on 
interpretive researchers regarding their adherence to the “incommensurable thesis”, which is 
the view that different theories and methods (e.g. qualitative, quantitative) are mutually 
exclusive (Marsden and Littler, 1998).
Further advantages of the method are (Meyer and Freitag, 2005; Easterby-Smith et al., 1996; 
Cassell and Walsh, 2005; Lemke et al., 2003, Slater, 1977, Stewart and Mayes, 2011, Clases 
et al., 2003)
• The result of the interview (grid) provides a representation of the individuaTs own 
world. Therefore it is not a model imposed by an “outsider”.
• The technique can be adopted by someone who is not a trained psychologist.
• A degree of structure helps to eliminate researcher bias whilst at the same time 
provides rigour and transparency.
• The interviewee has the opportunity to reflect on his/her own assumptions.
• It involves verbalising constructs, which would otherwise remain hidden.
• When using the laddering technique (see the next sub-chapter for more details), the 
interviewer can expand in more detail on the individual’s constructs.
• The method provides the opportunity to compare the results beyond the individuals.
Kelly developed the repertory grid tool to simplify a person's constructs and analyse the 
individuaTs mental map on a given subject. Important at this point is the assumption of 
George Kelly that every construct is bipolar, as stated in his “Dichotomy Corollary”. His 
argument is that we never confirm anything without simultaneously denying something: “the 
choice corollary lays down the grounds upon which we can make some predictions regarding
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how people will act after they have construed the issues with which they are faced ” (Kelly, 
1955, page 47). Transferring this statement into everyday life means that a person always 
arranges experiences and opinions in a scale, for example hot and cold or expensive and 
cheap. Therefore constructs are bipolar dimensions, which each person has created for 
everything in life.
Because every interviewee is directly involved, the interviewer has access to how the 
individual is construing and making sense of its own world. It allows the researcher to tap into 
the interviewee's cognitive constructions of the phenomena of interest instead of forcing them 
to fit their perceptions into the cognitive structure of the researcher (Huff, 1990, Fransella et 
al., 2004). Repertory grid formalises the process of conversations and assigns mathematical 
values to the relationships between a person's constructs.
After briefly introducing the repertory grid technique, the next chapter states the reasons for 
the selection of this interview technique for my thesis. Because the selection and use of this 
interview technique is essential and the technique is used both in project one and two, this 
chapter goes into detail.
3.3.3.3.2 Reasons for selecting repertory grid as the interview technique 
Both empirical chapters are used to gather valid data that is relevant to the overall picture of 
success factors for horizontal cooperation in technical wholesale and in particular for the 
regional BMS cooperation. Many different methods were considered for this initially.
At first, different interview techniques should be discussed. The most common differentiation 
is the level of formality and structure (Saunders et al., 2007), whereby an interview may be 
categorised as one of the following:
• Structured interview,
• Semi-structured interview and
• Unstructured interview.
As there were pre-defined factors of enquiry to be pursued in project one, a semi-structured 
interview - rather than an unstructured - seemed more appropriate at first glance. One of the 
advantages of the semi-structured interview is, in our case, the opportunity for the interviewee 
to answer individually and provide more detailed information. Because the list of themes will 
vary from interview to interview and additional questions can become necessary to explore
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the objectives given within particular organisations, semi-structured interviews are 
appropriate.
In contrast, structured interviews have their advantages in creating a framework condition. As 
structured interviews are used to collect data they are also referred to as quantitative research 
interviews (Saunders et al., 2007). Unstructured interviews are informal and not suitable in 
project one, because a list of predetermined questions is aheady available. The knowledge 
available from the literature review can be deemed important assumptions.
Because it is likely that different people involved in the cooperation will mention new factors 
which have been overlooked in the literature review, the selected methodology should be able 
to “explore subjects”, which therefore favours the semi-structured interview technique 
(Saunders et al., 2007; Brenner et al., 1985). The flexibility of an interview technique can help 
to reveal hidden criteria of our cooperation partners and our customers. Furthermore the 
output from using interviews is often more complex and detailed compared to questionnaire- 
based survevs (Patton, 2002). However, a survey provides the opportunity of standardising 
and comparing scales and allows the anonymity of the data source to be preserved. The key 
arguments against a survey approach in project one are the validity of the results and the fact 
that the data collected using standardised methods is rather perfunctory (Thietart et al., 1994). 
Because the aim is to elicit factors for success, and accordingly factors for the failure of the 
BMS cooperation, the data collection method must reflect these considerations.
Other possible sources of data collection have been introduced in brief in the previous chapter 
(see table 6). While archival records and phvsical artefacts are not adequate because of 
insufficient files and records, and accordingly no physical or cultural artefacts, other methods 
should be discussed. Although documentation has the advantage of a stable and broad 
coverage of a subject, the circumstances of the cooperation and BMS are unique and new. 
Therefore, there are not many documents available. Yet, the description of the case 
demonstrates that several documents were created like E-mail correspondence or minutes of 
meetings. Because the author of the thesis is strongly involved in the BMS cooperation, the 
risk of reporting bias and biased selectivity persists. An interesting opportunity for data 
collection in project one is the direct and accordinglv participant observation. While direct 
observation can range from formal to casual data collection activities, the author can 
participate in the case being studied in participant observation (Yin, 2003). Both methods
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have their difficulties because reporting of data would be one-sided from the perspective of 
the cooperation partner Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG. Yet, the derivation of the present 
situation helped to become aware of possible problems in the cooperation. Furthermore, the 
aim of the empirical chapters is the identification of possible success factors. It was 
particularly important to identify any possible existence of “hidden desires” of the 
interviewees and the spectrum of their opinions. The eliciting of data, however, is not a 
characteristic of the methods of participant and direct observation. Consequently they are not 
used as data collection methods in either of the projects.
Given the inappropriate nature of many commonly used approaches, the repertorv grid 
technique came into focus. With the help of repertory grid interviews, the author is able to 
understand the individuals’ worlds.
The repertory grid approach allows the interviewer to identify and articulate the unconscious 
and semi-conscious decision criteria. It assists the interviewer in eliminating researcher bias 
whilst at the same time providing rigor and transparency (Stewart and Mayes, 2011).
The considerations regarding the interview techniques above resulted in the opinion that semi­
structured interviews are appropriate for project one. Yet, Fransella et al. classify the 
repertory grid technique as a particular form of structured interviews, because the grid 
formalises the process and assigns mathematical values to the relationship between a person's 
constructs (2004, page 5). The repertory grid provides the advantages of an interview and the 
opportunity of quantitative interpretation, similar to a survey approach (Goffin and Koners, 
2011; Huff, 1990).
Lemke et al. (2003) and Szwejezewski et al (2001) found out in two studies of manufacturer- 
supplier relationships that the repertory grid technique resulted in greater depth of construct 
elicitation than did direct semi-structured interviews alone. Therefore Marsden and Littler 
mention that repertory grids combine the virtues of both quantitative and qualitative methods 
(Marsden and Littler, 2000). First, repertory grid will be used as a qualitative method, “to the 
exploratory stages in order to identify problems, develop propositions and construct 
questionnaires ’’ (Marsden and Littler, 2000, page 127), and second to analyse 
interrelationships between the statements. Another advantage of using the repertory grid 
technique is the fact that the method can explore topics where the respondents know the 
answers indirectly and in this way uncover tacit knowledge which cannot be conveyed
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directly (Goffin and Koners, 2011, Lemke et al., 2011). This is true for both projects. It is 
essential that the collected data can be analysed in an unbiased manner and that the 
interviewees reveal respondents' tacit knowledge.
However, an interview approach, and in this case the repertory grid interview, also has its 
disadvantages. Compared to survey approaches the single interviews are very time- 
consuming, both in data collection and data analysis. In addition, the repertory grid technique 
can only be compared partially to quantitative methods, because the quality criteria such as 
objectivity, reliability and validity are based on subjective associations of the interviewees 
(Slater, 1977, Meyer and Freitag, 2005).
The main difficulty lies in the assumption that the interviewee is able to structure and 
articulate his/her opinion, but this basic assumption of an interview approach seems 
unrealistic, because the interviewee is sometimes not aware of his/her own mental 
fi-ameworks and estimations. By using the repertory grid technique this handicap will be 
mitigated. Another concern relating to the repertory grid is the belief that the data is 
sometimes “irrelevant” or “banal” (Gordon and Langmaid, 1988, Marsden and Littler, 1998, 
Slater, 1977). However, different visual stimuli may be employed to guard against this 
(another option is the laddering method which will be introduced later).
To summarise, the repertory grid has been chosen to help the interviewees identify and 
articulate their unconscious and semi-conscious knowledge of factors relating to the BMS 
cooperation. In employing the repertory grid technique the researcher aims to go beyond the 
benefits associated with conventional, standardised interviews and the openness that is 
characteristic of unstructured interviews. The opportunity of using quantitative and qualitative 
analyses is a kind of method triangulation, which is recommended for an objective picture of 
a case study. Hence, the advantage of the data collection method is that the researcher can 
collect data in an unbiased manner, on a subject that is not totally understood by the 
interviewee. This advantage of the methodological approach will be helpful for both empirical 
projects, because different discussions of the problems within the BMS cooperation did not 
result in any useful knowledge to improve the process.
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3.3,3.3.3 Use of the Scivesco software
The question of whether the interviews should be computer-assisted or not is a matter of 
principle. The grid interviews can be typed in together with the interviewee and calculation 
can take place on site. For this, the software must reproduce the course of action of a face-to- 
face interview and approve an incidental input into the system. The adoption of electronic 
assistance depends on the evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages (cf. Fromm and 
Paschelke, 2010).
Advantages of computer-assisted interviews:
• Computers can run calculations during the interview process. So patterns of the 
interviewee’s answers can become visible. This allows well-directed enquires.
• Few interviewees have concerns about the relevance of the results. By using a 
software system the trust in the correct analysis increases.
• The data is typed into the computer directly, which prevents mistakes in the transfer of 
the information.
• After the interview, interviewer and respondent can review the results of the 
conversation on the screen. This can give the interviewee the opportunity to point out 
possible mistakes or misinterpretations.
However, there are also disadvantages:
• The interview process is less flexible than a conventional face-to-face interview.
• The attention of the interviewee is tied to the computer and a discussion becomes less 
important.
• A few interviewees could have concerns because they are monitored by a system.
• Once the interview is finished, the interview cannot be continued at a later date (see 
Scivesco, 2011). Yet, this circumstance ensures that the interview results cannot be 
reworked.
There are various computer software programmes available to analyse the grids (e.g. Gridlab, 
Enquire within, Gridsuite, Omnigrid). In project one and two, the Sciveso software was used. 
Reasons for that lie in the fact that the software analyses single opinions, beliefs and 
conserves values reliably and efficiently. Particularly the visual illustration for the interviewee 
was a decisive factor in favour of a computer-assisted interview. Scivesco also provides the 
opportunity to evaluate the elements, not only in form of scales but also in form of a 
“tetralemma”, the term originating from Greek. “Tetra” means “four” and “lemma” stands for 
“choice”. Literally translated, tetralemma means that the interviewee has four different
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choices, namely both construct poles and the valuations “both” or “none of both“. Therefore 
the allocation proceeds not only in a linear continuum, but also in four alternative 
classifications (Guretzky, 2005). A classification of the elements ex post would be too vague.
33.3.3.4 Pilot interview
Before the actual interview process begins, it is important to conduct a pilot interview. 
Saunders et al. name the advantages which are “to minimise the likelihood o f respondents 
having problems in answering the questions and o f data recording problems as well as to 
allow some assessment o f the questions' validity and the reliability o f the data that will be 
collected ” (Saunders et al., 2007, page 606). For this reason four pilot interviews were 
conducted with the following aims and objectives:
• Estimation of the time needed for the interviews,
• Discovering problems in the interview process,
• Understanding the process fi*om the interviewee's perspective,
• Using the Scivesco software in general,
• Testing the elements for completeness,
• Comparison between purporting elements or an incidental file generation,
• Repertory Grid training by an expert.
The first pilot interview, and at the same time the most important one, took place with an 
experienced psychologist. The main objective of this first pilot interview was to get familiar 
with the Repertory Grid technique. The second interview was conducted with a family 
member to gain an estimate of the duration of the interview and to identify any problems in 
comprehension. Pilot interview three and four were conducted with two colleagues. During 
these interviews, it was also tested whether the supplied elements were comprehensible and 
complete for the interviewees. Although the results of the interviews were not meaningful, the 
findings for the interview design were important and led to the change of a few levers.
A first result of the pilot interviews was that all the interviewees liked the application of the 
Scivesco software. However, it was noticed that the element combinations had an important 
effect on the quality and number of the constructs. Therefore different elements were changed 
during the pilot interviews.
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The manner of posing questions was an important issue during the training with the 
experienced psychologist. She pointed out that it was important not to influence the 
interviewee. Because one advantage of the methodology was to elicit tacit knowledge, which 
the interviewee would not express in a standardised interview, and the participants should 
allow extra time for the questions and answers. In particular, the introduction and explanation 
of the technique can help the interviewee to feel comfortable in exposing his own mental 
maps. Another option, which can be used by the interviewer, is the changing of an element 
combination, if the interviewee feels uncomfortable with the constellation.
The interviews with the colleagues concerned the directions given to the interviewees. It was 
important to advise them at regular intervals that the results of their statements were 
fundamental in finding out the success factors of the BMS cooperation. Laddering was helpful 
to advise the interviewees of using constructs that were applicable to organisations and not to 
single persons (the technique of laddering is explained later on). Furthermore the requirement 
of “procedural elements” such as “trust”, “cost-savings” etc. was tested. Mixing “procedural 
elements” with “company and competitor elements” produced interesting findings.
The last helpful conclusion affected the length of each interview. Especially the arrangement 
of the elements in the rating scale was very time-consuming. Furthermore, it could he noticed 
the interviewees in the pilot interviews needed varying time periods to name the constructs. 
Therefore the time limit for the subsequent interviews was extended.
Surprisingly all interviewees felt comfortable with the repertory grid technique and nobody 
complained about an in-depth psychological interview. The information letters handed out at 
the beginning of the interviews had created a trusting atmosphere (the documentation for the 
interviewees is enclosed in appendix two).
After the interview, the test interviewees reviewed the analysis based on the reporting screen 
of the software programme. They agreed with the findings and were surprised about the 
various analysis options. The pilot interviews helped the interviewer to slightly change the 
procedure of the interviews and become more familiar with the technique.
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3.3.3,3.5 Sample Size
With reference to the sample size, there are no clear specifications. Kelly (1955) was 
interested in individual conversations and not in a combination of different grids (Meyer and 
Freitag, 2005). Therefore, the first papers addressed the mutual work between therapist and 
client (Dick, 2006). Fromm (1995) points out that it is important on the one hand that the 
interviewee is familiar with the subject and thus the elements, and, on the other hand, the 
object of investigation is not too complex for the conversational partner. Most of the authors 
therefore recommend a sample size of five up to twenty interviews (Fransella et al., 2004). 
However, a guiding principle is that sample size should be at least a multiple of the supplied 
elements (Jankowicz, 2004).
In this thesis, the exploratory focus is not on the analysis of a single person or organisation, 
but rather a majority view. The repertory grid analysis must be specific to the investigated 
group of people. Because the perception of both customers and partner firms is important, the 
two groups are interviewed separately. The following table illustrates the number of 
interviewees in the two projects.
Table 9: Number of interviews
Project 1 Project 2 Total number
Partners 5 5 10
Customers 15 5
Total number ^0 10 30
Source: Own source
To gain an opinion about the important success factors within the cooperation, the three 
cooperation partners and two salespersons from Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG were 
interviewed. Consequently there were five interviews from the perspective of the partner 
firms in project one. In the case of project two, three KAMs and two founders of the 
cooperation were interviewed. A Key-Account-Manager is responsible for serving and 
supporting important customers. Because the involved cooperation partners attached much 
importance to the future of the alliance, they installed a KAM. Concentration on the KAMs 
was intended, because they have the most comprehensive knowledge of the processes and the 
development of the individual cooperation. Two of the respondents work for the HACO
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cooperation and one interviewee each is assigned to the cooperations of Siegener Kreis, 
Baden-Connect and Qesar. The description of the particular cooperation takes place in project 
two.
The number of interviews with customers in project one is higher than the number of partner 
interviews, which is due to the plurality of the customers (small firms, SMEs and groups of 
companies) and the focus of interest in project one. However, too many interviews are not 
recommended because of the difficulty of the group analysis (Scivesco, 2011, Fransella et al., 
2004). Therefore fifteen interviews with customer companies will be conducted in project 
one. To classify the customers in different groups in each customer segment (small, medium 
and large), the interview partners come from different customer segments. These interviews 
are categorised in OEM and MRO customer groups at the beginning of each interview. 
Through differentiation in size and targeted customer segments, the interviewer can realise 
interrelations when indicated. Subsequent to the analyses of the interviews the author can 
differentiate, for example, if the acquisition should concentrate on Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) or on Maintenance, Repair and Operations (MRO). Therefore the 
selection of the interview partners was purposive rather than random (Miles and Huberman, 
1994). To consider these influencing values, the sampling is theoretical, which means that the 
author thinks about suitable interviewees and chooses the respondents directly.
The number of customer interviews in project two is five, whereupon the interviewees come 
fi’om different cooperations. These interviews can also be subdivided in OEM and MRO 
customers, which are enquired at the beginning of each interview. As in project one, 
differentiation by size and by targeted customer segment helps the interviewer to create 
interrelations when indicated. Because project two concentrates on interviewees from 
successful cooperations, the selection of the interview partners is again purposive rather than 
random. Particularly important customers were chosen for the customer interviews. Of course 
the relatively small number of interviewees in project two can be criticised with respect to 
validity and reliability (Thietart, 1999 or Cassell and Simon, 2004). However, the low sample 
size is compensated by the rich data of each grid (Jankowicz, 2001; Fransella et al., 2004 or 
Fromm and Paschelke, 2010).
To sum up, twenty interviews were conducted in project one and ten in project two.
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3.3.3.3.6 Interview Design
The repertory grid technique contains three basic stages (Cassell and Walsh, 2005; Gammack 
and Stephens, 1994, Marsden and Littler, 1988):
1. The elicitation of elements, identifying the area which has to be investigated.
2. The elicitation of constructs, identifying the distinction which can be applied amongst 
these elements, and
3. The construction of a matrix (grid) of elements and constructs.
Step one assumes that every human being has different experiences with his/her environment 
and therefore acts differently too. The identification of the elements can be done either 
together with the interviewee or as given parameters. An element is defined as a thing or 
event which is abstracted by a construct (Kelly, 1955).
In the second step, the interviewee applies a construct to the elements and distinguishes it 
relating to similarity or dissimilarity. At this point, two different options of eliciting the 
constructs are distinguished in the majority of the cases. The first one, and at the same time 
the most popular one, is the triadic differentiation method (Jankowicz, 2004, SciVesco, 2011). 
The triad-method is also used in this thesis, whereby the interviewee has to choose two of 
three elements and name a common ground. The question posed to the interviewee therefore 
is: what do the two selected elements have in common, as opposed to the third? Afterwards 
the interviewer asks for the characteristics of the third element in contrast to the other two 
elements. For example, the interviewee could choose the elements “BMS” and “successful 
cooperation” and name “supplier reduction” as a common characteristic. Then the interviewee 
could name the opposite of this characteristic that is “no supplier reduction”. The second 
method is the dyad-method. With this form of interview only two elements are offered to the 
interviewee and the interviewer asks for similarity or dissimilarity.
The third step is to distinguish the constructs. Fromm and Paschelke (2010) amended these 
basic stages to get procedural steps as shown in the following figure. These steps are also 
used in the interviews of this thesis.
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Figure 17: Process cycle of the repertory grid interview
Pose th e  research question
Preparation Identifythe e lem en t  type
Define th e  e lem en ts
Indicate e lem en ts  as a triad
Performance
Differentiate tw o  e lem en ts  from a third e le m e n t
Repetition till 
all constructs are 
elicited
Mark th e  construct poles
Assign construct poles to e lem en ts
Analysis Analyze th e  grids
Source: Author based on Fromm and Paschelke, 2010, page 22
The first three procedures can be implemented before the interview begins. This is called the 
preparation stage (Fromm and Paschelke, 2010). Steps four to seven take place together with 
the interviewee and are repeated until all constructs are elicited. The course of action is 
described in the previous paragraph. When the interviewee cannot offer any new constructs, 
the interview is finished. The last procedure concerns the analysis of the completed grid.
In addition to the ways of eliciting constructs from elements, two other forms must be 
mentioned, namely “laddering” and “pyramiding”. Laddering hearkQus back to a procedure 
from Hinkle (1965), which is said to elicit increasingly superordinate constructs -  that is, 
constructs of a higher order of abstraction than those elicited from the original triads or dyads 
of elements. This procedural method is called laddering up with the aim to arrive at the 
important values of the interviewee. On the other side, laddering down is also possible when a 
value statement is implied in the original construct and the interviewer is interested in 
organisational attributes only (Easterby-Smith et al., 1996). Laddering up can be achieved by 
asking “why-questions”, while laddering down contains more specific detail and granularity 
and can be reached by asking “what” or “how” questions. Fransella et al. add that “the 
examiner must expect to have to gain experience in this art and so learn to minimise his or
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her influence in determining the constructs given ” (2004, page 42). Because of the laddering 
process, the repertory grid is comparable to a structured interview. The grid itself provides a 
structured form, both for eliciting and presenting data.
If the interviewer wants to understand the range of a person's constructs, pyramiding can be 
an efficient tool. The pyramiding process can be compared to Hinkle's “laddering down” and 
is therefore useful for eliciting specific behaviours that may relate to a person's problem. 
Landfield suggested it as a way of preventing the formal approach of Kelly's form of 
elicitation (for a detailed description of pyramiding, see Landfield, 1971). In this thesis the 
author does not use “pyramiding” to elicit the important success factors of the interviewees, 
hut uses laddering instead. The main reasons for this decision are substantiated, inter alia, in 
the fact that pyramiding requires special psychological skills from the interviewer and 
laddering can help to make the constructs comparable (Huff, 1990, Fransella et al., 2004). 
Laddering is very helpful to obtain wishes and values for the current BMS cooperation.
Whether elements, or even constructs, should be supplied or elicited is a subject of frequent 
discussions too. It is common practice that the interviewer chooses the elements based on the 
background and reason for the interview (Jankowicz, 2004). In my thesis, it is important that 
the answers can be compared and analysed. Of course, supplying the constructs differs from 
Kelly's original theory, because many of the advantages of the repertory grid technique get 
lost. However, most of the authors mention that there is no important disadvantage in 
providing elements for a grid (Fransella et al, 2004 or Jankowicz, 2004).
It should still be considered that the interviewer could miss elements, which are important to 
the interviewee. Because the author is interested in gaining an overview of the opinions of a 
majority of the customers and the partners, supplying the elements is considered appropriate. 
Only by supplying the elements, a meaningful group analysis can take place. The selection of 
the elements is described in both projects.
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To summarise, the following characteristics of the “repertory grid” method will be used for 
the data collection.
Table 10: Implementation of Repertory Grid
Characteristic Implementation to thesis Explanatory statement
Qualitative or/and 
quantitative analysis
Both qualitative and 
quantitative analysis
Using the advantages of 
Repertory grid and in 
particular of SciVesco.
Supplying or eliciting 
elements
Supplying of elements Improved comparability and 
better quantitative analysis.
Selecting respondents Managers and CEOs from 
different industrial sectors
Useftil for a subsequent 
cluster analysis.
Kinds of quantifying the 
elements (scale or 
tetralemma)
Tetralemma transformation 
(compare chapter “used 
software)
Extensive explanatory 
power.
Identifying of constructs Triad method User- friendly; easier to 
understand by interviewee.
Clarifying constructs Laddering Reduction on organisational 
values.
Analyzing the grids Computer-based analysis 
(Scivesco)
Detailed analysis options.
Source: Own source
3.3.4 Research choices
After deciding which research approach is the right one for the research question, the author 
also has the option of combining multiple methods. To answer my research question “what 
are the success factors of a horizontal cooperation in technical wholesale? Based on the BMS 
cooperation”, an approximation to the analysed coherences, combined with quantitative 
analyses, seems adequate. However, the description of the research problem has shown that a 
qualitative approach is more suitable, because the topic is very specific and the information 
must be gained first.
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Mixed methods, often called triangulation, are increasingly advocated within management 
research. Triangulation implies that different perspectives are used for an examined subject. 
The intention of using triangulation is knowledge extension, either by using different methods 
or by using different data (Flick, 2004). Patton (2002) differentiates even four types of 
triangulation in evaluations:
1. Of data sources (data triangulation),
2. Among different evaluators (investigator triangulation),
3. Of perspectives to the same data set (theory triangulation),
4. Of methods (methodological triangulation).
In this thesis, data triangulation is used, because (1) different data will be analysed, due to the 
fact that the interviewees are from different cooperations. In addition, the repertory grid 
technique is indeed a qualitative method, but yields both qualitative and quantitative data as a 
result. Therefore a type of method triangulation is used as well (4).
Of course triangulation comes in for criticism. One point of criticism is the “multiplication of 
errors”. Another one is that "'triangulation may provide a more complete picture, but not a 
more truthful one” (Gilbert, 2008, handout page 1). Critics also argue that “different methods 
have different terminology”. Furthermore, Flick (2004) mentions that triangulation as quasi­
correlation runs the risk of disregarding the particular implication of the method. Therefore, it 
is important to realise that triangulation should be seen as “knowledge extension through 
different methods or data” and not as a “more validated method”. Miles and Hubermann 
propose four basic designs, which are illustrated in figure 18.
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Figure 18: Basic designs for combining qualitative and quantitative methods
1.
2 .
QUAL
Quant
Quant
QUAL
collection of both kinds of data
Wave 1  ^ __ Wave 2
Continuous field research
Wave 3
3 .  QUAL
(Exploration)
Quant —
(questionnaire)
QUAL
(consolidation of results)
4 . Quant
(survey)
QUAL
(Held study)
Quant
(experiment)
Source: Author based on Miles and Hubermann, 1994, page 41
In the first example there is a continuous collection of both qualitative and quantitative data. 
This design is highlighted in orange, because it is an appropriate design for the present 
research question and is implemented in the thesis. The data collection is based on a 
quantitative exploration of different factors, which have been worked out by a qualitative 
interview. After the quantitative method a qualitative consolidation of the results takes place. 
The author uses the data from the grid as qualitative information first and then aggregates the 
individual data to a group analysis, which can be analysed quantitatively. Therefore both the 
qualitative and quantitative parts are implemented by the repertory grid technique.
Continuous field research provides the fundamentals for different interviews and surveys in 
example two (Flick, 2004, page 70). In the third design, qualitative and quantitative elements 
take turns. The last design is based on a survey, followed by a qualitative field study and 
finally a quantitative experiment.
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3.3.5 Time horizons
The fifth layer of the research onion deals with time horizons. While longitudinal analyses 
study the development over a course of time, cross-sectional studies analyse a phenomenon at 
a particular time (Thietart, 1999; Saunders et al., 2007). The results of my DBA thesis will 
influence a few decisions of my company. Therefore, I am interested in the criteria of 
“change” and “development”, which are the key strengths of longitudinal research. Because 
the economy is very fast moving and the needs of the customers change, it is important for me 
to consider these factors. For achieving an enduring informational value, it is necessary to 
consider the point of time of the analysis.
3.3.6 Techniques and procedures
3.3.6.1 Ethics and access
The last layer of the research onion delves into data collection and data analysis. Research 
ethics comprehends the negotiation for access to people and organisations. The research 
design should not subject the persons the author is researching (the research population) to 
embarrassment or any other material disadvantage (as indicated by Saunders et al., 2007). 
Because I want to use the case study method, ethical access is very important. Amongst 
others, my research population are colleagues, customers and suppliers. For different reasons, 
respondents were sometimes unable to answer fi-ankly and neutrally. To ensure research is 
ethical, I applied for ethical approval (compare appendix 2) and received a favourable 
outcome from the committee on 4* November 2011. To avoid ethical problems, the author 
went through a very detailed introduction with each interviewee. Before the dialogue started, 
the information sheet and the consent form were discussed and any questions answered. The 
author mentioned furthermore that it was of particular importance that the respondents 
answered frankly, because the cooperation process would be adapted and both the partners 
and the potential customers could benefit from the results.
3.3.6.2 Pilot study
Yin recommends carrying out a pilot study, because "it will help to refine the data collection 
plans with respect to both the content o f the data and the procedures to be followed ” (2003, 
page 92). For my research topic, the use of a pilot study is advisable to test the interview 
technique and to minimise the likelihood of respondents having problems answering the 
questions. For this reason I tested both, collection and analysis, in a pilot study, which is 
described in the chapter “research strategies”. Because the repertory grid technique originates
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from psychology, I had two meetings with a psychologist to avoid mistakes with this 
interview technique and to get as many useful answers as possible.
33.63  Methods of data collection
Before researchers start collecting empirical data, they should find data, which is already 
available. This data is called secondary data (Thietart, 1999). Due to the fact that I wanted to 
implement a case study design, six sources of data were identified: documentation, archival 
records, interviews, direct observation, participant observation and physical artefacts (Yin, 
2003). The different methods are complementary and it is recommended to combine many 
sources. Irrespective of which method you choose, three principles can help deal with the 
problems of establishing the construct validity and reliability of the case study evidence (Yin, 
2003):
1. Use multiple sources of evidence,
2. Create a case study database,
3. Maintain a chain of evidence.
In table 11, the six sources are pictured in an overview including their applicability to my 
research question.
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Table 11: Sources of data collection
Source Strengths Weaknesses Applicability to 
my research 
question
Documentation Stable, exact, broad 
coverage
Retrievability, 
reporting bias
Good applicability
Archival records Precise and usually 
quantitative
Accessibility due to 
privacy reasons
Bad applicability
Interviews Focused directly on 
case study topics, 
insightful
Response bias,
inaccuracies,
reflexivity
Very good 
applicability
Direct observation Reality, contextual Time-consuming,
selectivity,
reflexivity
Very good 
applicability
Participant
observation
Insightful into 
personal behaviour
Bias due to 
participant- 
observer’s 
manipulation of 
events
Good applicability
Physical Artifacts Insightful into 
cultural features and 
technical operations
Selectivity,
availability
Bad applicability
Repertory Grid Combines the 
advantages of qual 
and quant analysis
High complexity Very good 
applicability
Author based on Yin, 2003, page 102
For the existing research question the methods of interview, direct observation and participant 
observation, are highly applicable. Especially in combination with the “survey” research 
strategy, the author can test the reactions and effects of the involved persons when changing a 
few levers (Thietart et al, 1999). However, the description of the cases in the empirical 
chapters and the comparison with the results of the literature review is equivalent to direct 
observation. Therefore, the data collection method adopted in this thesis is a different type of 
interview technique, namely repertory grid. A reason for that can be seen in the fact that 
repertory grid provides similar advantages as interviews, but ftirthermore provides data for a 
quantitative analysis as described already.
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In the context of data collection it is also important to pay attention to the principles of 
“reliability”, “validity” and “generalisation”. An important basis for a good thesis is to be 
aware of the fact that an inquiry that is completely non-judgmental is impossible.
Reliabilitv means the quality of being dependable or rather reliable. It can be evaluated by 
posing the following three questions (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002, page 53 quoted in Saunders 
et al., 2007, Page 149):
1. Will the measures yield the same results on other occasions?
2. Will similar observations be reached by other observers?
3. Is there transparency in the way that sense was made from raw data?
Therefore, three basic principles for a high reliability are "minimising bias, maximising 
accuracy and reporting impartially.” (Patton, 2002, page 93). Minimising bias seems an 
important necessity for the thesis, because the author is involved in the procedures of the 
failed cooperation and could be prejudiced with respect to certain topics. The repertory grid 
technique is therefore very beneficial, because there is no predetermined questionnaire. 
Furthermore, the respondent can explain his/her view without the risk of being affected by a 
poorly formulated form.
Validitv ensures that the instrument measures what it is supposed to measure and it can be 
broken down into more specific types of validity, such as overall validity, internal and 
external validity or the validity of the measuring instrument (Patton, 2002). However, it must 
be considered that validity primarily means that the relevance and precision of the research 
result must be respected and the extent to which the author derives generalisations from these 
results must be assessed (Thietart, 1999). A disadvantage of qualitative design compared to 
quantitative design is that it produces a lot of detailed information about a much smaller 
number of people and cases (Eisenhardt, 1989). While validity in quantitative approaches 
depends on careful instrument construction to ensure that the instrument measures what it is 
supposed to measure, qualitative inquiry implies that the researcher is the instrument (Patton, 
2002). This thesis is based on constructivism, which uses adequation and teachability as 
validity criteria (compare table 8). These assumptions imply that reality is unknowable and 
knowledge always subjective.
The extraction of important factors, which influence effective spare-part cooperation, is 
therefore important. By using the concept of correlation, the results and the causality between
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the variables sometimes requires crosschecking. Generalisation is "the making o f more widely 
applicable propositions based upon the process o f deduction from specific cases ” (Saunders 
et al., 2007, Page 149): To obtain a preferably objective picture, the results of my explorations 
should be crosschecked with the experiences of our cooperation partners. This subject will be 
discussed at the end of the thesis, in the chapter of limitations and further research.
Particularly the distribution sector underlies constantly changing terms and conditions, as a 
result of different drivers (Zentes et al., 2007). Furthermore, interpersonal problems and 
relationships are be considered by transferring the results to other regional cooperations. 
Therefore the findings are not generalizable easily to other sectors. However, a detailed 
examination of processes in the context can reveal processes that can be proposed as general 
or specific to another organisation (as indicated by Hartley, 2004).
The use of the repertory grid technique has quite often been discussed in terms of quality 
criteria (Meyer and Freitag, 2005, Fromm, 1995 or Lohaus, 1983). It can be noticed that 
quality criteria, such as validity or reliability, are ftilfilled only inadequately in individual 
interviews. According to Kelly (1955), personal constructs are neither stable nor long-term. 
Due to this fact, high reliabilitv can only be accomplished if the constructs are significant, 
something that can be achieved by laddering or pyramiding (Fromm, 1995). However, the 
constructs are not insensitive to changes which lead to low reliability. In contrast, Meyer and 
Freitag mention that a high re-test validity can be achieved, because not all parts of a 
construct system are subject to constant changes (Meyer and Freitag, 2005). Therefore testing 
validitv in repertory grid interviews does not make sense. The method analyses no predefined 
constructs, but subjective constructs of the interviewee. Because every test person has his/her 
own preferences, the validity of an external attribute is not possible (Lohaus 1983). Against 
this background Fromm refuses the implementation of quality criteria: “either the interviewer 
collects relevant and significant data, practices though -with regards to traditional criteria - 
bad research or the interviewer produces nonsense- in view o f the attention o f all quality 
criteria “(1985, pages 87-88). Therefore the quality criteria are considered, but must be 
transferred to the specifics of the repertory grid method.
3.3.6.4 Data analysis
Irrespective of the data analysis method, Yin recommends four general strategies for 
analysing data (Yin, 2003, pages 130-134):
• Relying on theoretical propositions.
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• Developing a case description,
• Using both qualitative and quantitative data,
• Examining rival explanations.
As argued in the literature review, there are no propositions, because the research question 
follows an exploration that recommends “an extension” of knowledge in the literature review 
and no propositions. Yet the realisation of the other three strategies, as indicated by Yin
(2003), is possible and reasonable for my research question. Therefore different cases are 
analysed. Furthermore both qualitative and quantitative data are used, which are based on the 
different types of grid analyses (single and group analyses). The fourth strategy is particularly 
important for the findings, because there are rival explanations in project one and two which 
share the same circumstances but meet with very different results.
Hartley (2004) points out that, in contrast to experiments and surveys, data collection and data 
analysis are developed together in an iterative process in a case study. For this reason several 
modes for analysing data are similar to a deductive approach. Different authors therefore 
recommend the following modes: pattern-matching, explanation-building, time-series 
analysis, logic models and chronologies (Gore, 2008, handout page 19; Eisenhardt and 
Graebner, 2007, Saunders et al., 2007; Yin, 2003). In this thesis, the concept of theory- 
building research is used, because the “how” and “why” questions of the research problem 
address unexplored research areas.
3.3.7 Summary o f the research stra tegies
In this paragraph, the author summarises the methodological chapters. The following figure 
shows an overview of Yin's iterative process of a case study. After identifying the research 
question, the user of a case study should think about a suitable design, the preparation of a 
case study, the collection and analysis of the data and finally the reporting of the results.
This process is linear, but partly iterative and reciprocal, which is shown by the arrows in the 
figure.
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Figure 19: Case study research - linear but iterative process
U n it  o f  a n a ly s i s  
T h e o ' v  a n d  p r o p o s i t i o n s  
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• C o n d u c t  p i lo t  c a s e
• G a i n  a p p r o v a l  for  h u m a n  s u b j e c t s  p r o t e c t i o n
Prepare
CollectDesign
AnalyzeShare
• U s e  m u l t i p l e  s o u r c e s  o f  
e v i d e n c e
• C r e a t e  c a s e  s t u d y  
d a t a o a s e
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• D e f i n e  a u d i e n c e
• D is p la y  e v i d e n c e  for  r e a d e r  t o  
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• E x p lo r e  rival e x p l a n a t i o n s
• D isp  ay  d a t a  a o a r t  f r o m  
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s
Source: Yin, 2003, page 2
The constituent parts of the process have been mostly described in the previous sub-chapters. 
The design and the start of the iterative process are dependent on the particular research 
question. The preparation basically involves the training for the specific case study and 
ensuring the research approved is ethical. Because there are no routine procedures, the 
preparation of a case study is time-consuming (Yin, 2003).
Data collection takes place in project one and project two, where different cooperations are 
examined. Sharing the results means bringing the findings to a conclusion. As mentioned 
earlier, the analysis contains both qualitative and quantitative results. Table 12 summarizes 
the findings.
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Table 12: Summary of Case Study approach
Process Determinant Implementation to thesis
Research Question What are the success factors 
of a horizontal cooperation 
in technical wholesale based 
upon a medium-sized 
cooperation ?
exploratory design
Design Unit of analysis Different companies in 
technical wholesale (drive 
technology)
Study propositions “Exploration ” (Yin, 2003, 
page
Case study design Multiple-Case-study
Preparing Human subjects protection Ethical approval
Interview training Repertory grid training with 
an expert (psychologist)
Collecting Data Six sources of evidence Interviews- repertory grid 
^  theoretical sampling
Analyzing Data Examining, categorising, 
tabulating and testing of 
evidence
Descriptive analysis- 
Repertory grid 
qualitative and 
quantitative analysis
Sharing Data Criteria of interpretation Unbiased interpretation
Linking data to topic Weighting o f the elicited 
success factors
Author based on Yin 2003
The different colours indicate the respective steps of Yin's recommended case study approach 
from figure 19. In the following the different determinants of table 12 are explained.
The research question can be answered by a descriptive literature review. As Thietart et al. 
mention that “the literature review is a precondition o f relevant research. However a need for 
additional data, intended to cross-check or increase the accuracy o f existing information, may 
appear during data analysis ” (1999, page 125). In this thesis the literature review helped to 
identify different success factors of a horizontal cooperation, which are crosschecked by the 
empirical chapters. Because the study design is exploratory, it follows three basic principles 
recommended by Saunders (Saunders et al, 2003):
• A search of the literature ( ^  literature review).
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• Interviewing experts in their field see repertory grid interviews),
• Conducting focus group interviews project one in comparison to project two).
The units of analvsis are different distribution companies in the area of power-transmission. 
and the regional BMS cooperation is in the focus of interest. In order to obtain improved 
explanatory power, meaning a more detailed overview of reasons for the failure of the BMS 
cooperation, similarly structured cooperations were examined as well. The author can revert 
to very different cases, which increases the explanatory power of a multiple case study.
Study propositions have not been worked out in detail, because the topic is a subject of 
exploration. Yin mentions that instead of propositions, the design for an exploratory study 
should state the purpose as well as the criteria by which an exploration is judged successfully 
(Yin, 2003). This was done by the selective application of the different theoretical 
approaches. In the prearrangement of the collecting stage some important measures must be 
introduced. This involves, for example, detailed skills for the data collecting technique, or the 
prevention of bias through well-considered questions in the interviews. The arrangements in 
the preparation stage are explained as well.
The data collection process is focused on two subgroups, namely the employees and CEOs of 
partner companies on the one hand and clients on the other. Two different projects address 
different cooperations. First the failed BMS cooperation will be explored, while project two 
deals with three very successful cooperations. As a result of this differentiation, bias can be 
diminished and interesting differences in the perception of clients and partner firms are 
uncovered. After collecting the data, the information is analysed qualitatively and 
quantitatively.
The analysis of the data in the analvsis stage is undertaken with a specific grid software. This 
includes different statistical information, such as a cluster analysis or the correlations between 
the elements and constructs. The analytic technique used is “pattern matching”, to strengthen 
its internal validity. This technique is helpful to adjust the findings of the literature review to 
the results of the interviews (Ghauri et Gronhaug, 2005). Comparison of the cases is 
conductive to match the differences in the cases. Cross-case studies are adopted as a second 
analytic technique. This is necessary because different companies in different regions and 
cooperations will be addressed.
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The last step of the case study process includes the reporting and interpretation of the 
findings. For this, the structural conditions of the case study must be interpreted. Six common 
alternatives are available to interpret the findings (Yin, 2003): linear-analytic, comparative, 
chronological, theory-building, suspense and unsequenced. Because the results of the thesis 
will strongly influence the formation of a new regional cooperation, the type of interpretation 
will be “theory-building”.
After this chapter introduced the employed methodology, the next two chapters attend to the 
empirical analyses. Some of the methodological issues are addressed directly in the 
descriptions of project one and two, because they differ in both projects.
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4 Project O ne- failed cooperation
4.1 Research framework
The aim of project one, which basically is the study of the failed cooperation, is to verify the 
results of the theoretical approaches and, if applicable, the extension of the success factors, 
which are summarised in table 7. While project one concentrates on the failures and mistakes 
of a running cooperation, a conceptual model, which combines different recommendations for 
the organisation of a successful regional cooperation between different distributors, is 
presented in the final chapter.
The research in project one is focused on a collection of success factors in different 
interviews. Although the theories in the literature review helped to identify different 
important characteristics of cooperation, the personal interviews are used:
1. To collect data,
2. To test the completeness of the results,
3. To add further determinants for a cooperation’s success,
4. To check the weighting of the success factors,
5. To differentiate the opinions of potential clients and partners.
Because a brief description of the failed BMS cooperation was important to understand the 
starting point for the thesis, this was undertaken in the first part of the literature review. While 
the methodology describes the repertory grid and the interview design in general, this chapter 
explains their adaptations for project one.
The analysis is divided into the interpretation of the individual interviews and the group 
analysis of the aggregated data. Interpretation of the individual interviews follows a 
qualitative research design, while the group analysis uses quantitative analysis techniques.
The chapter closes with a summary of the findings.
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4.2 Supplying the elements
While the general description of the repertory grid technique was considered earlier, this 
subchapter deals with the selection of the elements for project one. Because the elements 
differ in both projects, this issue is included in the results chapters and not in the methodology 
chapter. As mentioned before, the elements can be either supplied or elicited. To compare the 
answers, but especially for a meaningful group analysis, the elements are supplied in this 
thesis. This means that the elements were chosen in preparation of the interviews. Only if all 
of the interviewees have the same elements, the group analysis can use the statistical means, 
as illustrated later on in the group analysis.
In the preparation phase for the interviews the interviewer must pay attention to the definition 
and the characteristics of the elements. Supplying the proper elements for the interviewees is 
one of the most difficult problems of the interview process. The supplied elements must be 
well known to the respondents to avoid misunderstandings. For the elements types a 
“company level”, a “competitor level” and a “conceptual level” was chosen. While a couple 
of elements are used both for the customer and the partner interviews, the elements in the 
conceptual level differ for both groups.
Table 13: Chosen elements in project one
Types o f elements Elements Groups
Company level BMS Customer and Partner
BMS in five years Customer and Partner
BMS with other partners Customer and Partner
Competitor level Brammer Customer and Partner
Successful cooperation Customer and Partner
Ineffective cooperation Customer and Partner
Online spare-parts-supplier Customer and Partners
Conceptual level Cost savings Customer interviews
Time advantage Customer interviews
Partner choice Partner interviews
Coordination cost Partner interviews
Trust Partner interviews
Source: Own source
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The company level captures the present cooperation “BMS” and a future arrangement of it 
(“BMS in five years”). Furthermore, the situation with other partner companies is analysed 
(“BMS with other partners”). Especially for the partner interviews it is important to know 
what the respondents think about the group constellation and the future development of BMS. 
By analysing the company level, the author finds out what the interviewees think about the 
actual cooperation, the group formation and the future of BMS.
The second type of elements focuses on the competitor level. The most important competitor 
in technical wholesale in Germany is the company “Brammer”, determined on the basis of its 
size and the multiplicity of articles offered. Furthermore, the “online-supplier” element is 
used for obtaining information about increasing competition by online competitors. The 
positive pole (“successful cooperation”) is defined as when the interviewees achieved their 
strategic goals, either financially (partner perspective) or other objectives such as supplier 
reduction (customer perspective). The two poles are very important for the analyses of a grid, 
because these elements represent the extremes of a grid, which is important for every 
interpretation (Scivesco, 2011).
Important types of elements will be taken into consideration at the conceptual level. In this 
context, it is important to differentiate the elements for the interviews with the customer and 
the partner companies. Two benefits for the customer, namely “cost-saving” and, if 
applicable, “time-saving”, were provided in the interviews with the customers. Qualitative 
aspects were not important, because the delivered articles are trading goods from well- 
established suppliers.
For the four partner companies other factors seem important, which were worked out by using 
different theories in the literature review (compare table 4). As an important element, the 
interviewees will be asked about “trust” between the partner firms. Furthermore, the selection 
of the partners is an element chosen for the partner interviews.
4.3 Analysis of data
4.3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, every grid contains both qualitative and 
quantitative data. In the first step, the author concentrates on the single interviews and the 
interpretation of individual statements. After completion of the interview, the dialogues were
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first analysed using the Scivesco software. After this interpretation, the conversational 
partners received their evaluations of the subject and a telephone conversation took place to 
either confirm or amend the results of the interview. Looking back, this further inquiry was 
very important, because several of the interviewees wanted to correct single statements (for 
instance the coordination of the elements in the tetralemma field). The focus in the 
interpretation of the individual interviews affected the individual statements of the 
interviewees. The group analysis was important to receive an integrated and holistic view of 
the customer and the partner.
4.3.2 Analysis o f the individual grids
4.3.2.1 Description of grid analysis
The aim of the interview process is the evaluation of the majority of the customers and 
partners. Therefore, the focus of project one is not the analysis of the individual grids, but 
rather the group analysis. However, the analyses of the individual interviews are helpful to 
understand the different customer and partner perspectives, respectively. The analysis of the 
individual grids helped to compare the differences between the interviews. Fransella et al.
(2004) point out that a grid defines the relationship between elements and constructs as set out 
in Kelly's fundamental postulate that ‘a person's processes are psychologically channelised 
by the way in which this person anticipates events'. While the “ways” are represented by the 
constructs of the grids, the “events” are the elements.
An essential part of the process of data evaluation of the individual interviews is the 
examination and comparison of the “element-construct relationships” of the interviewees. 
Figure 20 demonstrates an evaluation screenshot from an exemplary interviewee after the 
interview. The screen is explained below.
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Figure 20: Example of an analysis of a single interview (customer interview)
T
r
^  ineffective cooperation
^  G Dît savings
i bms with other partners 
bms in 5 years
^  ^  time advantage
^  successful cooperation
V
 ^Element Construct
Source: Own Source, 2011 (Scivesco Software)
The results of all interviews were interpreted separately using the different analysing tools 
from the Scivesco Software. The figure above shows the standard interpretation screenshot, in 
which the elements and constructs are visualised in the tetralemma field. The cube can be 
rotated in any direction. Therefore, this screenshot in figure 20 shows only one option of an 
unlimited number. The 3D analysis is very helpful to perceive the information of the 
interview at a glance. In addition to the graphical analysis, the Scivesco software collects 
mathematical data for all of the elements and constructs. Therefore the interviewer can cross­
check his interpretation on the basis of the mathematical values.
All characterisations made by the interviewees (constructs) are arranged in an n-dimensional 
room, which was reduced to three dimensions by an analysis of the principal components 
(Scivesco, 2011). The interpretation is based on the following suppositions: the rated elements 
are displayed as balls (black) and the constructs developed from the interviews are
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represented as points (blue). Neighbouring objects are evaluated similarly and the more 
distant ones are assessed differently. For example, the elements “BMS”, “BMS with other 
partners” and “cost savings” are ranked similarly in figure 20. Obviously the elements 
“successful cooperation” and “unsuccessful cooperation” were assessed very differently by 
the interviewee, which makes sense, because these elements represent the poles of the 
tetralemma field.
The more marginal the element is arranged, the more clearly it can be described by the 
constructs on the edges of the room. By contrast, the more central the location of an element 
is, the more hazily the element was valued by the interviewee (Scivesco, 2011). The cube can 
be rotated in any direction and also zoomed in and out. Therefore it is important to note that 
every figure in this thesis which is based on a Scivesco analysis shows just one option of an 
unlimited number. In addition, a reflection of the descriptive statistics helps to measure the 
central tendencies of an interviewee. The statistics tell us something about where the 
individual respondents feel comfortable between the construct's two poles. Information about 
the range of convenience can be obtained fi*om the measures of dispersion, for example the 
standard deviation (Fransella et al., 2004).
Although personal construct theory does not specifically refer to the association between one 
construct and another, an interesting analysis tool for both individual interviews and group 
interviews is the Bertin cluster analysis. Here, the interviewer can arrange the elements and 
constructs into a cluster analysis (average linkage). In the analysis of the individual 
interviews, it can support the identification of correlations and distances between the elements 
and the constructs. The interdependencies and the overall view of an interviewee can be 
interpreted with the help of correlations. These measures are adopted later on in the group 
analysis.
In the following section, a typical interpretation of a single grid is described on the example 
of one interview. After finishing the interview, the analysis started at the interviewee’s site. 
With the help of the tetralemma analysis screen, the interviewer began asking different 
questions to validate the findings. The results of the interview are pictured in figure 20. The 
underlying questions of the interviewer mainly concerned three sectors of information:
1.) Closer inspection of the arrangement of the elements.
2.) Placement on the continuum and reflection of the element clusters.
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3.) Allocation of the constructs.
Accordingly, my first question regarding figure 20 would be “You can see the elements that 
are pictured by the gray points. The closer the distance between the points, the higher is the 
similarity between them. The two poles o f the cube are pictured by the two opposite elements 
‘successful cooperation ’ and ‘ineffective cooperation ’. Do you agree with the arransement o f 
the elements or would you like to correct the constellation in retrospect? ” Usually the 
interviewee would affirm his mental map. In the exceptional case the respondent would add 
some information such as 'Htis surprising that ‘online-spareparts supplier’ and ‘Brammer’ 
are so far away from ‘time-saving’”. After discussing the arrangement of the elements, the 
conversational partners would usually discuss the different element clusters. The interviewee 
in figure 20 was asked “You valuated ‘BM S’, ‘BMS in five years ’ and ‘BMS with other 
partners’ very similarly. Do you agree with that? I f  yes, could you shortly explain why you 
think that the current cooperation will not advance and an exchange o f partners is 
irrelevant? ” With these kinds of questions about the clusters, the interviewer was able to gain 
some additional information at one point or another which was included as well. After 
discussing the element clusters, the constructs were considered as well. This part of the 
dialogue was the most intensive part of the discussion, because the feelings and emotions of 
the interviewee were attributed to the elements. Because some elements were ranked very 
similar, the respondent only talked about the clusters. The question was “An ineffective 
cooperation is described, inter alia, by the constructs ‘small product range ’ and ‘expensive 
processes ’. Do you agree with that? In contrast, a successful cooperation is related to ‘lean 
processes ’, ‘supplier bundling ’ and ‘c-parts management ’ ”. Would you like to add important 
characteristics for a ‘successful cooperation ’? ” Similar questions were asked for the other 
elements. When the construct discussions were completed, which represented the final step of 
the discussions, the interviewer asked the interviewee about his overall picture of the grid. 
Because all the different components of the grid had already been thoroughly discussed, 
usually no additional information was presented.
4.3.2.2 Customer perspective
As Cassell and Walsh mentioned “each repertory grid in itself is a rich source o f data ”. 
(2005, page 65). During the interview process a lot of individual characteristics could be 
identified, but this chapter primarily focuses on multiple selections of customers. In project 
one, the term “customer” is used for existing customers of the individual companies and not
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for customers of the BMS cooperation. When BMS started, the partners could name their 
different company clients. The lists were then compared and visits were determined.
One important declarative statement could be made during the preparation stage of the 
interviews. When the interviewer read the information sheet (see appendix 2) to the 
interviewee, he noticed that the majority of the customers were not familiar with the regional 
BMS cooperation, although the customers selected for the interviews had been listed for the 
sales campaign when the cooperation started. The clients were expected to actually be aware 
of the process and the background of the alliances, but they asked many questions. Due to this 
fact, the interviewer had the impression that the presentation of the cooperation to the 
customers a few years earlier had been inadequate.
The second conclusion affects the informative literature of the BMS cooperation. When the 
interviews had been arranged by telephone, the interviewees received the cooperation’s 
presentation to prepare the interview and the discussion. However, a couple of respondents 
mentioned that the information material was not meaningful. A revision of the handout indeed 
showed that many important questions were unanswered. For instance, several customers 
asked about the link-up to their inventory management system, the common storage or the 
delivery time of the parcels. These questions could not be answered during the interview, but 
only at a later date.
A further result from several interviews was the impression that the purchasing managers 
complained that their business had become increasingly complex over the past few years. Due 
to these statements, the period of the formation of the cooperation may have been unfortunate. 
The start of BMS was during an economic peak, but the global economic crisis forced many 
companies to reduce their costs. Some of the purchasing managers spoke about lay-offs or 
reduced working-hours. In 2009, the economic situation turned again and the purchasing 
managers had to deal with extreme bottlenecks in supply. The demand for supplier reduction 
was low and most of the companies had to find new suppliers. Accordingly, the benefit of the 
underlying cooperation was not sufficient to dispose several customers to implement the 
cooperation software (compare e.g. the interviews 1,3 or 6). Rather, a couple of purchasing 
managers explained that their company had been looking for new suppliers to avoid a 
shortfall in supply.
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Considering the business environment described in the previous paragraph, the interview 
results were also tested for differences in evaluation of the interviewees in terms of size and 
the industrial sector of the customers. For this fact-finding process a separate analysis was 
implemented for companies, based on three sizes (small, medium and large) and two 
industrial sectors (OEM and MRO). Surprisingly, there were no relevant differences in the 
statements of the customers, both in relation to the size of the company and the industrial 
sector. This leads to the conclusion that the selection of a particular customer segment would 
not be very important for the success of the BMS cooperation.
The last conclusion, which could be drawn firom the repertory grid interviews, is a repetitive 
comment in different interviews about their business concepts: “the idea o f the cooperation is 
quite interesting, but not for our business concept”, (e.g. interviews 2, 3, 6, 9) A further 
inquiry into why their business model is not adequate for BMS produced interesting answers. 
In some cases the explanations could be reproduced completely. Three conversational 
partners explained that they only purchased a modicum of articles from the extended product 
range of the cooperation. Therefore, the costs of an action are manageable and the customers 
don’t profit from the supplier reduction through the cooperation. Several companies have 
strategic purchasing agents for material groups and combining the purchasing departments 
would supersede several purchasing agents. Other explanations in reference to above 
statement were that the demand for the four material groups offered by the cooperation 
partners is so low that it is not worthwhile implementing specific software for the BMS 
cooperation.
Table 14 summarises the individual statements fi*om the customer interviews.
Table 14: Subsumption of statements in individual interviews (Project one -  customers)
Problem Interviews
Lack of awareness of the process of the cooperation. 2, 4, 5,6, 9, 11, 14, 15
The information material was not very meaningful from their 
point of view.
1,4, 7,15
Economic turbulence over the last years has increased time 
pressure in the purchasing departments.
2 ,5 ,8 ,9 ,1 0 ,1 2
The advantages for their business models are insufficient. 1,4, 5, 10, 13, 15
Source: Own source
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After the group analysis, the author summarised the results of the interpretation of the 
individual interviews and the group analysis.
4.3.2.3 Partner perspective
As mentioned in the introduction of the chapter, the number of partner interviews is less than 
the number of customer interviews, because the main focus of attention is on the customers’ 
refusal of the cooperation. However, from each of the four partner companies RALA,
Marklen, Loffelhard and Blassinger at least one person was interviewed. Another reason for 
the selection of just five interviewees on the partners' side is the fact that only one or two 
persons in each company are familiar with the cooperation. The field staff were instructed at 
one afternoon only, as mentioned in the description of BMS yet the customer interviews 
identified the necessity for further training.
While the elements for the customer interviews contained the customer benefits of “time 
advantage” and “cost savings”, the partner interviews included the important characteristics of 
“trust” and “coordination costs”. In contrast to the customer interviews, the interviewees from 
the partner companies were still very much aware of the cooperation and the whole process. 
During the discussions about the general situation at the beginning of each interview, it could 
be noticed that all the partners were dissatisfied with the progress and the breakdown of the 
collaboration. Yet, the individual interviews showed the different perceptions of the 
temporary failure of the cooperation.
Table 15 summarises the partner statements of the failed BMS cooperation, which were 
mentioned at least twice by the respondents.
Table 15: Summary of statements in individual interviews (Project one- partners)
Problem Interviews
The partner companies showed different levels of activities. 2 ,4
Economic turbulence increased time pressure in the sales 
departments.
1,2,3,4,5
The field-crew did not feel very comfortable with the process 
of the cooperation (see also the group analysis).
1,3,4
The initial enthusiasm of the partners faded after some time. 1,2,3,5
Source: Own source
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While two partners complained about a particular member of the cooperation (conversational 
partner 2 and 4), the other interviewees were unsure of the cause for the failure of the 
collaboration. In this context, the role of the interviewer should be taken into consideration, 
because the interviewer is a member of the partner companies as well. It could have been that 
an interviewed person had complained about another partner or the company of the 
interviewer, if the field interviewer had not been involved in the cooperation.
All respondents agreed that they have been pressed for time over the past years. Because of 
the fluctuations due to the economic crisis, the degree of capacity utilisation could only hardly 
be projected. At the start-up phase of the cooperation, the situation for the firms was 
acceptable, but then the economic downturn dramatically changed the strategies and in line 
with this their human resources planning. In particular, after the kick-off meeting for the field 
staff in 2008, all the interview partners mentioned that they had been overextended by the 
selling of such a complex subject matter. After the economic crisis the upturn was almost as 
intense as the downturn and the technical distributors could hardly meet the demands of their 
customers. With these statements the conversational partners identified time problems during 
the whole cooperation process as an important determinant for the failure.
The third and fourth common statements concerned the information about the field crew and 
their initial enthusiasm. Four partners honourably mentioned the enthusiasm during the first 
weeks of the sales campaign. Yet, after the first activities had failed, the field crew felt 
uncomfortable with the cooperation and complained about the lack of communication.
4.3.3 Group analysis
4.3.3.1 Introduction
After the interpretation of the individual interviews, this chapter addresses the group analysis. 
The analysis of the customer interviews has two main objectives. The first objective is to 
identify the interrelations between the elements from the customers’ point of view, whereby 
the interviewees' opinions about the elements may be revealed. The second main objective is 
the assignment of the constructs to the different elements. Consequently not only the 
interrelations between the elements can be identified, but also the assignment of the 
characteristics to the elements.
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The main emphasis in analysing the partner interviews is on the identification of the 
respondents’ mistakes during the cooperation process. Therefore three objectives are of 
specific interest:
1.) Where do the partners place the BMS element? Where do they arrange the other 
elements? Can the elements be clustered?
2.) Which constructs do the interview partners associate with the elements?
3.) Which measures can be adopted to improve the present cooperation?
These questions are answered in detail in a chapter below. The structure of the analysis is the 
same as for the customer interviews. Therefore the chapter starts with a principal component 
analysis, followed by the semantic corridors for the chosen elements. The terms are defined in 
the respective sub-chapter.
4.3.3.2 Customer interviews
4.3.3.2.1 Analysis of the principal components
Figure 21 illustrates the customer group analysis. The main focus of attention is the 
evaluation of the element “BMS”. Therefore, the individual references of the interviewees 
with regards to the element “BMS” are highlighted.
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Figure 21: Group analysis BMS (customer perspective)
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To identify the basic conclusions of the figure, the constructs of the interviewees were 
removed. Instead of the constructs, nine blue clusters were added to subsume the opinions of 
the interviewees. In total, Scivesco divides the space into 3x3x3 clusters. Because the outer 
clusters have the highest loading, only the nine outer clusters were integrated. The constructs, 
which have been found in the corresponding clusters, have been reduced to simple and 
meaningful keywords. In addition, the opposite sides contain oppositional statements.
In the upper right comer the positive aspects are pictured, the lower left comer encloses the 
adverse criterions. The upper left comer includes mainly constmcts, which can be arranged in 
the category “inflexible and anonymous”, while the lower right comer contains constmcts of 
the category “individual solutions”. With the help of cluster mapping, the interviewees’ 
opinions on the several elements are clarified.
It is important to mention that all the elements represent the arithmetic means of the personal 
reviews of all interviewees. For the BMS element the individual views are added as well. This
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analysis is helpful identify the different ratings of the respondents for the elements. The 
ratings of the interviewees are shown by the lines originating from the BMS element (0-15).
The interviewees’ most favourable assessments were on the elements “successful 
cooperation”, “cost savings”, “BMS with other partners” and “time saving”. The elements 
“online spare-parts supplier” and the competitor “Brammer” were rated very similarly by the 
customers. The negative element “inefficient cooperation” was arranged to the left and 
negative side. Interestingly the element “BMS” is placed rather centrally, which leads to the 
conclusion that the element is described as vague and diffuse (Scivesco, 2011). Furthermore 
the element “BMS” is at a distance of the other elements.
With the help of the individual interviews the arrangement of the elements can be confirmed. 
As mentioned in the analysis of the individual interviews, most of the interviewees were not 
familiar with the concept and the process of the regional cooperation. Therefore, they often 
arranged the BMS element in the middle of the positive pole “successful cooperation” and the 
negative element “unsuccessful cooperation”.
However, the individual views in figure 21 divide the dialogue partners in three groups. The 
first group, which consist of the interviewees 1, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 14, have a positive opinion 
about the cooperation. By contrast, for the respondents 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 15 overbalance 
the negative aspects and they assess the BMS cooperation as a rather unsuccessful 
cooperation. An outlier (interviewee 13) compares BMS with Brammer and the online spare- 
parts supplier.
Furthermore the closeness of the elements “online spare-parts supplier” and the competitor 
“Brammer” is outstanding. Even though both the online suppliers (e.g. Simple Systems) and 
the company Brammer are successful in the field of spare-parts, the interviewees rate their 
work critically. The broad product portfolio leads, from their points of view, to partially 
incompetent consulting services. The advantage of a multitude of articles is offset by 
inflexibility and anonymity. In addition, an interesting aspect of the principal component 
analysis is the positive evaluation of the element “BMS with other partners”. The element is 
ranked very close to the “successful cooperation” element. When asked almost all of the 
interviewees answered that they liked the concept of the cooperation, but would prefer 
individual solutions with their own suppliers. The criteria for the success of the regional
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cooperation have been underestimated as well. The start of the BMS cooperation with four 
regional suppliers RALA, Marklen, Loffelhardt and Blassinger does not provide enough 
flexibility for the customers. The discussions resulted in the wish of the clients to complement 
the suppliers with their own ones.
Figure 22 completes the informational value of the principal component analysis.
Figure 22: Mean and variances of elements (Project one- customer interviews)
1 arithmetic mean 
I variance
>0'
Source: Own Source, 2011 (Scivesco Software)
The mean is the average value calculated by adding up the values of each case for a variable 
and divided by the total number of cases (Saunders et al., 2007). The variance is a measure of 
dispersion. The smaller the variance, the closer are the sample data around the mean (Pallant, 
2007). In the appendix the individual variance clarifications of the interviewees are attached 
as well. With this information the vagueness of the statements can be explained (Scivesco, 
2011).
Figure 22 is sorted in ascending order with regard to the variances of the individual elements. 
As a result, the lowest variance exists for the elements “successful cooperation” and “BMS”, 
the highest variance for “online spare-parts supplier” and “cost savings”. This suggests that 
the customers are in agreement about the factors for a successful cooperation and, in return, 
have different opinions about “cost savings”. Although it seems illogical at first glance that 
customers evaluate the element “cost savings” differently, this phenomenon can also be
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explained with the help of the analysis of the individual interviews. Some customers 
emphasised the actual product price, while for other customers the availability of the goods is 
closely connected with cost savings.
Depending on which group they belong to, the customers can either achieve a cost saving or 
not. Given that the underlying product prices do not decrease, the customers can only achieve 
cost savings by a reduction of product costs, less supplier management and minor 
administrative work, but not by lower wholesale costs. During different interviews, the 
conversational partners complained about this. This position leads to the necessity of a 
targeted choice of the conversational partners. While the operational procurement managers 
are only interested in a reduction of the product costs, chief executive officers of the 
companies have motivation to consider all costs. With respect to the different points of view 
of the interviewees, a mistake in the sales pitch of the BMS cooperation can be noted. Usually 
the sales conversation takes place with the responsible person of the respective material group 
and not with the general management of the company. As stated in the literature review, the 
presentation of the cooperation took place mostly in the course of a routine conversation and 
at a separate date with the general management. However, to present the advantages and 
accordingly disadvantages of the cooperation correctly, a separate date with a contact from 
the management board seems essential.
4.33.2.2 Correlations between the elements
The correlation coefficients explain the relationship between an independent and a dependent 
variable. The values can vary from -1 to +1, which gives an indication of both the direction 
(positive or negative) and the strength of the relationship (Pallant, 2007). A positive 
correlation indicates that as one variable increases, the other does too. In contrast, a negative 
correlation indicates that as one variable increases, the other variable decreases.
Before the next section relates the constructs to the elements, the correlation between the 
elements helps to identify conformities between them. Consequently, the author can use these 
element clusters for the analysis of the constructs later on.
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Figure 23: Correlations between the elements (Project one- customers)
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Figure 23 illustrates the correlations between the elements and clarifies the positive valuation 
of the element “BMS with other partners” from the customers’ points of view. A very high 
correlation exists between the elements “successful cooperation” and “BMS in five years” 
(0,77), “BMS with other partners” (0,82) and “cost savings” (0,85). Therefore the customers 
remain convinced that the idea of the cooperation is still right and “BMS with other partners” 
can be successful. A low positive correlation exists between the elements “successful 
cooperation” and “Brammer” (0,09), and a neutral one between “successful cooperation” and 
“online spare-parts supplier” (0). Here both the company” Brammer” and the “online- 
supplier” are not evaluated as successful. Unsurprising is the negative correlation between the 
two poles (-0,87). The analysis of the correlations confirms herewith the inteipretations of the 
main component analysis.
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4.3.3.2.3 Semantic corridor and degree of fulfilment
After analysing similarities and differences between the elements from the customers’ points 
of view, the following section concentrates on the constructs and thereby the characteristics of 
the elements.
To identify the characteristics, which the customers assign to the individual elements, the 
Scivesco ftinctions “semantic corridor” and “element profiles” are used. With these analyses, 
the author can assign important attributes to the elements. In a further step, which is 
recommended at the end of the thesis, the partner companies can take measures to improve 
their failed cooperation. The more positive a construct pole describes an element, the closer 
the angle between the constructs and the respective elements (Scivesco, 2011). The semantic 
corridor provides information about the significance of the constructs, in this case from the 
customers’ points of view. The constructs which are located inside a narrow corridor (e.g. 45 
degrees), describe a collective semantic corridor inside a cube space (Scivesco, 2011). The 
direction will be defined by a chosen element and includes all constructs and elements, which 
are in the space of the defined angle.
Particular attention will be paid to the elements “unsuccessful cooperation”, “successful 
cooperation” and “BMS”. With the help of these three analyses, a current status (BMS 
element), a negative pole (unsuccessful cooperation element) and a positive pole (successfiil 
cooperation element) can be compared to identify the customers concerns and, on the other 
hand, wishes for a horizontal cooperation. The figure below presents the semantic corridor for 
the element “BMS” with an angle of 45 degrees.
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Figure 24: Semantic corridor for the element “BMS’
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The multiplicity of the eonstruets leads to a complexity of the figure. Therefore the software 
reports the contained words separately. The semantic corridor around the element “BMS” 
captures the two elements “BMS in five years” and “BMS with other partners”. Creating a 
semantic corridor around the element “suecessful cooperation” captures the four elements 
“BMS in five years”, “BMS with other partners”, “time advantage” and “cost savings”. 
Because the elements “cost savings” and “time advantage” are eaptured by the semantic 
corridor of the element “successful cooperation” the individual analysis of their eorridors can 
be disregarded. The customers do not assign important similarities to the element 
“unsuccessful cooperation”. Therefore, no element is caught by the semantic corridor around 
this negative pole.
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Table 16 lists the constmcts of the corresponding semantic corridor (angle 45 degree).
Table 16: Constmcts in the semantic corridor (Customer interviews)
Unsuccessful cooperation Suceessful cooperation BMS
Expensive procurement (7) Low time expense (9) Fewer processes (10)
No time advantage (10) Same procurement method (6) Supplier limitation (9)
No online process (4) Online process with catalogue 
system (5)
Improved utilisation o f human 
resources(3)
Slow procurement process (7) Standard articles (8) Reduction o f process costs (8)
No cost savings (10) Low process costs (11) Product knowledge (4)
No supplier range (5) Favourable price-performance ratio 
(5)
Collaboration partner (3)
More contacts (7) Simple procurement process (9) Customer's partner selection (4)
Unfavourable customer connection
(3)
Individual customer orientation 
(12)
One contact (3)
No acceptance o f new suppliers (7) High time advantage (10) Simplification (4)
Additional costs (8) Time advantage (11) Quantitative bundling (5)
Low order speed (4) Great flexibility (7) Regional benefits (4)
Unfavourable price-performance 
ratio (5)
Individual product range (11) Virtual platforms(2)
Non-automated orders (6) Short term supply options (5) Purchasing costs equal to direct 
purchasing (2)
Areal disadvantages (5) Speedy procurement process (7) Vertical cooperation with customer 
(2)
Market-orientated solutions (6)
Less contacts (5)
Source: Own Source, 2011 (Sciveseo Software)
The numbers in brackets state the number of nominations by the interviewees. The constmcts 
are divided into different groups. The advantage of that numbering is the higher aggregation 
and clear arrangement of the table.
Considering the constmcts in the semantic corridor around the element “unsuccessful 
cooperation” it can be noted that different statements of the interviewees can be subsumed 
under the umbrella term “no cost savings” (“expensive”, “no cost saving”, “additional costs”, 
“unfavourable price -  performance ratio”).
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Categorising the constructs in the semantic corridor for the three above-mentioned elements, 
the following umbrella terms can be determined:
Unsuccessful cooperation: “no cost savings”, “time-consuming”, “small product range”, 
“cumbersome buying processes”, “bad service”.
Successful cooperation: “speedy and advantageous procurement method”, individual and 
flexible”, “time advantage”.
BMS: “Reduction of process costs and suppliers”, “individual and market-oriented solutions”, 
“product knowledge”, “simplification”, “regional benefits”.
At first glance the standardisation of the constructs for the elements “successful cooperation” 
and “BMS” results in similar concepts and attributes. Consequently, the interviewees describe 
BMS with positive rather than negative attributes. This conclusion confirms the impression of 
the individual interviews, because the advantages of the cooperation outweigh the 
disadvantages for most of the interviewees.
The elements BMS and “successful cooperation” have an exact match in the constructs “less 
process costs” and “supplier reduction”. Hence, the customer group recognises the main 
advantage of a cooperation between distributors from different product divisions, however the 
interviewees also see differences for the elements “BMS” and “successful cooperation”. The 
important customer requests for “high flexibility” and “high time advantage” are not ascribed 
to BMS, as opposed to the desired cooperation. This circumstance is caused by the 
uncertainty about the technical link-up and the ignorance about the processing expenses. 
Although the customers knew what the cooperation partners wanted to improve, they did not 
believe in their executive skills. Furthermore, they avoided the investment, both in time and 
money. From the customers' points of view, the attribute “flexibility” does not exist, because 
the partners of the alliance are predetermined.
Another important difference between “BMS” and a “successful cooperation” is the customer 
desire for a specific customer solution. As mentioned in the earlier sub-chapter, the 
introduction of four predetermined suppliers prevented several interviewees from working 
with the cooperation. Many of the respondents arranged “cooperation with other partners” 
together with “successful cooperation”. These customer requirements for specific solutions 
can also be deduced from the constructs “individual customer orientation” and “individual
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product range”. As described in the literature review, there is a multiplicity of technical 
distributors in Germany. Because of this wide range of distributors, the companies have an 
individual and customised choice of dealerships. It happens rather seldom that a company that 
would be suited for participation in a regional cooperation contacts the four selected 
distributors RALA, Marklen, Loffelhardt and Blassinger.
In the case of BMS, mistakes were made in the arrangement of the information brochures for 
the regional cooperation. Consultations with interview partners suggested dissatisfaction with 
the informational content of the brochures. Although the aim of the cooperation was 
represented, the measures required for implementation were not pointed out. In addition, the 
salespersons could not sufficiently explain the implementation to the customers. This again 
shows the necessity of more intensive training for the salespeople or more detailed 
information brochures. Another way of bridging this knowledge gap is the reduction of the 
number of salesperson for the cooperation. In much the same way as we have product 
managers for different product lines, we could have a position whose responsibility is the 
cooperation, which is discussed later on.
Two very interesting attributes have been mentioned only for the BMS element, namely 
“market oriented solutions” and “product knowledge”. Although these are positive 
characteristics, the customers allocate the constructs to BMS and not to a successful 
cooperation. As mentioned in the section “description of BMS” the four technical distributors, 
which established the alliance, were very specialised and successful in their field. However, 
the founders did not profit fi*om these advantages. The comparison with the successful 
cooperation in project two will pick up this thought and discuss options for realisation.
After exploring the parameters of a positive valuation by the interviewees, an analysis of the 
constructs for an ineffective cooperation is necessary. The interviewees primarily describe the 
characteristics of an unsuccessftil cooperation as “time-consuming”,” expensive” and 
“cumbersome”. Furthermore, potential customers mention “local disadvantages” as a 
criterion, which should be avoided. This criterion has been considered by the founders of the 
cooperation. Therefore, an important statement for the customers was the statement in the 
information brochure that the cooperation is “organised by regional companies for regional 
companies”. The designated radius for the sales approach was about fifty kilometres around
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the town of Heilbronn. Further statements can be classified into one of the three dimensions 
of the customer value: time, quality and costs.
4.3.3.3 Partner interviews
4.33.3.1 Analysis of the principal components
The following figure illustrates the partner group analysis. Because the focus of interest is on 
the element “BMS”, the individual references of the interviewees with regards to the element 
“BMS” are shown as well.
Figure 25: Group analysis BMS (partner perspective)
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For a better general view of the elements, the constructs of the interviewees were removed in 
the figure above. Instead of the constructs, nine clusters (in blue) were added to subsume the 
opinions of the interviewees. These clusters were chosen individually on the basis of the 
underlying constructs. As for the customer interviews, only the nine outer clusters have been 
integrated, because they have the highest loading.
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In the lower right comer the positive aspects are pictured, the upper left comer shows the 
adverse criteria. While the positive side of the figure (the right side) illustrates positive 
characteristics such as an “extensive product range” or an “effective and reproducible 
distribution”, the two fields on the left side of the quadrant contain negative aspects such as 
“unprofitable, inflexible and time-consuming distribution”. At first glance it can be noticed 
that the distance and the arrangement of the elements differ considerably from the customer 
interviews. As expected, the largest distance between the elements exists between the two 
poles of the elements (“inefficient” and “successful cooperation”).
The first surprise of the analysis is the very negative positioning of the BMS element. In 
contrast to the potential customers, who valued the present status of BMS quite neutrally, the 
partners see BMS as an inefficient and failed cooperation. This evaluation is comprehensible 
from the partners' point of view, because the cooperation did not yield any profit. Partners 
invested time and money for success and their costs resulted in a negative rating. However, 
taking the individual partner interviews into consideration, the positioning close to the 
negative pole was a result of this unprofitable history of the cooperation. Furthermore, the 
separate analysis of the interviewees for the element “BMS” shows that two respondents 
believe that the present status of BMS is almost synonymous with ineffective cooperation 
(respondent I and 4). A third person associates BMS with an “inefficient and time-consuming 
collaboration” (respondent 3).
Another interviewee (respondent 0) identifies similarities with competitor Brammer and the 
online spare-parts supplier. Respondent 2 was the only one, who mentioned that the 
cooperation BMS veered towards positive attributes: “successful cooperation” and “BMS 
with other partners”. The fundamental idea of a regional cooperation including the possibility 
of an enlarged product range was still interesting for them. This fact is confirmed by the 
positioning of the element “BMS in five years”. The partners agree about the failure of the 
present cooperation, but they believe in the fundamental idea and the advantages of such an 
alliance. Therefore the element “BMS in five years” is the closest element to the positive 
pole.
Following closely behind, the element “BMS with other partners” is positioned. While this 
element was the most important one for the customers, the partners assessed this as slightly
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less significant. However, it must be considered that the interviewer is one of the partners, so 
the interviewees may not want to reveal everything. As mentioned in the analysis of the 
individual interviews, two of five respondents complained about at least one partner company. 
The others mentioned that they did not think that the chosen partner companies were a 
decisive factor for the failure of the cooperation. Furthermore all of the interviewees 
mentioned that more partner companies would increase the attractiveness for the customers.
An interesting arrangement of elements is the closeness of the three elements “trust”, 
“coordination costs” and “partner choice”. All of the respondents were of the opinion that a 
careful election of partner companies can considerably enhance the trust between the 
members of the cooperation. This view has been confirmed by scientific trust research (Me 
Evily and Zaheer, 2006; Bachmann and Zaheer, 2008; Hamel et al., 1989). Although both the 
potential customers and the partners realise the advantages of an expanded supplier network, 
the interviewed partners expressed their concerns regarding a loss of trust as a consequence of 
too many partners. Furthermore the distance between the element “trust” and the two 
competitors “Brammer” and “online spare-parts supplier” is high. In this context, the 
interview partners mention the element “coordination costs”. The more trust was established 
between the partners and the better the collaboration was between them, the lower were the 
coordination costs between the partner companies. The respondents mentioned fiirthermore 
that the coordination effort increases when more partners are involved - in a cooperation 
without a person in charge of coordinating the activities, this is a logical consequence.
Directly after the start of the sales activities for BMS the coordination costs for every 
company were extremely high, because every salesperson received the call reports from the 
others as well. This is why the interview partner recommended the hiring of a person 
responsible for the cooperation.
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Figure 26 reproduces the means and the variances of the individual elements.
Figure 26: Mean and variances of elements (Projeet one- partner interviews)
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The figure above is sorted in ascending order again, by the variances of the individual 
elements. The order is yet different from the arrangement of the customers. While the 
interviews of the potential customers showed the lowest variance for the elements “successful 
cooperation” and “BMS with other partners”, these elements show a high variance in the 
partner interviews. The partner interviews show the lowest variance for the elements “BMS in 
five years” and “Brammer” and the highest for “coordination costs” and “BMS with other 
partners”.
The low variance for “BMS in five years” can be explained by the hope of the interview 
partners that the prospective activities would turn the cooperation to good account. Rather 
surprising is the strong agreement of the respondents with respect to competitor “Brammer”. 
While the customers had different points of view about the competitor, the partners agreed 
about its efficiency and competitiveness in the field of spare-parts.
The elements “trust”, “ineffective cooperation”, “partner choice” and “BMS” show a slightly 
ascending variance. Interestingly, the interview partners agree to a great extent about the 
determinants for an inefficient cooperation, while the parameters for a successful cooperation 
are considered differently.
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After these elements a steep increase in the variance can be noticed. This applies for the 
elements “online spare-parts supplier” and “successful cooperation”. Although the interview 
partners noticed similarities between the elements “Brammer” and “online spare-parts 
supplier” (see the main component analysis in figure 24), the partners differ in their 
evaluation of the “online spare-parts supplier”. Two of the interviewees match the online 
supplier with “Brammer”, one with “BMS” and two with “BMS in 5 years” and the 
“successftil cooperation”. This leads to the conclusion that the interview partners expect an 
improvement of the online link-up of BMS, which is currently not state-of-the-art.
Furthermore the high interlinkage of the respondents with the present status of BMS and its 
future progression reflects the wish for better coordination.
The high variance for the element “successful cooperation” raises questions about the aims of 
the cooperation from the view of the partners. While the customers were almost consistent in 
their perception of a successful cooperation, including “cost savings” and characteristics such 
as “product-bundling”, the interviewees on the side of the partners showed discrepancies. This 
has also been revealed with the help of the theoretical approaches. Both transaction cost 
theory and resource dependence theory implied an agreement on the objectives of the 
cooperation partners. The individual interviews confirmed the impression that the aims and 
objectives had not been defined well and that the agreement of targets and action plans seem 
to be necessary. The analysis of the semantic corridor for the element “successful 
cooperation” will address this phenomenon.
However, the highest variances exist for the elements “coordination cost” and “BMS with 
other partners”. The individual interviews demonstrated that the interview partners linked 
“coordination costs” with the elements “trust” and “partner choice”. However, big differences 
became obvious in the discussions about the optimal “partner choice” in a cooperation and 
keeping “coordination costs” as low as possible. Two of the cooperation partners think the 
failure of the current cooperation was not caused by a wrong choice of partners, while two 
others consider the partner choice an essential reason for the collapse of the alliance. One 
interview partner was relatively neutral with respect to this discussion point. This explains the 
high variance for “BMS with other partners”. Compared to an “online spare-parts supplier” 
every respondent rated a regional cooperation as more trustful.
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43.3.3.2 Correlations between the elements
The correlations between the elements are used to confirm the interpretation of the main 
component analysis. The partner interviews produce different correlations to the customer 
interviews. The highest negative correlation exists for the elements “successful cooperation” 
and “ineffective cooperation” (-0,99). Because these two elements are the poles, the almost 
perfect negative coherency is explainable. In addition, a negative correlation exists between 
the elements “BMS with other partners” and “ineffective cooperation” (-0,6), and “partner 
choice” and “ineffective cooperation” (-0,55). These negative results confirm the statements 
of the interviewees that they believed in the importance of the right and adequate partner 
choice.
Figure 27: Correlations between the elements (Project one - partner interviews)
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A very high positive correlation exists between the elements “successful cooperation” and 
“BMS in five years” (0,93). This fact can be explained by the faith of the partners in the 
process and the necessity of an alliance to remain competitive in the market. The importance 
of trust in an alliance is confirmed by the positive correlation between the elements “trust” 
and “coordination costs” (0,69). As discussed in the main component analysis, coordination 
costs can be minimised the greater the trust is within the cooperation. The negative correlation 
between the determinants “trust” and the present status of “BMS” (-0,19) confirms the 
negative teamwork.
A further interesting difference as to the results of the customer interviews is the high positive 
correlation between “online spare-parts supplier” and “successful cooperation” (0,61). On the 
contrary, the customers were neutral with respect to this element combination (0). This result 
fortifies the impression that the partners favour an expansion of an electronic link-up or rather 
better training for the operator software.
43.3.3.3 Semantic corridor and degree of fulfilment
After analysing the connectivity and the differences between the elements from the partners’ 
points of view, the semantic corridor provides information about the constructs. As done for 
the analysis of the customer interviews, the semantic corridors of the elements “unsuccessful 
cooperation”, “successful cooperation” and “BMS” are analysed. With the help of a closer 
examination of these elements, the author can analyse the intersections and differences of the 
current status of the cooperation, by relating them to the particular poles. Furthermore the 
element “trust” is important for an analysis, because this parameter decisively affects the 
teamwork.
Figure 28 presents the semantic corridor for the element “BMS”. For the partner interviews 
the angle between the constructs is also 45 degrees. Because the number of partner interviews 
was considerably lower than the customer interviews, far fewer constructs were captured.
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Figure 28: Semantic corridor for the element “trust” (partner interviews)
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The semantic corridor around the element “BMS” captures no other elements. In contrast, the 
corridor around the element “successful cooperation” captures “partner choice”, “online 
spare-parts-supplier”, “BMS with other partners” and “BMS in five years”. Just as in the 
customer interviews, the partners do not identify important similarities to the element 
“unsuccessful cooperation”. Therefore, no element is caught by the semantic corridor around 
this negative pole. The analysis of the element “trust” identifies the element “coordination 
cost”.
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The following table lists the captured constructs of the four chosen elements.
Table 17: Constructs in the semantic corridor (Partner interviews)
BMS Ineffective
cooperation
Successful
cooperation
Trust
Unstructured No aim-oriented working Success (3) Own salesperson in 
charge
Poorer knowledge of  
processes
Poor coordination (3) Low coordination cost Acceptance o f new 
partners
High coordination cost Little sales activities (2) Large product range (2) Low coordination cost
No success (2) High coordination cost Better knowledge o f  
processes (3)
Success (3)
Small numbers o f  
partners
Low customer 
satisfaction
High customer 
satisfaction
High process reliability
Sales by the field crew Sales by the field crew Strategic focus: specialist 
(2)
Better knowledge o f  
processes
Large product range (2) Less manpower High engagement (3) Optimal partner choice
Intersecting product 
range (2)
More partners and 
herewith more articles (3)
Acquiring customers
Strategic focus: spare- 
parts supplier (2)
Aim-oriented working
Deficit in partner choice Large product range
Small product range Small number o f partners
No success (3)
Poorer knowledge of  
processes
Low engagement (3)
Source: Own source, 2012 (Scivesco Software)
Several constructs have been mentioned by different interviewees. Because of these 
repetitions, the number in brackets displays the frequency of the nomination. It is particularly 
noticeable that the number of constructs varies. While for the element “BMS” just seven 
constructs are captured by the corridor, the number of the constructs for the element 
“ineffective cooperation” is much higher. For a better classification the constructs will be 
divided into different sections. Categorising the constructs in the semantic corridor for the 
four above-mentioned elements, the following umbrella terms can be specified:
BMS\ “no structure”, “poor process knowledge”, “high coordination costs”, “no success”, 
“sales by the field crew”.
Unsuccessful cooperation: “poor coordination”, “no aim-oriented working”, “little sales 
activities”, “deficit in partner choice” (intersecting products), “focus: spare-parts supplier”, 
“small product range”.
Successful cooperation: “Low coordination cost”, ’’large product range”, “good process 
knowledge”, “focus: specialist”.
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Trust “reliable salesperson”, “optimal partner choice”, “good process knowledge”, “success”, 
“aim-oriented working”.
While the analysis of the customer group discovered similarities between the elements 
“BMS” and “successful cooperation”, the respondents on the partners' side rated “BMS” 
much more negatively. All of the respondents see the uncoordinated activities and along with 
these the failure of the alliance. Because of the missing coordinator between the partners, the 
coordination costs have been very high. The interview partners mentioned, for example, the 
distribution of the call reports and the entire procedure of client acquisition as a deficiency.
As noted in the literature review, high coordination costs can be linked to missing trust 
between the partners as well. Even though the interview partners see the extensive product 
range of the alliance, the interviewees name the small and limited number of partners as a 
disadvantage.
The constructs relating to the element “inefficient cooperation” are more comprehensive. 
Besides the constructs, which correspond to the poor coordination of activities, few sales 
activities are a reason for a failure of an alliance from the view of the partners. Capacity 
constraints of the sales crew have led to fimstrations between the members of staff. The 
respondents often mentioned the time-related efficiency factor during the individual 
interviews. The competitive environment in technical wholesale forces the distributors to use 
their sales force efficiently. The chapter “history and development of BMS” showed that the 
economic crisis and the following economic upturn intensified the shortage of time.
A concomitant circumstance is the poor state of knowledge of the processes. The interviewed 
salespersons disclosed that they did not feel comfortable selling the idea and the advantages 
of the alliance, because they had not been thoroughly trained in the processes, the contents 
and the advantages of such an alliance. It is plausible that it is much more difficult to sell a 
service or product, of which you are not aware and lack knowledge.
A further factor for an unsuccessful cooperation from the point of view of the partners is the 
choice of the wrong partners and, in the case of BMS, the intersecting product ranges of 
different partners. Especially the respondents from the companies RALA and Blassinger 
mentioned the vagueness regarding particular commodity groups (e.g. v-belts).
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Even though the interviewees support a broad product range, an important attribute for the 
success of a regional cooperation is the collaboration of specialists in their field of work. The 
interviewees agreed about the importance of expert knowledge for their customers. Here the 
cooperation can distinguish from the online spare-parts supplier or competitor Brammer with 
his large product range.
For the partners, the most important attributes for a successful cooperation are connected with 
a high engagement of the partners, preferably with a person in charge who manages the 
process. The partners and the corresponding sales force were overextended with the increased 
workload and the coordination work.
Analyzing the element of trust, which is particularlv important between partners, results in the 
wish for an optimal partner formation and better coordination. The principal component 
analysis has shown that the interview partners correlate trust particularly with coordination 
costs and partner choice. The better the trust between the partners, the lower are the 
coordination costs. The first months after the start of BMS have led to this mindset. The 
cooperation’s uncoordinated presale activities led to discontentment and frustration. After a 
few weeks, visits to clients to present the alliance declined. The respondents in the interviews 
noted that they ideally wanted to take the benefits but did not intend to invest more time and 
money than the other companies. As disappointment increased coordination worsened.
4.4 Discussion and findings of project one
The interviews in project one were conducted to find out what the potential customers and the 
partners thought about the regional BMS cooperation. In addition to this evaluation of the 
interview groups, the second research objective was the identification of success factors for a 
horizontal cooperation in technical wholesale from the partner and customer perspectives.
For this reason, the chosen methodology was the repertory grid technique. With the aid of 
different tools of analysis in the Scivesco software, it is possible to compare the personal 
reviews for chosen elements. These ratings are called constructs. To identify the most 
important characteristics for the interviewees, elements were chosen, which were well-known 
to the interview partners. In addition, the elements should feature different values to catch as 
many constructs as possible. The two opposed elements “unsuccessful cooperation” and
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“successful cooperation” served as the poles for the positioning of the remaining elements on 
the continuum.
The first subchapter dealt with the points of view of the customers. Both the analysis of the 
individual interviews and the group interview resulted in the conclusion that the interviewees 
are quite aware of the advantages of cooperation. However, the BMS element was assessed as 
relatively neutral in the centre of the tetralemma field. The customers also assessed two other 
groups of elements. They evaluated the competitor Brammer and an online spare-parts 
supplier as inflexible and anonymous. On the contrary, the elements “BMS with other 
partners” and “BMS in five years” were in line with the customer values “cost savings” and 
“time advantage”. This conclusion and the comments in the individual interviews are 
important in confirming the fundamental idea of the cooperation and the necessity for an 
extension of the offered products.
The analysis of the means and the variance illustrated that potential customers do not 
differentiate between “BMS” and variations of it. However, the highest variance for the 
element “cost saving” illustrated the uncertainty about this important customer value. With 
the help of the semantic corridors around the poles “successful cooperation”, “unsuccessful 
cooperation” and the present status of “BMS”, differences could be identified. One of the 
demands of the customers was the option for individual and adapted supplier selection. 
Besides the four main suppliers, the interviewees desired an additional channel for their 
specific suppliers. Further success factors for a cooperation from the customers' perspective 
are:
• Higher flexibility with respect to the technical link-up of the ERP.
• Greater detail with regards to possible savings.
• Better introduction of implementation measures.
• Acceptance of further suppliers.
• Improvement of the service level due to the cooperation of the suppliers.
• The first customer presentation and the corresponding information brochures must be 
meaningful.
To sum up, the potential customers were doubtful about the necessary investments and the 
potential benefits. The poor consulting services of the field crew and the information 
brochures could not convince customers to use the cooperation.
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The interviewed group of partners were much more critical of BMS. This fundamental 
disappointment is understandable, because the partners had invested much time in the process 
of development. Because success, in terms of prosperous deals, failed to appear, the 
respondents arranged the element BMS on the negative side of the tetralemma field. Besides 
the negative evaluation of the element BMS, the partners clustered different groups of 
elements. The first cluster is made up of the elements “trust”, “coordination costs” and 
“partner choice”. The respondents mentioned that with a proper partner choice coordination, 
costs can be reduced. This fact was been confirmed in the literature review. To build trust 
between the partners various recommendations should be taken into consideration. The 
products of the suppliers should not intersect, as in the BMS case (Hamel et al., 1989). One 
recommendation of the partners is the hiring of a salesperson who is solely responsible for the 
coordination of all partner activities. The field crew was largely overextended by the 
distribution of such a complex process.
A further cluster includes the elements “Brammer” and “online spare-parts supplier”. 
However, compared to the evaluation of the potential customers, the partners assessed this 
group of elements much more positively. Although the technical consulting service is not as 
good as in a cooperation of specialists, the customer-related processes are lean and the 
coordination costs low. The analysis of the variances illustrated that the interviewed partners’ 
opinions differed especially with respect to the elements “successful cooperation”, 
“coordination costs” and “BMS with other partners”. Because no target agreement existed, the 
field crew was unable not execute various tasks. A question about the reduction of the 
“coordination costs” and the optimal partner choice resulted in lively discussions. Although 
most of the interviewees favoured the addition of further partners, they believed that the 
coordination costs would increase. The highest variance for the element “BMS with other 
partners” underlines the strong disagreement in the question of the right partner choice.
The interpretation of the semantic corridors and the element profiles elicited the doubts but 
also the wishes of the partners. Of high importance to the respondents was a person in charge 
for the coordination, who would also be responsible for the commitment of all the partners. 
According to the interview results, the addition of further suppliers, in particular the suppliers 
of the customers, seems beneficial. However, attention should be paid to the fact that this 
would increase the coordination costs. Furthermore, the field staff did not feel adequately
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prepared to sell such a complex process and the established sales contacts (e.g. the operational 
purchasing agent) were often not the right contacts for the sales approach.
Consequently, the interviews in project one confirmed the parameters for a successful 
cooperation, which had been elaborated in the various theories assessed in the literature 
review. Several additional factors could also be identified. The repertory grid method was 
highly suitable for the analysis, because the interviewees could reflect on their own 
assumptions, which is not possible with a standardised interview. Another benefit of the 
technique was the emergence of the implicit knowledge of the respondents and the structured 
form, both for collecting and presenting the data.
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5 Project Two -  successful cooperation
5.1 Research Framework
After analysing the important determinants of a horizontal cooperation in technical wholesale 
from the perspective of interviewees of a failed cooperation in project one, the following 
chapter will analyse interviews with respondents of successful cooperations. This will help to 
reveal differences between the cooperations. Furthermore, project two provides findings, 
which help to implement a new horizontal cooperation.
To compare the individual interviews and the group analyses, the employed data collection 
method remains the repertory grid technique. The division between “partners” and 
“customers” provides different angles for data triangulation. Because repertory grid was 
described in detail earlier, only certain variations relevant to this project are explained.
Due to the fact that the interviewees come from different cooperations, the interview settings 
were adapted at the beginning of the particular interview. This concerned the naming of the 
elements. However, the renaming applies only to the names of the company elements and not 
to the procedural elements. Consequently different groups can be interviewed and the group 
analysis can be analysed together.
The structure of the chapters will be the same than in project one. Consequently, the chapter 
starts with a short description of the reviewed cooperation, followed by the interpretation of 
the individual interviews. The emphasis will be on the group analysis. To get to the preferred 
multilayered breakdown of the important success factors of a cooperation, the interviews are 
conducted in four different alliances.
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5.2 History and facts of the reviewed cooperations
5.2.1 Introduction
Because the success and failure of a cooperation depends on many factors, a short survey of 
the beginning and the development of a successful cooperation is necessary. The description 
of the background of the cooperations is furthermore important to find out if the success of 
the cooperations can be traced down to justifiable reasons, for example another customer 
segmentation or different starting conditions of the cooperation.
In project two, a cooperation must be chosen for comparison, which features the same 
requirements that are valid for the BMS cooperation in project one. Therefore, the 
investigative horizontal amalgamation must fulfil the following requirements:
• Cooperation of distributors in technical wholesale, with the focus on drive systems 
and components.
• The size and the market power of the cooperation partners should be comparable.
• The ERP system is the same (using the platform from E/D/E).
• The customer segmentation should be similar.
• The points of time of the formation of the cooperations should be almost the same.
Eisenhardt and Graebner name this kind of sampling “theoretical sampling”, because the 
selected cases must be “particularly suitable for illuminating and extending relationships and 
logic among constructs ” (2007, page 27).
For these reasons the executive in charge of horizontal cooperations at E/D/E recommended 
four alliances as exemplarily successful cooperations for the study.
1.) Siegener Kreis Beschaffungsmanagement GmbH (for more information see 
http://www.siegener-kreis.de)
2.) HACO GmbH (for more information see http://www.haco-hagen.de ).
3.) Baden-Connect (for more information see http://www.badenconnect.de).
4.) Qesar Beschaffungspool (for more information see http://www.qesar.com/start.html )
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All four cooperations fulfil the requirements for comparison with BMS in project one. 
Moreover, all alliances are successful in the way that the development has achieved financial 
success. The cooperation “Siegener Kreis” was mentioned in the book “innovative business 
models in technical wholesale” in 2007 and HACO is now the most profitable one (Zentes et 
al., 2007). The Baden-Connect cooperation does not have as many customers as the other two, 
but the interviewed KAM was a pioneer in the field and was recommended by E/D/E. His 
comprehensive experience would be helpful in eliciting success factors for alliances. The 
Qesar Beschaffungspool has rich data about different customer projects.
5.2.2 Initial position for the cooperation
The initial positions of all four associations were the same as for BMS. For this reason the 
determining factors and the sectoral drivers will not be mentioned again.
5.2.3 Foundation and development o f the cooperation
Because a detailed description of the development of all three cooperations would be too 
extensive, this subchapter only carries out a comparison of differences and list the points of 
accord with the failed cooperation in project one. All four alliances started with three or four 
partner companies. After a while all the partners involved decided to hire a person in charge 
of the cooperation, because the coordination was too complex. While Qesar was founded in 
2000, the three other cooperations started between 2005 and 2009. During the past few years, 
the number of partners in the cooperation changed.
Table 18: Summary table for cooperation in project two
Siegener Kreis Haco Baden-Connect Qesar
Founding Year 2005 2007 2009 2000
Region Central
Germany
Central- West- 
Germany
South Germany South- West 
Germany
KAM Yes Yes Yes Yes
Partners 4 9 5 8
Source: Own Source
The responsible KAMs emphasised, however, that the point of time of a sales approach was 
not very important for closing a deal successfully. They added that it had been difficult to get
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individual appointments with the responsible customer contacts, especially during the periods 
of reduced working time. However, the advantages of the cooperation, above all the savings 
in the costs of action and time, convince several people. During the economic revival between 
2010 and 2011, several customers’ supply problems led to a basic interest in new procurement 
strategies. While the interviewees of the failed cooperation BMS cited the last years as 
problematic for the introduction of a spare-parts cooperation, the respondents of the 
successful alliances explained that there is no mistimed moment for a sales pitch.
The regional aspect should also be mentioned. While two of the cooperations (HACO and 
Siegener Kreis) are situated in central Germany, Baden-Connect is located in the south and 
Qesar in the Hohenlohe district in south-west Germany. During the interviews with both the 
customers and the partners, any fundamental differences due to this regional disparity could 
not be identified.
5.3 Analysis of the data
5.3.1 Analysis o f the individual grids
5.3.1.1 Customer perspective
The analysis presented in project 2 broadly mirrors the process executed in project one. 
Because four different cooperations are observed in project two, possible differences between 
the respondents in each alliance are tested as well. Two cooperations are based in the region 
around Dortmund (central Germany) and one each in the regions of Freiburg and Heilbronn. 
Possible regional differences are mentioned, if important distinctions exist. This chapter 
summarizes individual statements, while the group analysis takes part in the chapter 5.3.2.
Learning about the customers of the successful partners in project two was difficult. 
Understandably the partners had reservations, because the failed cooperation BMS is a 
competitor of their alliances, although BMS had more or less failed at the time of the 
interviews. For this reason two of the interviewed partners refused to name their customers or 
rather an interviewee. The other two cooperations did not see a problem and were open to 
interviewing their customers.
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Furthermore, the interviewed customers should be comfortable with the alliance, because the 
main objective of project two is the elicitation of the motives from both voluntary and frank 
customers. Concerns resulting from a competitive position are an obstacle for extensive 
eliciting of constructs (Fransella et al., 2004). For a high informative value possible 
differences in the results of the three interviews from one cooperation were cross-checked 
with the other two interviews from the second alliance. However, essential differences could 
not be noticed.
From the beginning of the interviews it was noticeable that all interviewed customers are 
comfortable with their horizontal cooperation. All interviewees consistently mentioned that 
all companies have experienced a reduction of the process costs for quite some time. These 
statements confirm the results of the theoretical approaches that an accurate customer analysis 
prior to the sales pitch increases the chances of success considerably.
Furthermore, four out of five respondents knew the involved suppliers very well. Especially 
two interviewees stated that they had been working with each of the suppliers for a long time. 
The interviews confirmed that the purchasing agents had confidence both in the individual 
companies and the idea of the cooperation.
A fundamental difference, compared to the interviews with the potential customers in project 
one, was the acceptance of the start-up costs. Three interviewees explained that it was 
important to become acquainted with the complexity and the benefit of the cooperation. Only 
if the company adheres to the process, implementation will work. By contrast, many 
interviewed purchasing agents of the failed cooperation avoided start-up costs and stated the 
lack of time as a reason for the non-consideration of the alliance.
Besides their interest in a reduction of process costs, three respondents emphasised that they 
appreciated the high service level of the respective cooperations. While the BMS cooperation 
saw the process costs as the most important advantage, the interviewees of the other 
cooperations recognised additional advantages. The respondents noted for example, the 
consolidation of payment terms and the rebate agreement for the whole group. Of course 
these parameters are an advantage only if the alliance consists of suppliers considered before. 
The second respondent named these kinds of regional alliances “niche cooperations with
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focus on products in need of explanation”. The group analysis below shows that almost all 
interviewed customers in project two shared this view. While large competitors and online 
spare-parts suppliers aimed solely at cost savings based on a reduction of process costs, the 
interviewed customers, who successfully use the regional cooperation, appreciate many more 
things. For instance, interviewee 4 referred to collaborative services, such as technical training 
courses or “product automats” for the maintenance and repair departments.
Table 19: Summary of comments in individual interviews (Project two -  customers)
Problem Interviews
It was an advantage to know the involved cooperation 
partners before.
1,3,4,5
The companies dealt with a supplier reduction for quite some 
time.
1,2,4,5
The interviewees were aware of the complexity of the 
cooperation and the required expenditure of time and costs.
2,3,5
The customers were interested not only in a reduction of 
process costs, but also in combined services.
1,2,3
The horizontal cooperation is not a pure spare-parts 
cooperation, but rather a cooperation of specialists
1,2,3,4
Source: Own source
While the first two comments were similar to the statements of potential customers of the 
failed cooperation, statements 3 to 5 in table 19 were different. While the interviewees in 
project one were not prepared to accept the costs and the high complexity, the customers in 
project two were willing to invest. Statements 4 and 5 add new considerations, namely the 
emphasis of the cooperation of specialised companies and not a pure spare-parts cooperation. 
The interviewed customers emphasised the importance of the expert knowledge of the 
involved companies. These two statements will be investigated further with the help of the 
related constructs in the group analysis.
5.3.1.2 Partner perspective
In contrast to the partner interviews in project one, the respondents came from four different 
cooperations. Two of the interviewees were Key Account Managers of the successful 
cooperations HACO and Siegener Kreis, who are the persons in charge, two others are 
partners of one of the participating companies. The last interviewee was the retired KAM of 
the Baden-Connect cooperation.
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Although the interviewees were members of different cooperations, fundamental differences 
during the interviews could not be identified. All of the dialogue partners had a positive 
opinion about their alliance. At the beginning of the interview they spoke about the necessity 
for such a cooperation to meet the challenges of changing conditions. Compared to the partner 
interviews conducted in project one, there was much more enthusiasm about the alliance. 
Interviewee one was an exception, because he was not completely satisfied with the results of 
the cooperation, although the overall result was positive over the last two years. The group 
analysis will uncover his deviations from the others. When the discussion came to the trust 
between the partners, all interviewees talked about the other members almost amicably. The 
respondents noted that trust between the partners is one of the most important determinants 
for success.
Another difference, compared to the interviews of the failed cooperation, was the high state of 
knowledge of the Key Account Managers. They presented very meaningful promotional 
material and call reports. In contrast to the information material of BMS, the customer benefit 
was more evident. Furthermore, the organisation was constructive. However, in all three 
alliances the organisation of the Key Account Managers was slightly different. One KAM 
reports monthly to the CEOs of the partner companies, the other one uses a mail delivery bill, 
to which only selected persons have access. The third does not attach much importance to 
reports and provides feedbacks to the partners at the monthly meetings only.
The interviews with the CEOs provided additional insights into a significant difference 
compared to the failed cooperation. The process of the sales approach was completely 
different to the one BMS was using. While in the BMS cooperation the field staff introduced 
the idea of the cooperation, KAMs made contact with the management board of the potential 
customers. When necessary, or rather if there were further questions, the owners of the 
different partner companies presented their company to the CEOs of the customers in a 
second presentation together with the KAMs. This strategy ensures that the presentation to the 
customer is always competent. The right choice of the addressee was important for four of the 
interviewed partners.
Besides the selection of the proper addressee on the side of the customer, three interview 
partners also mentioned the importance of customer pre-selection. In the case of the regional 
BMS cooperation the selection of the potential customers included both OEMs and MROs.
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The interview partners from successftil alliances noted, however, that all their customers can 
be classified as MRO. Moreover they are all small and medium-sized businesses. This 
classification makes sense, because MRO customers need more support services from their 
suppliers. On the other hand, OEM customers attach more importance to the price than to 
service quality or logistics (Zentes et al., 2007). In this case an online-supplier or the 
competitor “Brammer” would probably be the better, or at least not the worst choice. The 
concentration on regional companies is also plausible, because the degree of popularity of the 
involved companies is higher and the services can be conducted more easily. Therefore, the 
focus should be on small and medium-sized MROs from the particular region.
The following table summarises the several statements.
Table 20: Summary of statements in single interviews (Project two -  partners)
Problem Interviews
It is important to have a person in charge for the whole group. 1,2,3,4,5
Prior to the sales approach a specific selection of the actors on 
the demand side should take place (OEM vs. MRO/ regional 
vs. supra-regional).
1,2,4
The information exchange between the partners is important. 3,4,5
The right contact person on the customer side (CEO or a 
member of the management board) is important for success.
1,2,3,5
The partner choice is very important. Only with long-term 
partnerships trust can be established.
1,2,3,4,5
Source: Own source
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5.3.2 Group analysis
5.3.2.1 Customer perspective
5.3.2.1.1 Analysis of the principal components
The process of interpretation of the group analysis is consistent with project one. Figure 29 
illustrates the customer group analysis. The main focus is on the evaluation of the element 
“HACO”. As mentioned in the introduction of project two, interviewees from different 
cooperations were interviewed. In this case the term “HACO” and its variations (e.g. HACO 
in five years) have been replaced by the particular cooperation. For a better and clear 
arrangement of the figure the token “HACO” is standardised.
In order to compare the interviewees' individual references regarding the element “BMS” in 
project one, the references of the element “HACO” are also shown. The cluster terms are 
shown in blue, which were integrated afterwards on the basis of the constructs in the 
particular angles.
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Figure 29: Group analysis “successful cooperation” (customer perspective)
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Source: Own Source, 2012 (Scivesco Software)
The positive attributes are shown on the right-hand side of the figure and the negative ones on 
the left. This fundamental arrangement results from the two poles of “successful” and 
“ineffective cooperation”.
At first glance two groups of elements can be identified. The first one consists of the element 
“HACO” and its variations and the second of competitor “Brammer” and the “online spare- 
parts supplier”. What is surprising is the distance between the positive element “successful 
cooperation” and the customer benefits of “cost savings” and “time savings”. While the 
positive element is positioned close to HACO, “cost savings” and especially “time advantage” 
are arranged between the two groups. The allocation of the constructs to the specific element 
later on clarifies this surprising arrangement of the positive pole.
Breaking down the mean of the element “HACO” into single references illustrates marginal 
differences in the evaluation of the individual interviewees. Interviewee 0, 2, 3 and 4 position 
“HACO” further in the upper right section, while interviewee one is a slight outlier and 
positions the regional cooperation nearer to the spare-parts suppliers. Interviewee 1 is the
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retired KAM from the Baden-Connect cooperation, who was much more critical about their 
current alliance than the other interviewees.
This general arrangement of the elements can be explained by the interpreted interviews and 
clusters. The left and here negative side of the tetralemma field is afflicted by negative aspects 
such as an “inflexible supplier network” or a “poor quality of consulting services”. From the 
predetermined elements only the negative pole “ineffective cooperation” is positioned on this 
side of the cube.
The competitor “Brammer” and the “online spare-parts supplier” are the two elements next to 
the zero of the scale. However the two elements are positioned in the lower central part of the 
right halves. The interviewed customers especially associated a “user-optimised purchasing of 
spare-parts” here. Because both kinds of suppliers offer a range of products, which is at least 
as large as the one from the regional cooperation, a reduction of suppliers and process costs is 
simple. Nevertheless, the two competitors are not seen as comparable suppliers of the 
horizontal HACO cooperation. Therefore the customers are quite aware of the “time 
advantage”, which results from such an automation of technical purchasing processes. In the 
central and outer sections, the customers associate the element “time advantage” with low 
costs of an action and less buying processes.
The customer benefit of “cost savings” can be described with the clusters “high advisory 
skills” and “low process costs”. Here the respondents refer to the element “cost savings” not 
only with the customer value of costs, but also with a quality aspect, namely advisory and 
service quality. This interesting aspect is discussed in the next chapter.
The last group of elements is arranged in the upper right section and consists of “HACO”, 
“HACO in five years” and “HACO with other partners”. In contrast to the respondents in 
project one, the interviewees rate “HACO with other partners” more negatively than with the 
present partners. This suggests that the customers are satisfied with the current constellation. 
Nevertheless, it was mentioned in the interviews that an expansion of the supplier network 
would be advantageous as long as the service quality would not change for the worse. The 
element, which characterises the future and the wishes of the customers can be arranged 
between the clusters “high advisory skills” and “extension of services”. In the following
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figure the means and variances of the corresponding elements are illustrated in ascending 
order of the variance.
Figure 30: Mean and variances of elements (Project two- customer interviews)
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Source: Own Source, 2012 (Scivesco Software)
First of all, the low variance of the first elements is noticeable. While all customer interviews 
in project one had a variance of over fifty, the first six elements show a variance of less than 
twenty. The interviewees were therefore aware of the parameters of an “unsuccessful 
cooperation”, “Haco with other partners”, “Haco”, “online spare-parts supplier”, “Haco in 
five years” and “Brammer”. This analysis can be confirmed with the help of the conducted 
interviews. The respondents agreed about the advantages and respective disadvantages of the 
competitors and ranked HACO and its variations in a similar way.
The first inconsistencies come up with the two customer benefits of “costs savings” and 
especially “time advantage”. After a variance of 24,43 for the element “cost savings” a steep 
rise to 58,04 for the element “time advantage” can be noticed. The interviewees agreed about 
the advantages to save costs; for example fewer employees in the purchasing and accounting 
departments or by grouping suppliers. The interpretation of the high variance of the element 
“time advantage” seems more difficult to explain. The respondents can be grouped by two 
different views. Two respondents consider it best to achieve a time advantage by quick and
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automated purchasing of standardised products. This mindset is similar to the approach of the 
competitor Brammer and any online spare-parts supplier. However, the other three 
interviewees argued that not only the time for the purchasing of the goods should be 
considered, but also the time for the whole process. According to the respondents, the basic 
determinant is the kind of product. Very simple articles, which do not need any explanation 
(e.g. toilet paper), should be purchased using standardised processes. However, 
technologically advanced products, such as ball bearings or electric motors, require much 
more complex processes in different departments. One interviewee quoted the example that 
the quick and fully automated procurement of a complicated product causes considerable 
additional expenses almost all the time.
This consideration also explains the highest variance of the group, namely the one for the 
element “successful cooperation”. Although the respondents know exactly what they do not 
expect from a cooperation, which is shown by the lowest variance for the element ineffective 
cooperation, they differ in their aims for a successful cooperation. Both the arrangement of 
the element “successful cooperation” in the tetralemma field and the high variance for this 
element highlight the different motives of the respondents, which will be explained later on 
by the element profiles.
5.3.2.1.2 Correlations between the elements
The highest positive correlation exists between the elements “HACO” and “HACO in five 
years” and “HACO” with “HACO with other partners” (both combinations have a correlation 
of + 0,97). The second highest is related to the competitor “Brammer” and the “online spare- 
parts supplier” (+ 0,91). The satisfaction of the customers with their particular cooperation is 
reflected in the high correlations of “successful cooperation” and “HACO” (+ 0,83) and rather 
“HACO in five years” (+ 0,89). The interviewees therefore believe in a further improvement 
of the present collaboration. A very positive correlation also exists between “successful 
cooperation” and “cost savings” (+ 0,79) and respectively “time advantage” (+ 0,65). Even 
though the correlation between the subject matter (HACO) and “successful cooperation” is 
very high, the correlation between “HACO” and the customer benefits “cost savings” (+ 0,68) 
and “time advantage” (+ 0,55) does not appear to be as high as one would expect. The 
interpretation for this relation follows later on in project two.
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Figure 31: Correlations between the elements (Project two - customers)
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Source: Own Source, 2012 (Scivesco Software)
The participants of the interviews do not recognise a high similarity between the elements 
“HACO” and “Brammer” (+ 0,28) or “HACO” and “online spare-parts supplier” (+ 0,1).
A negative correlation exists only between the negative pole and the other elements.
53.2.1.3 Semantic corridor and degree of fulfilment
The analyses of the semantic corridors and the element profiles are used to interpret the 
constructs. Because the negative aspects of a horizontal cooperation have been illuminated 
adequately in project one, the constructs of the negative pole (“inefficient cooperation”) are 
not examined further. In addition, the aim of the thesis is the explication of measures for 
improving a failed cooperation. Therefore, the constructs of the positive pole are very 
important and demand a closer inspection.
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Because “online spare-parts supplier” and the competitor “Brammer” are very similar from 
the points of view of the customers, this element will also be neglected. Of the two customer 
benefits “time” and “cost” only the parameter of “time advantage” is analysed more closely 
because this element shows a high variance and the analysis of the captured constructs is 
helpful. The last two elements, which can be neglected in this chapter are “Haco with other 
partners” and the present status of “HACO”. The reason for this is their similarity to the 
present status of “HACO”. Furthermore it is more interesting to find out what the 
interviewees expect from the future development.
To summarise, the constructs for the following elements are analysed more specifically as 
“HACO in five years”, successful cooperation”, “time advantage” and “Brammer”.
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Table 21: Constructs in the semantic corridor (customer interviews- project two)
HACO in five years Successful
cooperation
Time advantage Brammer
Grouping o f suppliers (3) Grouping o f suppliers (3) Automation and 
diversification
Reduction o f suppliers
Automation and 
diversification
High confidence in 
partners (3)
Collective billing Complete automation of  
technical processes
Trust in partners (3) Automation and 
diversification (3)
Low labour costs (2) Purchasing o f spare-parts
(3)
Good quality o f  
consulting (4)
Trust in partners (3) Low costs o f an action Low start-up costs
Extension on services (2) Good quality o f  
consulting (4)
Flexible adding of 
suppliers (3)
Low costs o f an action 
(2)
Low labour costs (2) Grouping the suppliers
(3)
Purchasing o f spare-parts
(4)
Good electronic platform 
(2)
High start-up costs (2) Collective billing Purchasing o f products in 
need o f explanation (2)
Spare-parts supplier (3)
Few supplier 
conversation
Flexible adding of  
suppliers (2)
Grouping o f suppliers (3)
Collective billing Collective billing Flexible adding of  
suppliers (3)
Purchasing o f products in 
need o f explanation
Good electronic platform Fewer supplier 
conversations (3)
Special parts supplier Special parts supplier
Spare-parts supplier (2)
Low costs o f  an action
(3)
Fewer supplier 
conversations
Low labour costs (2)
Source: Own source, 2012 (Scivesco Software)
The analyses of the constructs for the four chosen elements identify the intersections and 
respective differences between the elements from the perspectives of the interviewees. The 
numbers in brackets are consistent with the numbers of nomination.
The constructs in the first three columns are very similar (HACO in five years, successful 
cooperation and time savings). However, there are interesting differences, which allow some 
interpretation. First of all, areas of agreement should be elaborated. The interviewees named 
“grouping of suppliers” and “low costs of an action” for all three elements. This conclusion 
suggests a wish for a supplier reduction and hereby an extension of the range of sold goods. 
This outcome is little surprising and describes the primary fundamental idea of a cooperation. 
Another common ground is the automation and diversification of processes. The respondents 
in the interviews clearly stated that standardisation and automation, to the extent possible, 
would be advantageous.
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Besides the congruencies with respect to the constructs of the three elements, different 
interesting disagreements can be detected. The particularities of the element “HACO in five 
years” are the constructs “high start-up costs”, “extension on services”, “special-parts 
supplier” and “purchasing of goods in need of explanation”. These individual constructs, 
which have been mentioned a number of times, very aptly describe the customers’ views. The 
respondents explained that they distinguished considerably between a regional cooperation 
such as BMS or HACO and a spare-parts supplier. While, for example, the link-up to an 
online supplier or a large competitor can easily be implemented, the investment in a regional 
cooperation is much higher. Only if customers are willing to accept these efforts the outcome 
can be in positive. According to the interviewees the Key Account Managers spoke very 
frankly about the estimated costs, which pleased most respondents.
The statements “special-parts supplier” and “purchasing of goods in need of explanation” 
explain the differences between the respondents in project one and two. While the failed BMS 
cooperation was targeted as a spare-parts cooperation, the customers of the successful 
cooperation describe the alliance more as a cooperation in a niche (cited interviewee two). 
The respondents added that the most important reason for collaboration with each company is 
high customer satisfaction because of excellent advisory service. It is particularly important 
for the success of OEM customers to receive a perfectly matched product. For this purpose, 
not only the delivery -  and here the intrinsic function of a distributor -  is important, but also 
the assistance of the engineering department, the support services during the production 
process, the after-sales service etc. It therefore seems necessary to differentiate between the 
suppliers’ strategies. As mentioned in the chapter about technical wholesale o, the analysed 
distributors are all operating as specialists in their particular branch of trade. Because of this 
important expertise, current customers were not interested in replacing these suppliers with a 
spare-parts supplier.
This basic concept deviates from the primary idea of the founder in project one, who wanted 
to compete with a full-range supplier. While the advantage of a full-service supplier means a 
reduction of suppliers only, fully ignoring any possible additional expenses such as 
inadequate consulting or wrong product choice, an alliance of specialists can combine 
excellent service with a reduction of process costs, despite the product range being much 
more limited. Two customers referred to the joint services offered by the HACO cooperation.
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where, for example, design engineers can benefit fi*om combined training or adapted 
packaging.
The constructs for the element “successful cooperation” also include the characteristics of a 
spare-parts supplier. From the customer’s point of view, a successful cooperation can 
therefore consist of either a special-parts supplier or of suppliers who deliver very simple 
products. Important advantages for the spare-parts supplier are “low cost of an action”, 
“flexible adding of suppliers” and a “user-fidendly electronic platform”.
The survey of the tetralemma field at the beginning of this chapter has already illustrated that 
the interviewees link the element “time advantage” to the advantages of a spare-parts supplier. 
However, the respondents do not appreciate these advantages excessively. This interpretation 
is based on the relatively long distance between the elements “successful cooperation” and 
“time advantage”. The same applies for the competitor Brammer.
To summarise, the interviewed customers favour an intensification of services and a good 
advisory system for their regional cooperation.
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5 3 .2.2 Partner perspective
5.3.2.2.1 Analysis of the principal components
The graph below illustrates the partner group analysis. Because three of the interviewees 
come from the cooperation HACO, one from Siegener Kreis and one from Baden-Connect, 
the three specific elements must be standardised to “HACO”, “HACO in five years” and 
“HACO with other partners”. The individual references to the interviewees with regard to the 
element “HACO” are illustrated as well. For a better general view, the constructs have been 
hidden and clusters in blue have been integrated instead. The cube was furthermore turned 
slightly, because a group of elements are partially lying upon each other. The right half of the 
cube presents positive aspects such as “high expertise” or “optimal partner choice”, while the 
left side includes negative criteria like “time-consuming”.
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Figure 32: Group analysis “successful cooperation” (partner perspective)
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Source: Own Source, 2012 (Scivesco Software)
Besides the two poles “inefficient cooperation” and “successful cooperation” three groups of 
elements can be realised.
The first group consists of the elements “Brammer” and the “online spare-parts supplier” and 
is arranged relatively neutrally around the centre of the cube. The interviewed partners 
mentioned that they did not consider these two competitors as real competition for the 
regional cooperation. This attitude differs from the interviewed partners in the failed 
cooperation, who rated the competitors as a greater threat for their own cooperation. As 
interpreted in the analysis of the individual interviews, this behaviour can be explained by a 
different analysis of the target customers. While the partners of the failed cooperation 
addressed almost all categories of customers (OEM, MRO, regional and supra-regional), the 
successful partners concentrated mainly on the customer segment “regional MRO”. In this 
customer segment the attributes of the cooperation are beneficial.
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The second cluster of elements is made up of the elements “trust” and “coordination costs”. 
This combination is not surprising and almost in line with the results in project one. The 
better the trust between the partners, the lower are the coordination costs.
The last group of elements is positioned around the positive pole “successful cooperation”. Of 
course the element “Haco in five years”, which stands for a positive future trend, is located 
next to the positive pole. The elements “HACO” and “HACO with other partners” are at 
approximately the same distance from “successful cooperation”. This result is different from 
the outcome in project one, in which the respondents preferred other partners and accordingly 
more suppliers. The positive valuation of the current status illustrates the positive attitude 
about the partner companies in the cooperation. The individual references show, furthermore, 
that interviewee one had a negative opinion on the current status. This concerns the retired 
KAM from the Baden-Connect cooperation. Without this interview the overall evaluation for 
HACO would be even better. His comparatively negative valuation is based on the fact that 
the beginning of the Baden-Connect cooperation was comparatively difficult and many 
requests for proposals were necessary. The element “partner choice” is located between the 
element “HACO” and “successful cooperation”. With this arrangement the interviewees 
emphasise the importance of the right partner selection. The following figure reproduces the 
means and variances of the single elements. The columns are sorted in ascending order, with 
respect to the variances of the elements.
Figure 33: Mean and variances of elements (Project two- partner interviews)
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Source: Own Source, 2012 (Scivesco Software)
At first glance the variances of the first six elements are low, but increase considerably from 
the element “trust”. The respondents in project two therefore agree in most instances in their 
valuation of the elements “ineffective cooperation”, “successful cooperation”, “coordination 
costs”, “HACO with other partners” and “partner choice”.
Big differences compared to the statements of interviewed partners of the failed cooperation 
in project one exist therefore basically in the low variance of “coordination costs” and 
“successftil coordination”. While the interviewed partners of BMS were not sure about the 
parameters for a successful cooperation, the respondents of the successful alliances are largely 
consistent. The low variance for “coordination costs” can be explained by the individual 
interviews. The KAMs explained that the coordination costs were quite low, because of the 
coordinated activities in their cooperations.
The increase of the variance for the element “trust” is surprising. Although all the 
interviewees confirmed that the collaboration with the partner companies is trustworthy, 
different attitudes exist. The consideration of the individual references is helpful for a 
clarification of facts, because two respondents linked the element “trust” with “successful 
cooperation” and “HACO”, while two others placed the element in the upper right comer near 
the cluster “high level of engagement”. Here, tmst can be created by both an optimal partner 
selection and a strong commitment of all involved persons.
On the other hand, the high variances for the elements “Brammer” and “online spare-parts 
supplier” are not remarkable, because not every respondent was familiar with the 
characteristics and the strengths and weaknesses of both competitors. The element “HACO” 
shows the highest variance. The analysis of the individual references in figure 27 for element 
“HACO” illustrated however that interviewee one is an outlier and thinks negatively about the 
current status.
53.2.2.2 Correlations between the elements
A very high correlation exists between the elements “HACO” and “successful cooperation” 
(+0,79), “HACO” and “partner choice” (+0,74) and “HACO” combined with the element 
“tmst” (+0,65). This positive correlation affirms the positive overall assessment of the
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interviewed partners. Therefore, all these element combinations (the element BMS 
substitutional for HACO) showed negative or rather neutral correlations in the partner 
interviews of project one.
Figure 34: Correlations between the elements (Project two- partner interviews)
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Further, a positive correlation exists for “HACO” and “HACO with other partners” (+0,76). 
Consequently, the respondents can imagine an acceptance of further suppliers, assuming that 
the trust and the coordination costs do not change for the worse. The importance of the right 
partner selection describes the very high correlation between the elements “successful 
cooperation” and “partner choice” (+0,87). Both the “online spare-parts supplier” and 
“Brammer” have low correlations with the other elements. This result illustrates that the 
respondents do not consider both as a serious parameter for a successful cooperation, but 
rather as neutral elements.
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5.3.2.23 Semantic corridor and degree of fulfilment
Consistent with the analysis in the previous chapter the semantic corridors and the element 
profiles help to link the statements with the individual elements. It is therefore important to 
choose the most helpful analyses to reveal the success factors for a cooperation of medium­
sized distributors.
The two poles (ineffective and successful cooperation) illustrate the wishes and concerns. 
Furthermore this analysis includes the analyses of the elements “HACO” and “trust”.
Because the breakdown concentrates on significant constructs, the angles of the corridors are 
again 45 degrees. The following figure shows the semantic corridor around the negative pole. 
This time the right side of the figure illustrates the negatively afflicted side of the cube.
Figure 35: Semantic corridor for the element “ineffective cooperation” (partner interviews- 
project two)
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While the semantic corridor around the element “ineffective cooperation” captures no other 
elements, the corridor around “HACO” encloses the elements “HACO in five years”, “HACO 
with other partners”, “partner choice”, “coordination costs” and “successful cooperation”:
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Furthermore the consideration of the corridor around the element “coordination costs” leads 
to interesting results. Besides the variations of HACO, the funnel encloses the elements 
“partner choice”, “trust” and “successful cooperation”. The partners thereby confirm the 
statements of the respondents in project one, namely the direct correlation between trust, 
partner choice and coordination costs.
The following table contains the specifications for the particular element (angle 45 degrees).
Table 22: Constructs in the semantic corridor (Partner interviews- project two)
HACO Ineffective
cooperation
Successful
cooperation
Trust
Expertise (2) Low level o f experience Success (4) High confidence in 
partners (5)
Success No person in charge (3) Pull-principle Strategic partner 
meetings
Pull-principle Wrong contact person on 
side o f the customer (3)
Person in charge (3) Extension o f suppliers is 
possible
Person in charge (2) Low level o f engagement 
(2)
Selective customer 
choice (2)
Knowledge about 
partners (4)
High confidence in 
partners
Low confidence in 
partners (3)
Right contact person (3) High level o f engagement 
(3)
High strengths in purpose No success (4) Expertise (3) Person in charge
Push-principle Trustful partnership (4)
Low variety o f products One person in charge (3)
Old-fashioned customer's 
point o f view
Modem customer's point 
o f view
No knowledge about 
partners (2)
High strengths o f purpose
No strengths o f purpose Knowledge about 
partners (2)
No expertise (3)- bad 
service
Source: Own source, 2012 (Scivesco Software)
The number of constructs varies again corresponding to the different elements. The numbers 
for the two poles are understandably higher than for the other elements, because more 
constructs have a clear allocation to either a positive or negative attribute.
The constructs in the semantic corridors for “HACO” and a “successful cooperation” are 
largely consistent. From the partners' perspective especially a “trustful partnership”, a “high 
expertise”, the “right contact person on side of the customer” and a “predetermined person in 
charge” are important for the success of a horizontal cooperation.
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Differing from the partner interviews of the ineffective cooperation in project one are 
moreover several statements mentioned only once. This concerns the “pull-principle “, as well 
as the “high strengths of purpose”. The pull-principle can be ascribed to the construct group 
“right contact person”, “selective customer choice” and “modem customer's point of view”. 
The interviewed partners explained that the introduction of such a complex issue as the 
cooperation needs explanation. For this purpose it is important to screen the existing 
customers for their demands. On enquiry, all three interviewed KAMs mentioned that they 
had conducted a customer analysis in preparation for the following sales pitch. The preferred 
customers are small and medium-sized companies. Furthermore, the chances of success 
would be much higher if the clients were MRO customers. This preselection of the customers 
leads to a considerably higher chance of success. In the failed BMS cooperation, almost all 
existing customers of the different partners were addressed. The attribute “high strength of 
purpose” demands for an appropriate manpower planning on the part of the involved persons. 
It is advisable that the activities are consolidated.
The constmcts for the element “ineffective cooperation” are more or less consistent with the 
opposed statements. Yet, the interviewees further mentioned the importance of a high variety 
of products, despite the expertise of the alliance. The “push-principle” represents the opposite 
of the “pull-principle”. The interviewees therefore reconsidered to target customers.
The constructs for the element “trust” basically refer to the teamwork with partners and the 
knowledge about them. All the respondents mention that the confidence between the partners 
must be high, so that nobody feels disadvantaged. Trust can be built with the help of strategic 
partner meetings or a person in charge, whose function is not only to serve the customers, but 
also to network with the partners.
5.4 Discussion and findings of project two
While the author collected reasons for the failure of an alliance in technical wholesale in 
project one, project two addressed successful cooperations. The interviewees in project two 
came from four different cooperations. The respondents on the customer side were all clients 
of one of the cooperations. The partner interviews were conducted with either the CEOs or the 
KAMs of the companies. By comparing the statements in both projects further success factors 
could be identified. In addition, the author could elicit the tacit knowledge of the interviewees
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to identify a recommended procedure during the cooperation stages and profit from their 
experiences.
The customer interviews with successful cooperations provided interesting points of view.
Not surprisingly, the respondents here evaluated their regional cooperation much better than 
the potential customers of the failed cooperation in project one. However, the exposure of the 
constructs provided an especially interesting insight as regards the identification of the 
success factors for a horizontal cooperation. The clients positioned the element “HACO” 
close to the element “successful cooperation” and valued especially the underlying service 
and knowledge about the products. In contrast, the two competitors were the two elements 
next to the zero point of the scale. One outcome was therefore that HACO and the other 
successful cooperations do not compete with a spare-parts supplier, even though the 
customers have a similar motivation for using a horizontal cooperation than in project one. 
Another interesting finding of the element analysis was the distance between the positive pole 
and the customer benefits “cost saving” and “time advantage”. The analysis of the variance 
confirmed this surprising result. The customers explained that they distinguished between the 
different kinds of suppliers. While, for example, an online spare-parts supplier can reduce 
costs by bundling orders, the alliance of the regional distributors can offer new services and 
reduce process costs, despite a product range that is much more limited. Important is therefore 
the complexity of products, which are supplied. While simple articles, for example pencils or 
toilet paper, can be supplied by everybody, the clients of cooperations appreciate the advisory 
skills of their partners when buying goods requiring explanation. They mentioned furthermore 
that every distributor is highly specialised and an expert in their field of activity.
Another finding of the group analysis was that the customers know their suppliers very well, 
which is due to their long-lasting partnerships and the trust that exists between them. 
Therefore they rated cooperations with other suppliers more negatively than with their present 
companies. Nevertheless, the interviewees added that an expansion of the supplier network 
was advantageous as long as the service quality did not change for the worse.
The analysis of the semantic corridors was used to interpret the constructs. Although the 
constructs of the elements “successful cooperation” and “Haco” were similar, several 
discrepancies could be identified, which are important to understand. Especially the 
constructs “high start-up costs”, “extension of services”; “special-parts supplier” and
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purchasing of “goods in need of explanation” indicated the particularities of the successful 
cooperations. One aim should remain the grouping of the articles and to achieve savings in 
process costs, but the present cooperation cannot offer the same variety as an online supplier. 
This is due to the fact that all of the involved distributors are highly specialised in their lines 
of business. In addition, due to the high costs of coordination, most of the regional 
cooperations are limited with regard to the number of partner companies. Although the 
limited product range and the high start-up costs are disadvantages, the interviewees 
identified other benefits. The strengths of the individual suppliers should be sustained. 
Combined services and an excellent consulting level are decisive factors for the customers. 
While the failed BMS cooperation targeted a spare-parts cooperation, the customers of the 
successful cooperations appreciated not only the supply of a product, but rather the combined 
assistance to different departments. Furthermore they attach importance to supplier reduction, 
collective billing and a reduction of process costs. The argument in favour of a 
standardisation of goods and that differentiation can be accomplished through services is 
emphasised by different authors as well (Lemke et ah, 2011, Kumar, 2012, Adamson et ah, 
2012). The interviewed customers mention the necessity of expertise along the whole value- 
added chain. While the partners of BMS gave up the advantage of high specialisation, the 
companies of the successful alliances provide services to satisfy their customers.
The view of the partners was analysed afterwards. Compared to the interviewed partners in 
project one, the interviewees here were very happy with the alliance and the collaboration 
with the other companies. Although the cooperation also experienced start-up problems, they 
quickly broke even. Therefore, and because they think that their cooperation will have a 
prosperous future, the interviewees arranged the element “HACO” or the corresponding token 
very close to the element “successful cooperation” and the positive pole.
Furthermore they clustered two groups, namely the competitor “Brammer” and the “online 
spare-parts supplier” on the one hand, and “trust” and “coordination cost” on the other hand. 
All interviewed partners emphasised, however, that the large, selected competitors such as 
Brammer or Würth are not seen as competitors of their alliance. While these competitors, and 
all online competitors in the business, focus on the field of spare-parts, the partners evaluated 
their own cooperation as an alliance in a niche. The particularity and the advantage of “the 
alliance of specialists” is the extraordinary explanatory support for the products. This point of 
view differs fundamentally from the opinions of the partners in project one. The proximity of
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the elements “tmst” and “coordination costs” points out that a tmstful partnership can 
considerably reduce the coordination costs. The individual comments during the interviews 
helped to identify parameters for a development of tmst.
The analysis of the variances showed high levels of accordance with the pole elements and a 
strong discrepancy concerning the elements of “tmst” and “HACO”. Although the partners 
have a favourable opinion on the addition of further partners, they disagreed in the 
corresponding variation of “tmst”. Two interviewees believe that tmst is influenced primarily 
by an optimal partner selection, while three mentioned a strong commitment of all involved 
persons. The high variance value for the element “HACO” is basically due to an outlier. One 
of the interviewed partners was still critical about the alliance and the realised actions which 
distorted the positive overall evaluation.
The consideration of the semantic corridors and the element profiles explain the attitudes and 
accordingly the wishes and deficiencies of the present concept. The partners emphasised the 
importance of the “pull-principle” for the success of the alliance. Compared to a spare-parts 
supplier, the companies of the cooperation must invest more time and money to understand 
their customers and their needs. Therefore the additional value for the customer must result 
from a higher level of service and not from the lowest costs. Further success factors are “a 
central coordination of all information”, an “accurate customer preselection” and a “good 
knowledge about the partners”. For the improvement of “trust” regular partner meetings and a 
continuous flow of information are recommended. All these important suggestions are 
discussed in the following chapter.
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6 Conclusion and recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
This chapter represents the closing of the thesis and basically consists of two parts. The first 
section subsumes the identified theoretical and methodological factors of success. The second 
section applies these parameters to the failed BMS cooperation and presents recommended 
actions for the partners.
The aim of the thesis is to elicit important success factors for a horizontal cooperation in 
technical wholesale on the basis of different cooperations that already exist. For this purpose, 
the author applied two main steps to identify as many factors as possible. The first step was 
based on a literature review and, in particular, five well known theories in the field of 
business & management. These theories were chosen in a way that allowed for the 
consideration of as many different perspectives as possible. A table at the end of the literature 
review was used to divide the identified success factors into partial decision factors, as they 
relate to the theoretical approaches. The author used the identified success factors and the 
findings to develop an appropriate design to answer the research question. The results of the 
literature review, for example, contributed to the selection process of the elements for the 
interviews in both research projects. While project one dealt with the failed BMS cooperation, 
project two analysed successful horizontal cooperations within the same business 
environment.
For data collection, the author used the repertory grid technique. This technique allowed for 
both a qualitative interpretation and a quantitative analysis. The interviews were divided into 
four parts. On the one hand, there were partner and customer interviews, on the other hand 
there were interviews with the failed (BMS) cooperation and successful cooperations. In the 
course of the analysis, the opinions of the interviewees were interpreted. Inter alia, the 
following questions could be answered:
1. What can be the success factors for the failed BMS cooperation?
2. Where do the interviewees see a horizontal cooperation compared to a fiill service 
spare-parts supplier, a large competitor, a negative pole, a positive pole and two 
modifications of the cooperation? The customer interviews further enquired into the 
customer values of “time” and “costs”, while the partner interviews examined the 
attributes of “trust” and “coordination costs”.
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3. Which characteristics are the most important ones for the interviewees?
4. What are the differences between the analysed horizontal cooperations?
5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a large competitor and an online spare- 
parts supplier?
6. Which control levers must be worked to align the cooperation and the positive pole?
7. Which measures must be avoided in the future because many interviewees had raised 
concerns over these?
Hence, the success factors for a cooperation were elaborated from a theoretical and 
methodical perspective. This chapter discusses the results of both chapters.
6.2 Summary of success factors of a horizontal cooperation in technical wholesale
In the previous chapters the author elaborated the success factors of a horizontal cooperation 
from different perspectives. However, for a later implementation, it is necessary to arrange 
them in groups and put them in a time line.
To realise horizontal cooperation in technical wholesale, different decisions must be made 
with regard to, for example, partner choice, aims, content of collaboration, form and intensity 
of collaboration, maturity of cooperation, financing and an investment plan (Belz and 
Reinhold, 2003; Mohr and Spekman, 1994, Schmidt and Kiefer, 2003 and Vanpouke and 
Vereecke, 2010). Prior research on success factors of cooperations mainly concentrated on 
either the necessary alliance capabilities of a firm (e.g. Mohr and Spekman, 1994; Dyer and 
Singh, 1998; Schreiner et al. 2008, Baitsch and Müller, 2001; Barney, 1991) or the important 
tools during the different stages of an alliance (Dyer et al. 2001, Kale and Singh, 2009, Zentes 
et ah, 2003).
To achieve an integrated interpretation, the author combined both the alliance capabilities and 
the important tools and allocates the important behavioural characteristics to the appropriate 
phases. The necessary capabilities are conceptualised in terms of the skills required for the 
particular phase. Figure 36 illustrates the combined analysis of both the different stages (first 
line) and the necessary attributes (second line highlighted in red). The terms written in the 
arrows describe different key drivers for a successful alliance. My findings are therefore 
structured in line with the phases of the alliance lifecycle.
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Figure 36: Phases of an alliance with behavioural characteristics and success factors
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Several capabilities, such as partner commitment, are important for different stages.
Therefore, a clear assignment to a single phase is difficult or rather not recommendable. The 
lower green field illustrates the aim of the efforts. The “success” of a cooperation cannot be 
judged in terms of finances only but must also consider strategic goals of the partner firms. In 
this thesis, suceess is primarily based on financial aspects but also on customer and partner 
satisfaction. In the following section the author assigns the elaborated parameters of a 
successful cooperation to the respective alliance phase.
6.2.1 Alliance formation and partner selection stage
The formation stage is probably the most important stage, because failures at this stage have a 
significant impact on the subsequent stages. With the help of different theoretical approaches, 
several success factors could be revealed. The repertory grid interviews confirmed these 
findings.
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One important factor of success is a detailed analysis of the initial situation. First of all, the 
companies should think about their basic business models and the question of whether an 
alliance is the right option, because the requirements on the companies must not be 
underestimated. A hierarchical structure can still be advantageous, which has been elaborated 
in detail in the theories of communities of practice, resource dependence and transaction cost 
theory. However both, transaction cost theory and resource dependency theory, helped to 
answer the question of whether the necessity of a horizontal cooperation in technical 
wholesale will increase over the next years. The customer interviews affirmed their interest in 
a supplier reduction by an extension of the product ranges.
After the decision in favour of a cooperation is made, the companies need to provide enough 
time for the selection of their cooperation partners. Social network theory indicates that 
simply being on familiar terms with each other before the alliance starts is not a guarantee for 
success. Yet, during the partner selection stage of BMS, the criteria for the partnership 
selection were not reviewed. The sympathy of the managing directors was the main reason for 
the formation of the group. Disadvantages, such as the intersecting product ranges of several 
partners and the consequential disagreement during tender procedures or the poor motivation 
of individual companies were not taken into consideration. The partner interviews of BMS 
showed these discrepancies as well. After the first enthusiasm had faded, the partners of the 
failed cooperation blamed each other. In contrast, the interviewed partners of the successful 
cooperations expressed their satisfaction with the partner choice, which becomes evident in 
the element “cooperation with other partners”. For the selection of the partners, different 
criteria can be used, particularly with regard to the partner match (Hamel et ah, 1989; Zentes 
et al., 2007; Dacin et al., 2008). Inter alia the cultural match, the strategic match and the 
company-related match can be differentiated (Bronder and Pritzl, 1991). As a basic principle, 
it can be noticed that the better the partner compatibility the lower the uncertainty in matters 
relating to the behaviour of the partners. If these principles are considered, trust between the 
companies increases (Bucklin and Sengupta, 1993; Kale and Singh, 2009). Important 
characteristics for the companies match are the attributes of complementary, commitment, 
compatibility, interdependence and trust (Mohr and Spekman, 1994, Kale and Singh, 2009, 
Kenis and Oerlemans, 2008). It is important for the success of the alliance that all partners 
present their activities and quality characteristics to avoid the situation of incomplete 
information. In particular, game theory, transaction cost theory and CoP provided measures 
for the development of these essential cooperation capabilities. Measures may include
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incentives for a remarkably busy partner or a more detailed contract to avoid interpretations 
and loop holes.
The interviewed respondents of the “successftil partners” group verified the importance of 
trust between the partners. Furthermore, all interviewees mentioned the need of a willingness 
to acquire new skills and the necessity of adequate time and resources. In the failed BMS 
cooperation this requirement had not been considered either and was the reason for the 
subsequent search for an additional sales-person.
Another result concerning the partner choice affects the number of partners involved. 
Advocates of resource dependency theory recommend a limited number to avoid increasing 
complexity and a loss of information. Furthermore the optimal partner choice can minimise 
the cost of negotiation and reduce the risk of opportunism (Dacin et ah, 2008). Especially the 
individual interviews with the partners from the failed cooperation revealed this problem. It 
was apparent that groups had formed, which caused distrust.
During the start-up phase, the contract should also contain well-defined rules for an addition 
and also exclusion of partners. The contract must include precise rules, for example regarding 
the responsibilities of each partner and provide for clarity as regards financial aspects. The 
respondents from the BMS alliance explained that after the start of the cooperation the course 
of action was vague. The alliance must not necessarily be of a financial matter, but could also 
have qualitative aims to include marketing activities or the participation in tenderings. A 
cooperation should therefore not be arranged on grounds of uncertainty or competitive 
pressure but clear and desirable individual goals.
6.2.2 Alliance design stage
After choosing the partners in the partner selection stage, the cooperation must be configured. 
These activities should take place before operation starts (Zentes et al. 2003). These design 
parameters were elaborated with the help of theoretical approaches. Important determinants 
are the length, the aims, the concerned value added services, the intensity, and the residual 
scope of actions and the symmetry of the cooperation (Spekman et ah, 1998, Zentes et al. 
2007). Precise agreements in the launching phase of the cooperation also determine mutual 
rights, limit information announcements by each partner and specify how the companies will
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approach customers (Kale and Singh, 2009). The interviews with the successful partners 
demonstrated how such determinants can be put in practice. In contrast to BMS, the partners 
had agreed about the aims of the cooperation in advance. Moreover the design parameters 
were more detailed, which was advocated by the KAMs.
To minimise the transaction and coordination costs it is important to establish long-term 
relationships and coordination instruments. Long-term relationships can be achieved either by 
equity ownership, which can be created by relationship-specific assets, or by hierarchical 
supervision (Kale and Singh, 2009). Besides expenses for leaflets, no common investments 
were made by the failed cooperation. This low investment volume allows for a quick and 
unproblematic withdrawal of a partner company and promotes opportunistic behaviour. After 
the cooperation failed to hire a sales-person, the motivation of the partners declined and the 
sales activities dropped. Hierarchical supervision was also non-existing due to the fact that all 
partners had equal rights. The respondents of the successful partners emphasised the 
advantages of such a hierarchical or rather central coordination. Even if the partners conclude 
that an additional associate should not be employed, the responsibilities must be clarified 
beforehand. In this case, the necessary attributes (trust, goodwill, reputation, passion) must 
exist between the partner companies (Gulati, 1995), which was not the case with BMS. 
Regardless of the form of governance the cooperation is managed, it is clear that the 
companies will not work together effectively in case of uncontrolled governance. An 
opportunity for higher commitment of the sales-persons could be the stipulation of alliance 
activities in an agreement of objectives. The interviewed partners thought that the higher the 
trust and the reputation of the partner, the lower the monitoring and contracting costs are. On 
the contrary, mistrust would lead to an expectant and passive behaviour as in the case of the 
failed BMS alliance.
In the design stage, the tvpe of cooperation must be determined as well. While the alliance of 
BMS is relatively loose, two of three successful alliances in project two floated an 
independent company. The advantage of the self-contained company is the pooling of 
resources and information (Zentes et ah, 2003). The interviewed Key Account Manager spoke 
about employees with a sound knowledge, while the sales person of the failed cooperation 
criticised the inadequate training to adopt such a complex strategy. One recommendation 
from resource dependence theory was to generate an “information hub” to avoid possible 
information losses. The suggestion of eliminating structural gaps by hiring a KAM was a
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result of the social network theory as well. Moreover, every partner feels fairly treated, 
because the KAM is independent and all companies have the same duties. The mutual 
mistrust, for example because of hesitant behaviour, is then inapplicable. This type of 
cooperation was frequently mentioned in the interviews and the analyses of the theories, 
which strengthens this determinant for alliance success.
Closely connected to the question regarding the type of cooperation is the underlying 
allocation of manpower and time (Belz and Reinhold, 2003). This success factor has been 
mentioned both in theory and in the interviews. While the management of the companies of 
the failed alliance withdrew quite quickly after a few disappointments, the management of the 
companies in the successful cooperation coped with various setbacks and did not withdraw.
The improvement of the processes was some kind of an iterative process in the successful 
cooperation, in which the person in charge recorded the mistakes and improved the processes. 
Although the cooperation aims must be identified before operation starts, a certain degree of 
flexibility should be allowed. The theory of CoP shows that an iterative learning process is 
better in a CoP that is comparable to BMS than in a hierarchical structure. The responsible 
companies cannot just hand over their responsibilities to the KAM, but must permanently 
adjust their cooperation to its environmental factors (Das and Teng, 1999). However, the 
success of this loose network requires discipline and trust.
6.2.3 Alliance operation stage
As mentioned in the alliance design stage, the form of governance is very important to the 
success of the cooperation. Because uncontrolled governance, as in the failed alliance, doesn’t 
work and coordination should be central. The interviews with the Key Account Managers in 
project two revealed the advantages, in particular with regard to the manner of information 
sharing, information quality and action planning. A severe problem of uncontrolled leadership 
is the risk of opportunisms to which particularly new alliances are exposed and which is 
demonstrated by the transaction cost theory. A further advantage of a hired salesperson for 
alliance management is the perception of equal treatment of all partners. While in the failed 
cooperation many salespersons complained about the passivity of the cooperation partners, 
the successful cooperation tried to centralise the management and thereby link the sales 
activities. However, the involved partners were satisfied, because of the regular meetings 
during the sales activities. CoP theory suggests that much training and support is necessary to
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achieve an iterative learning process. This requirement was fulfilled by the regular meetings 
of the managers of the involved partner companies. In these meetings, the experiences of the 
salespersons were considered and integrated into new strategies and activities. The 
development of a cooperation culture was important to ensure the commitment of the 
involved partners.
One of the most decisive success factors in this stage is the choice of the right contacts on the 
side of the customers. The interviewed customers in project one were overextended by the 
complex process of the alliance. While the customer meetings of the successful cooperation 
took place either with the CEOs or the strategic purchasing managers, discussions with 
potential customers in project one were mostly between the operative buying agents and the 
particular salespersons. However, this group of respondents had no motivation to further the 
cooperation, because any savings of process costs were not important for them. Some buying- 
agents even feared the loss of their jobs. The type of sales pitch is therefore important and 
should take place with the right contacts within an adequate time frame and presentation. As 
mentioned in the interviews, despite being well presented, the information brochures were not 
very meaningful and required further explanation.
The last finding in the alliance phase concerns the “arrangement” of the cooperation. The 
interviews in both projects disclosed this important difference. While the field staff of the 
failed cooperation emphasised cost savings and the cooperation’s advantages over an online 
spare-parts supplier- their major competitor -the KAMs of the successful alliances all 
underlined the “strategy of a niche”. They do not intend to compete with a fiill-range supplier 
but rather combine the advantages of a specialist and an extended product range. The 
arrangement of the elements showed that the present customer base - and here the special 
purpose machinery manufacturers and large industry customers in particular - does not want 
to do without the flexibility and consulting services of individual distributors. The customers 
of the successful cooperations sometimes did not even know that there are such online 
suppliers or full-range competitors. The location of the failed BMS cooperation even 
strengthens this argument, because the area of Southern Germany is famous for high quality 
products and related consulting services.
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6.2.4 Alliance post formation
This phase forms the closing of the alliance cycle. Although the course is set in the first three 
stages, important success factors are taken into consideration during the alliance’s post 
formation stage, after the roll-out phase. To improve the iterative learning process, two 
attributes are especially important: manage the flow of information and develop trust.
The coordination of information is one of the most significant problems, because after the 
start and initial enthusiasm of such an alliance, the coordination of information and activities 
require significantly more effort than in the earlier stages. The coordination aspect involves 
the ability to assign tasks to partners, gather information, establish interdependences between 
partners and improve collaboration (Schreiner et al., 2009; Gulati and Singh, 1998). With the 
help of the theoretical approaches different possible coordination mechanisms could be 
worked out. Although the theories approach the issue from different perspectives, a finding 
supported by the theory and the empirical evidence was the fact that “structural gaps” 
between the companies should be avoided. Furthermore, imperfect information creates 
mistrust and favours an anti-collaborative behaviour, as illustrated by the prisoner dilemma in 
the game theory. This result was affirmed with the help of the partner interviews in project 
one and two. Successful partners especially emphasised the importance of a permanent 
coordinator and common motivator. For this purpose the individual partners must either have 
enough time for the sales activities of the cooperation or - even better -  coordinate the 
activities locally through a responsible person.
During the operation of an alliance, disputes between partners are possible and therefore only 
a neutral arbiter can settle the dispute. Yet, sometimes it is unavoidable that there is a change 
in the composition of the partners. Game theory and social network theory have specifically 
shown possible problems within this alliance. As early as in the alliance formation stage, the 
companies must pinpoint the exit option of a partner, particularly with respect to the financial 
issues (Luo, 2008). Even more important is the flexibility of the partners concerning new 
customer preferences. Both customer groups expressed their wish to integrate their own 
suppliers in the cooperation. The partners must therefore accept the possibility of a 
replacement for a certain customer.
Another attribute that was supported by the theory and the empirical data, is the role of trust. 
However, there are different categories of trust. The first is the objective credibility of the
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partners and the second is their goodwill, meaning the characteristic that is beneficial for a 
long-term partnership (Vanpouke and Vereecke, 2010). While credibility can be guaranteed 
by a sophisticated contract, the building of goodwill on the one hand and the avoidance of 
opportunism on the other are complex challenges. “Communities of practice” theory 
emphasises the challenging dynamics of interpersonal collaboration. The advocates of 
transaction cost theory and CoP recommend a partially hierarchical structure. In the 
cooperation stage, the partners must think of incentives to avoid opportunistic behaviour. 
Therefore, either the economic integration should be increased or trust-building measures 
implemented (Luo, 2008). Trust not only improves information sharing and protects against 
opportunistic behaviour but also reduces perceptions of relational risks and evolves 
contingencies (Kale and Singh, 2009; Bachmann, 2001). The interviewed successful partners 
demonstrated that they had implemented an iterative learning process, which was important to 
establish mutual trust.
6.3 Possibilities and prospects for the failed BMS cooperation
The previous section summarised the success factors identified in this research. In this section 
the success factors are applied to the failed BMS cooperation. The factors are listed in the 
table below and assigned to the phases of the alliance lifecycle.
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Table 23: Elaborated success factors of the interviews and the theoretical approaches
Phase of alliance and 
decision factor
Decision criteria Interview group Theoretical approach
Alliance formation and 
Partner selection
- Selection o f adequate 
partners
- condition o f admission 
for new partners
- Partner interviews 
group 1 and 2.
- Customer interviews 
group 1
Game theory; social 
network theory
Partner design - Agreement o f the aim o f  
cooperation
- Intersection o f product 
range
Partner interviews group 
2
- Partner Interviews 
group 1
Transaction cost theory, 
resource dependence 
theory
Allianee operation - Information exchange
- Collective services
- Independent salesperson 
or own sales department
- Partner interviews 
groups 1 and 2
- Customer group 2
- Both customer groups
Resource Dependence 
Theory, Social network 
theory, communities of  
practice
Allianee post-formation - Kind o f sales pitch
- Information material
- Customer groups 1
- Partner interviews 
group I and 2
Game theory, 
communities o f practice
Source: Own source, 2013.
Because the success factors have been worked out randomly so far, without any prioritisation, 
the recommendations are here presented by importance in an ascending order. The importance 
is assessed by the number of nominations during the interviews and the summary of the 
literature review.
1. The mismatch between the partners in the BMS cooperation could have been 
minimised by a higher company-related match of the partners.
2. The agreement between the partners was too ambiguous. During the alliance 
formation phase, arrangements must be checked thoroughly. This includes the addition 
of new partners or exiting of existing ones.
3. The underlying strategic alignment of BMS was incomplete. While the partners of 
BMS tried to compete with full-service suppliers, the successful cooperation partners 
targeted a cooperation of specialists and a cooperation “in a niche”.
4. The sales-persons of the partner companies were unable to cope with such a complex 
process. Instruction of field staff was insufficient to create a successful sales approach.
5. The respondents on the customer side were largely unsuitable, because the advantages 
of the cooperation primarily affected the management board of the customers. In the 
interviews with the operational agents acting as buyers, they explained they feared the 
loss of their own jobs.
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6. The successful partners offered common services, which were neglected by the 
partners of BMS. Furthermore the information material was not meaningful enough.
7. The failed partners have not supported “alliance attributes” such as trust, commitment, 
partner compatibility or conflict resolution by different activities.
8. Coordination of activities and information was inadequate. While the successful 
cooperations employed a person to lead the cooperation, the failed alliance distributed 
tasks amongst its own employees. The increasing mistrust favoured opportunistic 
behaviour.
The list shows the mistakes made by the failed BMS cooperation. In retrospect, the reasons 
for the failure are obvious. The cooperating companies can either try to turn around the 
running alliance or terminate it. As an employee of one of the participating companies, the 
second choice seems much more plausible. Because the mistakes are fundamental, a turn­
around would be unreasonably expensive, both in cost and time. In addition, relations 
between the cooperating firms are poor. The destroyed trust can only be rebuilt by enormous 
investments.
The second possibility, which is much more favourable, would be the start of a new 
cooperation. If all success factors for a horizontal cooperation were considered, the 
probability for a successful alliance would be high. Using data triangulation, the author 
compared the results from different perspectives and gained new ideas and concepts from the 
interviews with the successful partners.
An important consideration, however, is the general orientation of the alliance. The interviews 
with the partners of BMS revealed that the original intention of the alliance was to offer an 
extensive product range. To pursue this strategy, a link-up to already existing suppliers such 
as Simple Systems or Mercateo would probably prove more effective. If the cooperation 
partners tried to copy the strategy of the interviewed prosperous alliances in project two, a 
reorganisation of the cooperation would be the logical consequence.
The thesis has produced rich data to inform the participants of BMS. Besides the practical 
implications, the thesis provided consolidated findings for academic theory. Although the 
factors of success for a cooperation were developed by different researchers over the years, 
this thesis used a psychological approach for data collection. The research approach is not a
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popular one in the area of the research of alliances and cooperations and was yet 
recommended by different authors (for example by Cropper et al., 2008). This particular 
approach helped to get detailed insights into the understanding of the cooperation group.
6.4 Limitations
While the research project was rigorously designed and executed, it is subject to certain 
limitations. Factors influencing success or failure of the underlying cooperation may be 
beyond the scope of this study and include regional circumstances, the size or structure of the 
dealers or different points in time for the foundation of cooperations. However, all these 
factors have played a decisive role in the choice of the different cases (theoretical sampling). 
The starting times of the cooperations were comparable. Similarly, the other parameters of the 
alliances were compared in detail as well.
Furthermore, the sample size was quite small. A total of thirty interviews was conducted. In 
project two there were only ten interviews, which can produce a weighting of outliers. To 
overcome these limitations, the author checked the single analyses for any outliers. Such 
particularities were also exposed in the addition of the individual interviewees' references.
Moreover, the triangulation of different methods provided higher reliability for a 
generalisation of the findings as mentioned in the methodology chapter. By combining 
qualitative interview and quantitative analysis, the findings could be confirmed or disproved 
(Saunders et al., 2007).
Another issue, which is often discussed in research, is the validity of the findings. In 
particular, inductive research is conducted under subjective conditions, because the author 
worked on very particular cases. The interpretation of qualitative data is therefore always 
subjective. In addition, the author is highly involved in the object of research, which could 
represent cause for bias. It is unavoidable that the researcher asks every respondent in exactly 
the same way. The issue of bias and the role of the researcher are addressed primarily through 
the use of the repertory grid technique. The interviewee can provide his thoughts frankly and 
irrespective. Furthermore the use of a computer-based analysis helps to collect and interpret 
the data objectively.
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The last limitation is given by the fact of the low generalisation of the results. The failed 
cooperation in project one is very specific and cannot be generalised or compared without an 
adaption of the findings. Because the distributors in technical wholesale in Germany deal with 
specific customers, products, suppliers and other influencing factors, other branches of the 
trade should also transfer the findings with modifications. A special characteristic of the 
realised cooperation of Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG is, among other things, the regional 
aspect of the cooperating partners. All of the involved cooperating partner firms originate 
firom an area near Stuttgart. This is why geographical aspects should be considered as well in 
any transfer of the findings.
6.5 Recommendations for future research
Even though the thesis provided important recommendations for the partner companies of the 
failed cooperation, the generalisation value is low, as mentioned in the limitations. Therefore, 
a transferral of the results to other branches and companies should not be made.
An interesting field for further research would be a quantitative analysis to confirm or 
disprove the findings of the thesis. Because the author had to “elicit” possible success factors, 
the repertory grid technique was highly suitable as a research method. The data triangulation 
further reflected different perceptions, which could be tested with the aid of a survey 
approach.
To identify the most important levers for a successful horizontal cooperation, a weighting of 
the determining factors could be useful. Although the author could approximately assess the 
importance of the factors by their firequency of nomination in the interviews and the 
underlying literature, their weighting would be important to make an adequate investment 
decision.
Furthermore, the introduction of the literature review showed the huge availability of journals 
and books about the subject of “failure and success of alliances”. While this thesis 
concentrated on the relationships between the organisations with the help of different 
theoretical approaches, another theoretical background would be interesting too, although the 
author reviewed many approaches before making his selection. ’’Structure and control of this 
horizontal cooperation” or the “Identification of the governance mechanisms” could be 
options here.
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7 Reflective Diary
April 2008: DBA-program starts
Before the first seminar I was unsure of the subject of the planned thesis. However, at this 
time we started a cooperation, whose future and success was uncertain.
May 2008: First seminar: Philosophical underpinning for research methods
The introduction of Professor David Gilbert was helpful in clarifying the course of events of 
the programme and the differences compared to a PhD. The main focus of the seminar was 
based on philosophical underpinnings and I realised that it is very important to think in an 
unbiased manner. The discussions with other students helped me to pinpoint my research 
question and accordingly fix first research objectives.
May 2008- August 2008: Production of the first assignment
While working on the assignment, I got an overview of different research philosophies and 
concepts such as “ontology “,”triangulation” or “knowledge”.
August 2008: Second seminar: Quantitative research methodology
For my research project this seminar was the most helpful one, because we had several 
practical exercises with SPSS and furthermore with the creation and evaluation of a 
questionnaire.
August 2008- November 2008: Production of the second assignment
During the production process I had two constructive meetings with other students from the 
German cohort 3. We discussed different statistical methods for both the assignment and our 
own research question. After having finished the assignment I felt ready to use the different 
statistical methods.
November 2008: Third seminar: Qualitative research methodology
Professor Julie Gore gave us an overview about different qualitative methodologies. In 
particular, case study research seemed interesting for my future project. We discussed what 
kind of case study would be suitable to match my research question. In addition I used the 
“research onion” from Professor Saunders to think about my research project as a whole.
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November 2008- February 2009: Production of the third assignment
Because the assignment was based on the instruction to apply qualitative methods to our 
research question I had to look for appropriate literature for my research project. Julie Gore 
recommended sharpening my research question so as not to weaken the different methods and 
the philosophies. Because of that recommendation I slightly changed my research question.
February 2009: Critical evaluation workshop
We were provided insight into the method of critically looking at the information provided in 
journal articles and books. In addition, we received the “journal quality guide” from the 
Association of Business Schools (ABS), which was very useful in a later part of the thesis.
February 2009- May 2009: Production of the forth assignment
During this period I had different meetings with colleagues from my cohort to compare our 
findings. At this point it must be mentioned that the learning groups of three or four persons 
are very helpful and efficient. The texts we received to assess critically were very different 
and we found many factors to evaluate. The critical evaluation assignment which helped us to 
always rate something that we are reading critically, was especially helpful for the literature 
review part of the thesis.
June 2009: Proposal writing workshop
At this time of our doctoral studies we all had the background information to prepare the 
proposal. Therefore, the workshop integrated different aspects of the previous workshops. 
Professor David Gilbert explained that an elaborated proposal would be very helpful for the 
writing of the thesis.
June 2009- August 2009: Production of the proposal
Although the proposal contained only about 3.000 words, the writing of the proposal was 
time-consuming, because we had to illuminate everything for the research planning.
Professor Bachmann and Professor Steve Wood became my supervisors.
9*^  September 2009: Meeting in Surrey with Professor Bachmann
This was the first meeting with my supervisor to discuss the proposal and talk about the to- 
do's for the next weeks. Professor Reinhard Bachmann gave me hints for the literature 
research and showed me tools such as the “web of knowledge”. We decided to use theoretical
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concepts, like the transaction cost and the social network theory, in the literature review of my 
thesis to elaborate the success factors of cooperation.
September 2009 -  February 2010: Literature research
During this period of time I found many articles and books about the chosen theories for the 
literature review of the thesis. After I finished my first theory (transaction cost theory) in 
November, I sent the draft to Steve and Reinhard to see if e.g. spelling style, the kind of 
quotation etc. were appropriate. The feedback after the first thirty pages was important to 
raise my awareness of what I should think about for the rest of the thesis.
March 13*^  2010: Literature workshop in Surrey
In this workshop, we could make a research overview about the first 10.000 words. This 
workshop was important, because I received hints from different professors who were present 
and from students, whose feedback was so important for me, because they often illuminated 
my subject in a different way.
March 2010- August 2010: Finishing literature review and planning methodology
Steve also recommended including the theory “communities of practice”, which should be a 
suitable approach to subsume the results of the other four theories.
August 8^^2010: Methodology workshop in Surrey
This was the last of the meetings with the whole group from cohort 3. We introduced the 
planned course of action for the methodology. The statements in this workshop made me 
change my bearing in the way, that I should not only look at cooperation which was not 
successful, but also to cooperations which have already acquired customers.
September 28*^  2010: Telephone conference with Prof. Reinhard and Professor Steve 
Wood
We discussed the updated thesis and the activities over the next weeks. My supervisors 
recommended that I should go into more detail relating to the discussion of the theories. 
Furthermore I should emphasise the research question more and the underlying research 
objectives. Besides that I should correct my citation system to the “Harvard system”.
November 21^ 2010: Learning group in Heilbronn
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A fellow student from the same cohort and I introduced the intended methodology. Although 
we were not familiar with the subject of the other, the meeting was helpful in detecting 
deficiencies in the project plan.
February 4*^  2011: Meeting with Second Supervisor Professor Steve Wood in Surrey
Steve provided Feedback to the previous chapters. He pointed out that I needed to clearly 
describe the research problem and the nature of the firm more extensively. Furthermore I 
should give some consideration at the end of the literature review as to how every theory 
informs the study. For the methodology we discussed some methods such as survey 
approaches or interviews.
May 27**^ 2011: Meeting with First Supervisor Professor Bachmann
The meeting took place to discuss the upcoming interviews. Especially the choice of proper 
elements for the repertory grid interviews has been discussed. Furthermore the ethical 
guidelines have been checked and important factors verified.
August 24^ ** 2011: Meeting with the CEO of the repertory grid software (Scivesco) in 
Leipzig
After the implementation of the pilot interviews it was important to check the experiences and 
the results with an expert of the used repertory grid software. Dr. Rosenberger provided very 
helpftil hints for the best possible analysis. The one day workshop was helpftil to conduct and 
analyse the interviews afterwards.
December 22“** 2011: Second Meeting with the CEO of Scivesco in Leipzig
After conducting the interviews, the meeting in Leipzig took place to discuss the results and 
develop a guideline for the analysis.
February 10*** 2012: Meeting with Professor Bachmann and Professor Woods in Surrey
We discussed the implementation and the analysis of the customer interviews. Slight changes 
were made to strategy for the following partner interviews.
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September 7*** 2012: Meeting with Janko Buve and Dr. Rosenberger (Scivesco) in 
Leipzig
This was the last meeting in Leipzig to check the results of the conducted analysis. 
Furthermore, we discussed the integration of a final figure to combine the results of project 
one and two.
November 2”** 2012: Meeting with both supervisors in Surrey
The meeting had the objective target of discussing the draft for the thesis. Furthermore, we 
discussed the writing of a common article.
April 20*** 2013: Scivesco Colloquium in Leipzig
The colloquium was helpful to discuss the advantages and respectively disadvantages of 
the repertory grid technique. Inter alia Prof. Jankowicz referred to the different area 
of application. I could ask about different problems, like the sample size or the best practice.
September 15*** 2013: Discussion of last draft
We discussed my last draft. Both supervisors made helpful suggestions, which I could include 
within the next months.
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9 Appendix
Appendix 1 Organisation of the horizontal BMS cooperation
Appendix 1 : Organisation of the horizontal cooperation__________
Electronics \  Sealings BearingsTool Kits
Loffe/hard BlassingerMârMen RALA
E/D/E
0
I 2 I E/D/E distributes orders among com panies 
0
C ustom er initiates order
G oods get delivered
0 Central invoicing
Source: Own illustration
Appendix 1 displays the flow chart of the realised regional cooperation, in which the Josef 
Blassinger GmbH + Co. KG delivers the bearings.
After the customer places the order for several products with the participating companies, our 
service provider E/D/E distributes the order to the companies (for information about the 
service provider, see E/D/E, 2009). The electronic system automatically splits the order 
between the suppliers. Afterwards the customer will either receive different daily deliveries or 
one weekly delivery. Finally invoicing will be central.
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Appendix 2 Information material for the Ethical committee
Information Sheet for Participants 
Background and object of the interview:
I would like to invite you to take part in a research project. Before you make your decision, 
you need to understand why this research project is done and what it will involve for you. 
Please take your time and read the following information carefully. You may discuss this 
study with others if you wish.
Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co. KG started a regional cooperation almost five years ago. 
Currently, a systematic investigation of this cooperation takes place. In particular, knowing 
the needs of clients and partner companies is important for an analysis of the key success 
factors of a regional cooperation.
After analysing and interpreting the various interviews, the company will be able to identify 
different topics and optimise collaboration between the cooperation group and its customers.
The study has been reviewed and the proposal has received a favourable ethical opinion by 
the University of Surrey Ethics Committee.
Do I have to take part?
No, you do not have to participate. There will be no adverse consequences in terms of your 
employment status. You can withdraw at any time without giving a reason.
What happens if I take part?
To identify as many factors as possible, we will use the repertory grid interview technique. 
Based on different elements, the interviewee will create a construct representing the 
interviewee’s opinion about the cooperation. The results are anonymous and the names of the 
participants will be encoded.
With this interview technique, about eight to ten construct couples are recommended to 
produce a beneficial outcome. The length of time of the interview will be about 60 minutes.
Are there any disadvantages or risks for me as a participant?
The study will be time-consuming. Otherwise, the interviewee should be aware of the fact that 
there are no “false” or “right” answers, only opinions.
What are the possible benefits of taking part?
The participants will benefit from the results in the long term. On the one side, customers can 
suggest different important factors to improve the cooperation from a customer's point of 
view. On the other side, the colleagues and partners may explain their concerns about the 
current cooperation.
What happens after the end of this research study?
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The overall analysis of the data will be provided to the interviewee and the evaluation of the 
personal interview can take place right after the interview. Of course, the interviewee can be 
sure that the results of his/her interview will be anonymous and kept secret. The interviewee 
has received written confirmation to this effect. The single interviews will not be published, 
only the group analysis. The participants have the right to refuse or retract information at 
anytime.
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential?
Yes. All of the information you provide will be anonymised so that those reading reports 
about the study will not know who has contributed to it.
Data will be stored securely in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
How long will the data be retained?
The interview will be tape recorded and the data will be retained for 10 years. If the project 
was cancelled without notice, the data would be deleted immediately.
Who organises and funds this research project?
Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co. KG funds this research project.
Who has reviewed the project?
The study has been reviewed and received a favourable opinion from the University of Surrey 
Ethics Committee
Thank you for your time reading this Information Sheet.
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Project summary for the ethics committee 
Project summary
Who conducts the study and why?
Initiator of the study is the German distributor Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG. The 
company started a regional cooperation almost five years ago, but unfortunately the success of 
the cooperation was as expected by the involved companies.
Therefore, a systematic investigation on the subject of “Regional cooperation in technical 
wholesale” takes place currently. After identifying the key features, the involved companies 
will hopefully know what factors are important for their customers and their partners and 
what they can do to improve this cooperation and make it a successful.
For this, a DBA thesis seemed appropriate to work out the success factors of the network. An 
employee of Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co.KG (Mr. Alexander Karl) started a DBA 
programme at the University of Surrey with the following specific research question:
“What are the success factors of horizontal cooperation in technical wholesale”?
What methods will be used to answer the research question?
The literature review of the thesis contains a detailed listing of different success factors based 
on several theoretical approaches. In the methodical chapter, the identified success factors 
will be verified, completed or objected by various interviews. For data collection, the 
repertory grid technique has been chosen to help the interviewees identify and articulate their 
unconscious and semi-conscious knowledge about the cooperation that is the subject of this 
study. With this repertory grid technique we intend to combine the advantages of a 
conventional, standardised interview and the openness of an unstructured interview.
Who and how many persons will be interviewed?
Both, the demands of the clients and the partner companies are important to get a 
comprehensive view of the subject of investigation.
Therefore, three different groups of participants will be interviewed:
1. Current customers of the regional cooperation BMS.
2. Interviewees from partner companies of the cooperation BMS.
3. Customers from a successful cooperation in the northern part of Germany.
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The first interviews will concentrate on clients and partners of the regional cooperation, in 
which the author is involved. Because the author places emphasis on the opinion of 
customers, the number of customer respondents is fifteen and the number of partner 
interviewees is five only. The group of customers consists of buying agents, purchasing 
managers and chief executive officers. After interpretation of the interviews, differences 
between the groups become obvious.
To compare the statements about our ineffective cooperation with statements of a successful 
cooperation, the final ten interviews will be conducted in another regional cooperation.
Why will the repertory grid interview technique be used? When and where will the 
interviews be conducted?
Data will be collected using the “repertory grid” interview technique. The grids formalise the 
interview process and assign mathematical values to the relationship between a person's 
constructs (Fransella et ah, 2004, page 5). That is the reason why the method combines the 
virtues of both, qualitative and quantitative methods. The most substantial argument in favour 
of the repertory grid interview technique is, however, that this technique allows the 
interviewer to understand the individuals' world. The interviewer has no pre-assembled 
questionnaire, but will fill out the repertory grid interview together with the interviewee (for a 
more detailed description see the attached “interview schedule”).
When speaking with the designated interviewees, I found that most of the conversational 
partners prefer the conference rooms of their companies as the place for the interview. So, the 
interviews will take place in a calm and convenient atmosphere. The pilot interviews and the 
economics literature have shown that the length of time will be about sixty minutes. The 
conversation will be tape-recorded and the data will be deleted after ten years. Once the 
interviewing step is completed, the results will be made anonymous.
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Consent Form
I the undersigned voluntarily agree to take part in the study on strategic cooperation in 
technical wholesale.
I have read and understood the Information Sheet provided. I have been given a full 
explanation by the investigator of the nature, purpose, location and likely duration of the 
study, and of what I will be expected to do. I have been given the opportunity to ask 
questions on all aspects of the study and have understood the advice and information 
given as a result.
I agree to comply with any instruction given to me during the study and to co-operate 
fully with the investigator.
I consent to my personal data, as outlined in the accompanying information sheet, being 
used for this study and other research. I understand that all personal data relating to 
volunteers is held and processed in the strictest confidence, and in accordance with the 
United Kingdom Data Protection Act (1998).
I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without needing to 
justify my decision and without prejudice.
I confirm that I have read and understood the above and freely consent to participating in 
this study. I have been given adequate time to consider my participation and agree to 
comply with the instructions and restrictions of the study.
I agree that the interview will be tape-recorded. However, the analysis of the data will be 
anonymously.
Name of volunteer (BLOCK CAPITALS):
Signed 
Date ...
Name of researcher/person taking consent (BLOCK CAPITALS): Alexander Karl
Signed.........................................................
D ate ..............................................................
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E xam ple o f  in terview  p r o c e s s /  ex em p la ry  q u estio n n a ire
As mentioned in the covering letter, the repertory grid technique does not use a questionnaire 
for the interview. Therefore the process of an interview will be described in the following.
After the introduction, the interviewee will receive the “information sheet” for participants 
and the “consent form”. If she/he agrees on the terms of the consent form, the elements for the 
interview become introduced first.
For the present thesis the following elements will be used:
BMS (Beschaffung mit System): This element outlines the current cooperation BMS.
BMS in five years'. The interviewee has the possibility to think about changes in the 
cooperation during the next five years
BMS with other partners: Maybe the customer can point out wishes for potential cooperation 
partners by the help of this element.
Successful cooperation: The conversational partner can mention factors of a perfect 
cooperation.
Unsuccessful cooperation: Cooperation, which is not successful from the perspective of the 
interviewee.
Brammer: The company Brammer is a large competitor of our cooperation, because it can 
offer a broad range of products.
Online spare-parts-supplier: This element describes an online competitor, at which the 
customer can order the spare-parts online.
Cost advantage: Customer value “cost”.
Time advantage: Customer value “time”.
After the introduction of the elements, both the interviewer and the interviewee will use the 
laptop henceforward and start the software Scivesco. The process of the interview will follow 
figure 1 of the attachment “interview method”. On the basis of the following examples, the 
interview process will be demonstrated.
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Example 1 for interview questions:
Interviewer: Could you please choose two out of three elements of the following 
combination:
BMS unsuccessful cooperation Cost-savings
Which two of them have something in common?
Interviewee: BMS and Cost-Savings are similar!
Interviewer: Why?
Interviewee: Because of lower costs of an action, both will be helpful for the customer 
company.
Interviewer: And what is difference to the third element, namely an unsuccessful cooperation? 
Interviewee: High process costs are typical for an unsuccessful cooperation.
Consequently the first construct couple has been found, namely “high cost of an action” and 
“low cost of an action”.
Both construct poles will be entered into the software, whereon the remaining elements can be 
arranged in the scale between the constructs..
Example 2 of interview questions:
Interviewer: Could you please choose two of three elements of the following combination 
BMS with other partners Online spare-parts-supplier Time
advantage
Which two of them have something in common?
Interviewee: Online spare-parts-supplier and time advantage.
Interviewer: Why? What do they have in common?
Interviewee: Both offer a broad product spectrum
Interviewer: And what makes them different from BMS with other partners?
Interviewee: The product spectrum is small.
Therefore the second construct couple would be “broad product spectrum” and “small product 
spectrum”. Again, the remaining elements will be arranged in the scale between the 
constructs.
Example three of interview questions:
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Interviewer: Could you please choose two of three elements of the following combination 
Brammer BMS in five years Online spare-parts-supplier
Which two of them have something in common?
Interviewee: Online spare-parts-supplier and BMS in five years.
Interviewer: Why? What do they have in common?
Interviewee: Both will have a link-up to our enterprise resource planning svstem.
Interviewer: And what makes them different fi*om the element Brammer?
Interviewee: Brammer has no link-up to our enterprise resource planning system.
In this example the constructs will be “link-up to resource planning system” and “no link-up 
to resource planning system”.
This process will be repeated with different element combinations until 6 to 10 construct 
couples are named by the interviewee. The construct couples could be, for example:
Very Complex - not very complex
Effective - not effective
Link up to LRP- system no link-up to LRP- system
Broad product spectrum - small product spectrum
Good information exchange - bad information exchange 
Good technical advice - Bad technical advice
The interview will be over when the interviewee cannot name further constructs couples.
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BLASSINGER
Josef Blassinger GmbH + Co. KG • Postfach 1 0 0 6 6 3 »  70005 S tu ttgart
University of Surrey
Confirmation Letter
Dear Sir or Madam,
Stuttgart
Date
15 .07.2011
hereby we confirm that Mr. Alexander Karl is allowed to conduct interviews in our company in 
regard with his project.
Mr. Karl is also permitted to use the anonymous information and results outside our company 
in order to finish his project.
Kind regards,
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UNIVERSITY OFm SURREY
Ethics Committee
Mr Alexander Karl 
FBEL
4 October 2011-10-04 
Dear Mr Karl
Success factors o f horizontal cooperation  in technical w holesale 
EC/2011/88/FML
On behalf of th e  Ethics Committee, I am pleased to  confirm a favourable ethical 
opinion for the above research on th e  basis described In th e  subm itted protocol and 
supporting docum entation.
Date of confirmation of ethical opinion: 4 October 2011.
The list of documents reviewed by the  Committee is as follows;-
Document
Summary of the  project
Detailed protocol for the project
Information sheet for participants
Consent form
Confirmation letter from Blassinger
Example of interview process/exemplary questionnaire
Blanko-Formular A4 hoch
This opinion is given on th e  understanding th a t you will comply with the 
University's Ethical Guidelines for Teaching and Research, and with th e  conditions 
set ou t as follows:
• Information sheet for participants: This should say th a t th e  proposal has 
received a favourable ethical opinion by th e  University of Surrey Ethia 
Committee, rather than  saying it has been approved.
• Point 16 of the  Protocol Cover Sheet: This needs to  spell out how th e  tape- 
recordings and transcripts will be stored securely and how th e  data on the  
com puter will be safeguarded.
•  Project summary: The final sentence ought to  clarify how  th e  results will be 
made anonymous.
I would be grateful if you would confirm, in writing, your acceptance of the 
conditions above.
If th e  project includes distribution of a survey or questionnaire to  members of the 
University community, researchers are asked to  include a statem ent advising th a t 
th e  project has been reviewed by th e  University's Ethics Committee.
The Committee should be notified of any am endm ents to  th e  protocol, any adverse 
reactions suffered by research participants, and if th e  study is term inated earlier 
than  expected, w ith reasons. Please be advised th a t th e  Ethics Committee is able to  
audit research to  ensure th a t researchers are abiding by the University requirements 
and guidelines.
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You are asked to  note th a t a further submission to  the  Ethics Committee will be 
required in th e  event th a t the  study is no t completed w ithin five years of the  above 
date.
Please inform me when th e  research has been completed.
Yours sincerely
cc: Professor S  Williamson, Chairman, Ethic Committee
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Appendix 3 Descriptive statistics of BMS customer interviews (project one)
The following tables describe the absolute and accordingly the relative values of the 
documented information by the correlation matrix of the several dimensions. By the variance 
clarification the variances, and herewith the vagueness of the information, can be explained 
(Scivesco, 2011). In this thesis three dimensions have been chosen, because higher 
dimensioned illustrations are difficult to depict.
Interviewee one
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  12,39 77,41 77,41
2. PC 2,93 18,34 95,76
3. PC 0,57 3,58 99,34
4. PC 0,07 0,44 99,78
5. PC 0,03 0,17 99,94
6. PC 0 0,02 99,97
7. PC 0 0,02 99,99
8. PC 0 0,01 100
Interviewee two
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  8,63 53,97 53,97
2. PC 4,11 25,66 79,63
3. PC 2,03 12,71 92,34
4. PC 0,68 4,26 96,6
5. PC 0,31 1,93 98,54
6. PC 0,15 0,95 99,49
7. PC 0,06 0,41 99,9
8. PC 0,02 0,1 100
Interviewee three
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  8,94 55,86 55,86
2. PC 2,88 18,02 73,87
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3. PC 2,03 12,69 86,57
4. PC 1,17 7,29 93,86
5. PC 0,49 3,04 96,9
6. PC 0,31 1,95 98,85
7. PC 0,12 0,75 99,59
8. PC 0,06 0,41 100
Interviewee four
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 12,39 77,41 77,41
2. PC 2,93 18,34 95,76
3. PC 0,57 3,58 99,34
4. PC 0,07 0,44 99,78
5. PC 0,03 0,17 99,94
6. PC 0 0,02 99,97
7. PC 0 0,02 99,99
8. PC 0 0,01 100
Interviewee five
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 5,67 56,69 56,69
2. PC 1,46 14,55 71,25
3. PC 1,27 12,73 83,98
4. PC 0,9 8,97 92,95
5. PC 0,53 5,35 98,29
6. PC 0,14 1,4 99,69
7. PC 0,02 0,2 99,9
8. PC 0,01 0,1 100
Interviewee six
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 4,94 49,42 49,42
2. PC 2,21 22,1 71,52
3. PC 1,5 14,99 86,52
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4. PC 0,85 8,55 95,06
5. PC 0,23 2,33 97,4
6. PC 0,2 2,02 99,41
7. PC 0,04 (^37 99,78
8. PC 0,02 0,22 100
Interviewee seven
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 7,96 79,59 79,59
2. PC 1 10,02 89,61
3. PC 0,95 9,48 99,09
4. PC 0,08 0,85 99,94
5. PC 0 0,03 99,97
6. PC 0 0,02 99,99
7. PC 0 0,01 100
8. PC 0 0 100
Interviewee eight
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  8,56 71,33 71,33
2. PC 1,68 14,01 85,34
3. PC 0,92 7,64 92,98
4. PC 0,51 4,29 97,27
5. PC 0,29 2,4 99,67
6. PC 0,04 0,31 99,97
7. PC 0 0,02 99,99
8. PC 0 0,01 100
Interviewee nine
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  9,23 92,31 92,31
2. PC 0,52 5,2 97,51
3. PC 0,21 2,11 99,62
4. PC 0,02 0,23 99,85
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5. PC 0,01 0,08 99,93
6. PC 0 0,04 99,97
7. PC 0 0,03 100
8. PC 0 0 100
Interviewee ten
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 7,27 72,67 72,67
2. PC 2,08 20,75 93,43
3. PC 0,43 4,29 97,71
4. PC 0,21 2,12 99,84
5. PC 0,01 0,12 99,95
6. PC 0 0,03 99,99
7. PC 0 0,01 100
8. PC 0 0 100
Interviewee eleven
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  4,75 59,36 59,36
2. PC 1,47 18,37 77,73
3. PC 0,93 11,58 89,31
4. PC 0,52 6,54 95,85
5. PC 0,2 2,44 98,29
6. PC 0,13 1,68 99,96
7. PC 0 0,03 99,99
8. PC 0 0,01 100
Interviewee twelve
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  5,09 63,59 63,59
2. PC 1,04 12,97 76,56
3. PC 0,88 11,02 87,57
4. PC 0,7 8,8 96,37
5. PC 0,26 3,28 99,66
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6. PC 0,03 0,33 99,98
7. PC 0 0,02 100
8. PC 0 0 100
Interviewee thirteen
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  4,69 58,61 58,61
2. PC 1,9 23,74 82J4
3. PC 0,94 11,7 94,05
4. PC 0,45 5,68 99,72
5. PC 0,02 0,24 99,96
6. PC 0 0,03 99,99
7. PC 0 0,01 100
8. PC 0 0 100
Interviewee fourteen
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  5,46 68J9 68J9
2. PC 1,33 16,68 84,87
3. PC 0,62 7,77 92,64
4. PC 0,56 7,03 99^8
5. PC 0,02 0,23 99,91
6. PC 0,01 0,07 99,98
7. PC 0 0,02 100
8. PC 0 0 100
Interviewee fifteen
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  4,72 59,04 59,04
2. PC 1,89 23,62 82,65
3. PC 0,98 12,19 94,85
4. PC 0,34 4,27 99,12
5. PC 0,07 0,86 99,98
6. PC 0 0,02 99,99
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7. PC 0
8. PC 0
100
100
Appendix 4Translation of the constructs (project one: customer interviews BMS)
Because a precise translation of the constructs is very important for a correct interpretation of 
the grids, in the following the original German constructs and the corresponding translation 
are pictured. The translation has been conducted by the certified translator Mrs. Seelos.
Customer Interviews BMS 
German (original)
Personlich
Anonym
Schlechte beratung
Gute Beratung
Hohe Komplexitat
Geringe Komplexitat
Hohe Effektivitat
Geringe Effektivitat
Zeitvorteil
Kein Zeitvorteil
Geringe Prozesskosten
Hohe Prozesskosten
Breites Produktspektrum
Geringes Produktspektrum
Prozessverschlankung
Aufwendige Prozesse
Lieferantenbündelung
Ausbau der Lieferanten
K ooperationsunternehm en
Kein Kooperationsunternehm en
Einkaufskosten gleich Direktbezug
M ehrkosten
Verbesserung operativer Beschaffungsprozesse
Erhohter operativer Aufwand
C-Teile-M anagement
Kein Vollsortimenter
Partnerauswahl des Kunden
Festgeschriebene Lieferanten
Virtuelle Oberflache
Normale Bestellabwicklung
Breites Produktspektrum
English translation
Personal
Anonym ous
Bad consultation
Good consultation
High com plexity
Low complexity
High efficiency
Low efficiency
Time advantage
No tim e advantage
Low process costs
High process costs
Large product range
Small product range
Lean processes
Expensive processes
Supplier bundling
Expansion o f supplier base
Collaboration partner
No collaboration partner
Purchasing costs equal to  direct purchasing
Additional costs
Im provem ent o f operational procurem ent processes
Increased operational expense
C-part m anagem ent
No full-range supplier
Customer's partner selection
Specified suppliers
Virtual platform
Regular order m anagem ent
Large product range
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Geringes Produktportfoiio
Prozesseinsparung
Geringe Prozesseinsparung
P rod uktin novation
Reduzierung der Teilevielfalt
Marktorientierte Lôsungen
Keine individuelle Lôsungen
Bessere Nutzung der Humanressourcen
Hohe Arbeitsbelastung
Lange Lieferzeiten
Schnelle Liefermôglichkeiten
Elektronische Bestellabwicklung
Keine Innovation in Bestellabwicklung
Breites Produktportfoiio
Geringes Produktportfoiio
Schlechte Beratung
Gute Beratung
C-Teile-Komplettanbieter
Geringes Produktangebot
Individuelle Produktpalette
Unflexible Produktpalette
Hohe Flexibilitat
Geringe Flexibilitat
Schnelle Beschaffungsprozess
Langsame Beschaffungsprozess
Schwierige Beschaffung
Einfache Beschaffung
Zeitvorteil
Kein Zeitvorteil
Geringe Prozesskosten
Hohe Prozesskosten
Hohen Zeitvorteil
Geringen Zeitvorteil
Breites Produktportfoiio
Geringes Produktportfoiio
Günstige Preise
Hohe Preise
Hohe Bestellgeschwindigkeit 
Niedrige Bestellgeschwindigkeit 
Vollsortiment 
Geringes Sortiment 
Unpersôniich 
Produktkenntnisse 
Prozessvereinfachung  
Aufwendige Prozesse 
Individuelles Portfolio 
Eingeschranktes Portfolio
Small product portfolio
Savings in process
Low savings in process
Product innovations
Reduction of product variety
M arket-oriented solutions
No individual solutions
Improved utilisation o f human resources
High workload
Long delivery tim es
Short-term supply options
Electronic order m anagem ent
No innovation in order m anagem ent
Large product portfolio
Small product portfolio
Bad consultation
Good consultation
C-part full-range supplier
Small product range
Individual product range
Inflexible product range
Great flexibility
Low flexibility
Speedy procurem ent process 
Slow procurem ent process 
Difficult procurem ent process 
Easy procurem ent process 
Time advantage  
No tim e advantage  
Low process costs  
High process costs  
High tim e advantage 
Little tim e advantage 
Large product portfolio 
Small product portfolio 
Favourable prices 
High prices 
High order speed  
Low order speed  
Full range 
Small range 
Impersonal 
Product knowledge 
Process facilitation 
Expensive processes  
Individual portfolio 
Limited portfolio
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Erweiterte Lieferantenauswahl 
Keine Lieferantenauswahl 
Geringer administrativer Aufwand 
Hoher administrativer Aufwand 
W eniger Ablaufprozesse 
Viel Ablaufprozesse 
Individuelle Lieferantenanbindung 
Festgelegte Lieferanten 
Autom atisierte Bestellung 
Nicht-autom atisierte Bestellung 
Beschaffungsbündelung 
Aufwendige Beschaffung 
Geringe Prozesskosten  
Hohe Prozesskosten  
Viele Hersteller sind angebunden  
W enige Hersteller sind angebunden  
GroBes Sortim entsangebot 
Geringes Sortim entsangebot 
Gutes Preis-/ Leistungsangebot 
Schlechtes Preis-/ Leistungsangebot 
Geringer Zeitaufwand 
Hoher Zeitaufwand 
Individuelle Kundenausrichtung 
Keine individuelle Kundenausrichtung 
Produktvielfalt 
Geringes Produktangebot 
M engenbündelung  
Hohe Preise
Zeitnahe Auftragsbearbeitung 
Langsame Auftragsbearbeitung 
Vertikale Kooperation mit Kunde 
Schlechte Kundenanbindung 
Neue Lieferantenaufnahme 
Keine Aufnahme neuer Lieferanten 
Gleiches Konzept 
Aufwendiges Konzept 
Geringe Kosten 
Hohe Kosten
Ahnliche Sortim entsbreite 
V erschiedene Sortim entsbreite 
Gleiches Beschaffungsprinzip 
Anderes Beschaffungsprinzip 
W eniger Ansprechpartner 
Mehr Ansprechpartner 
Keine Planungssicherheit 
Langfristige Planungssicherheit 
Breites Produktportfoiio
Extended supplier range
No supplier range
Low administrative expense
High administrative expense
Less processes
Many processes
Individual supplier connection
Specified suppliers
Autom ated orders
Non-autom ated orders
Procurement bundling
Expensive procurem ent
Low process costs
High process costs
Many manufacturers connected
Few manufacturers connected
Large product range
Small product range
Favourable price-performance ratio
Unfavourable price-perform ance ratio
Low tim e expense
High tim e expense
Individual custom er-orientation
No individual custom er-orientation
Product diversity
Small product range
Quantitative bundling
High prices
Quick order processing
Slow order processing
Vertical cooperation with custom er
Unfavourable custom er-connection
Acceptance o f new  suppliers
No acceptance of new  suppliers
Sam e concept
Expensive concept
Low costs
High costs
Similar product range 
Differing product range 
Sam e procurem ent m ethod  
Other procurem ent m ethod  
Less contacts 
More contacts 
No planning reliability 
Long-term planning reliability 
Large product portfolio
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Geringes Produktportfoiio
Kosteneinsparung durch Bündelung
Keine Kosteneinsparung
Keine Standardartikel
Standardartikel
Breite Produktpalette
Geringe Produktpalette
Gute Preise
Schlechte Preise
Ein Ansprechpartner
Mehrere Ansprechpartner
Lieferantenreduzierung
Keine Lieferantenreduzierung
Reduzierung Lieferantenanzahl
Geringe Reduzierung der Prozesskosten
Reduzierung der Prozesskosten
Onlineabwicklung mit Katalogsystem
Keine Onlineabwicklung
Spezielles Vollsortiment
Kein komplettes, individuelles Sortiment
Individuelle Lieferantenreduzierung
Anonyme Lieferantereduzierung
Weniger Ansprechpartner
Mehr Ansprechpartner
Vielseitiges Angebot
Geringes Angebot
Geringe Prozesskosten
Hohe Prozesskosten
Breites Produktportfoiio
Spezialisiertes Angebot
Singularer Kundennutzen
Mehrdimensionaler Kundennutzen
Vereinfachung
Komplexitat
Régionale Vorteile
Raumiiche Nachteile
Small product portfolio
Cost savings through bundling
No cost savings
No standard articles
Standard articles
Large product range
Small product range
Favourable prices
Unfavourable prices
One contact
Several contacts
Supplier limitation
No supplier limitation
Reduction of supplier number
Lower reduction of process costs
Reduction of process costs
Online process with catalogue system
No online process
Specific full product range
No full, individual product range
Individual supplier limitation
Anonymous supplier limitation
Less contacts
More contacts
Versatile product/service range
Small product/service range
Low process costs
High process costs
Large product portfolio
Specialised product portfolio
Singular customer benefit
Multi-dimensional customer benefit
Simplification
Complexity
Regional benefits
Areal disadvantages
Appendix 5 Descriptive statistics of BMS partner interviews (project one)
Interviewee one:
Intrinsic value
1.PC 10,19
2. PC 2,16
% variance
72,81
15,41
% cumulative
72,81
88,22
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3. PC 1,05 7,47 95,69
4. PC 0,37 2,63 98,32
5. PC 0,12 0,86 99,18
6. PC 0,06 0,42 99,6
7. PC 0,05 0,33 99,93
8. PC 0,01 0,05 99,98
9. PC 0 0,02 100
Interviewee two:
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  10,67 88,92 88,92
2. PC 0,91 7,55 96,47
3. PC 0,24 1,99 98,46
4. PC 0,11 0,91 99,36
5. PC 0,07 0,58 99,95
6. PC 0 0,04 99,98
7. PC 0 0,01 99,99
8. PC 0 0 100
9. PC 0 0 100
Interviewee three:
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  5,35 53,48 53,48
2. PC 1,91 19,09 72,57
3. PC 1,26 12,55 85,12
4. PC 0,69 6,87 91,99
5. PC 0,52 5,17 97,16
6. PC 0,17 1,69 98,85
7. PC 0,1 1,01 99,86
8. PC 0,01 0,11 99,97
9. PC 0 0,03 100
Interviewee four:
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Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 7,73 64,4 64,4
2. PC 1,62 13,52 77,91
3. PC 1,23 10,23 88,15
4. PC 0,84 7,04 95,19
5. PC 0,26 2,18 97,36
6. PC 0,13 1,07 98,44
7. PC 0,11 0,91 99,35
8. PC 0,05 0,45 99,81
9. PC 0,02 0,19 100
Interviewee five:
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 8,46 70,5 70,5
2. PC 2,41 20,07 90,57
3. PC 0,6 5,01 95,58
4. PC 0,28 2,31 97,89
5. PC 0,19 1,55 99,44
6. PC 0,06 0,5 99,95
7. PC 0 0,04 99,99
8. PC 0 0,01 100
9. PC 0 0 100
Appendix 6Translation of the constructs (Project one: partner interviews BMS)
Because a precise translation of the constructs is very important for a correct interpretation of 
the grids, in the following the original German constructs and the corresponding translation 
are pictured. The translation has been conducted by the certified translator Mrs. Seelos.
Partner Interviews BMS
German (original) English translation
Breites Produktportfoiio large product range
Eingeschranktes Sortiment small product range
Optimale Partnerwahl optimal partner choice
Schlechte partnerwahl suboptimal partner choice
Gute Kommunikation good coordination
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Schlechte Kommunikation
Geringe Wachstumsperspektive
Hohe Wachstumsperspektive
Überscheidendes Produktportfoiio
Erganzendes Prod.-portfolio
Kooperationsoptimierung
Mangel bel der Partnerwahl
Kosten-bzw aufwandsintensiv
Optimale Kosten-/Nutzenkombination
Nicht durchgangig
Durchgangig
Vollsortimenter
Kein Vollsortimenter
Hôhere Kundenzufriedenheit
Geringere Kundenzufriedenheit
Hohe Prozesssicherheit
Geringe Prozesssicherheit
Erfolg
Kein erfolg
Geringe Koordinationskosten 
Hohe Koordinationskosten 
Nicht erfolgreich 
Erfolgreich
GroBes Produktportfoiio
Geringes Produktportfoiio
Hohe Bindung
Geringe Bindung
Mehr manpower
Wenig manpower
Zielorientiertes arbeiten
Kein zielorientiertes arbeiten
Erfolglosigkeit
Erfolg
Viel vertriebsaktivitaten 
Wenig vertriebsaktivitaten 
Geringe Prozesskosten 
Hohe Prozesskosten 
Keine flexible Anbindung von Partnern 
Flexible Anbindung von partnern 
Eigener Vertriebsmann 
Steuerung über den AuBendienst 
Geringe technische Kompetenz 
Hohe technische kompetenz 
Keine Kunden gewinnen (MiBerfolg) 
Kunden hinzugewinnen (Erfolg) 
Spezieller Vertrieb (Spezialist) 
Flachenvertrieb (C-Teile)
Hohe Produktvielfalt 
Geringe Produktvielfalt 
Geringe Partneranzahl 
Hohe Partneranzahl 
Bessere Kenntnisse über Prozess
bad coordination
low growth prospects
high growth prospects
intersecting product range
additional product range
improvement of the cooperation
deficit in partner choice
bad cost-benefit ratio
optimised cost- benefit ratio
not structured
structured
full-range supplier
no full-range supplier
High customer satisfaction
Low customer satisfaction
High process reliability
Low process reliabilty
success
no success
low coordination cost 
high coordination cost 
no success 
success
large product range 
small product range 
high engagement 
low engagement 
more manpower 
less manpower 
aim-oriented working 
no aim-oriented working 
no success 
success
much sales activities 
little sales activities 
low process cost 
high process cost 
acceptance of new partners 
no acceptance of new partners 
own salesperson in charge 
sales by the field crew 
low technical skills 
high technical skills 
no success
success(acquire customers) 
strategic focus: specialist 
strategic focus: spa re-parts supplier 
high variety of products 
low variety of products 
Small number of partners 
versatile number of partners 
better knowledge of processes
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Geringe Kenntnisse über Prozess 
Keine Koordination notwendig 
Hohe Koordinationskosten
worse knowledge of processes 
low coordination cost 
high coordination cost
Appendix 7 Descriptive statistics of interviews (successful customers- project two)
Interviewee one
Intrinsic value % Variance % cumulative
l .PC  11,69 83,51 83,51
2. PC 1,28 9,13 92,64
3. PC 0,58 4,16 96,8
4. PC 0,25 1,78 98,58
5. PC 0,13 0,93 99,5
6. PC 0,05 0,36 99,86
7. PC 0,02 0,12 99,98
8. PC 0 0,02 100
Interviewee two
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 12,56 89,69 89,69
2. PC 0,66 4,75 94,44
3. PC 0,61 4,36 98,8
4. PC 0,09 0,67 99,47
5. PC 0,05 0,39 99,86
6. PC 0,02 0,11 99,97
7. PC 0 0,01 99,99
8. PC 0 0,01 100
Interviewee three
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 6,15 61,54 61,54
2. PC 2,37 23,7 85,24
3. PC 1,18 11,83 97,07
4. PC 0,22 2,23 99,3
5. PC 0,06 0,57 99,88
6. PC 0,01 0,11 99,99
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7. PC 0 0,01 100
8. PC 0 0 100
Interviewee four
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  8,72 72,7 72,7
2. PC 2,1 17,49 90,19
3. PC 0,58 4,87 95,06
4. PC 0,29 2,43 97,5
5. PC 0,19 1,61 99,11
6. PC 0,06 0,52 99,63
7. PC 0,03 0,21 99,84
8. PC 0,02 0,16 100
Interviewee five
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  8,7 72,54 72,54
2. PC 1,87 15,56 88,1
3. PC 0,77 6,45 94,55
4. PC 0,61 5,1 99,65
5. PC 0,03 0,22 99,87
6. PC 0,01 0,09 99,96
7. PC 0 0,04 100
8. PC 0 0 100
Appendix STranslation of the constructs (Project two: successful cooperation - customers) 
German (original) English translation
Lieferantenbündelung
Keine Lieferantenbündelung
C-Teile-Lieferanten
Sonderteilelieferanten
Ein Ansprechpartner
Mehrere Ansprechpartner
Automatisierung und Sortimentsausweitung
Eingeschranktes Sortiment
Hohes Vertrauen zu Partnern
Geringes Vertrauen zu Partnern
Ausweitung aus Dienstleistungen
grouping of suppliers 
no grouping of suppliers 
spare-parts supplier 
special parts supplier 
one contact persons 
several contact persons 
Automation and diversification 
limited assortment of goods 
high confidence in partners 
low confidence in partners 
diversification on services
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Beschrankung auf Produkte 
Hohe Beratungsleistung 
Geringe Beratungsleistung 
Geringe Prozesskosten 
Hohe Prozesskosten 
Gute Bestellplattform (online)
Schlechte Bestellplattform 
Flexible Lieferantenanbindung 
Feststehende Lieferanten 
Geringer Aufwand der Lieferantenpflege 
Hoher Aufwand der Lieferantenpflege 
Kosteneinsparung durch Bündelung
Viele Einzellieferanten ohne Bonusvereinbarung
Hohe Beratungskompetenz
Geringe Beratungskompetenz
Wenig Lieferantengesprache im Einkauf
Viele Lieferantengesprache im Einkauf
Lieferantenreduzierung
Keine Lieferantenreduzierung
Schlechte Beratung 
Gute Beratung
limitation on products
high consulting service
low consulting service
low costs of an action
high costs of an action
good electronic platform
bad electronic platform
flexible adding of suppliers
fixed lists of suppliers
low costs of supplier management
high costs of supplier management
cost savings by grouping of the
suppliers
Many single suppliers without a 
rebate agreement 
high advisory skills 
low advisory skills 
Few supplier conversation 
Many supplier conversation 
reduction of numbers of suppliers 
no reduction of numbers of 
suppliers
Bad quality of consulting 
good quality of consulting
Einkauf von C-Artikein
Einkauf von beratungsintensiven Produkten
Vollstandige Automatisierung
Geringe Automatisierung
Vertrauen zu Partnern
Kein Vertrauen zu Partnern
Geringe Prozesskosten
Hohe Prozesskosten
Unpersôniich und anonym
Persôniiche Betreuung
Erweiterung des Angebotes um DL
Nur Produkte im Angebot
Aufnahme weiterer Lieferanten
Beschrankung auf feststehende Lieferanten
Normteile
Sonderteile
Hohes Vertrauen in Lieferanten 
Geringes Vertrauen in Lieferanten 
Weniger Personalkosten im Einkauf 
Hohe Personalkosten 
Schlechte Beratungsqualitat 
Gute Beratungsqualitat 
Sammelrechnung 
Keine Sammelrechnung
purchasing of spare-parts 
purchasing of products in need of 
explanation
complete automation of technical 
processes
low automation of technical 
processes 
Trust in partners 
No trust in partners 
low costs of an action 
high costs of an action 
impersonal and anonymous 
familiar support service 
diversification on services 
limitation on products 
flexible adding of suppliers 
fixed list of suppliers 
Spare-parts
Products in need of explanation 
high confidence in partners 
low confidence in partners 
low labour costs 
high labour costs 
Bad quality of consulting 
High quality of consulting 
collective billing 
no collective billing
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Weniger Personal im Einkauf notwendig 
Viel personal notwendig 
Hoher Einführungsaufwand 
Geringer Einführungsaufwand 
Kosteneinsparung durch Bündelung 
Keine Kosteneinsparung durch Bündelung
low labour costs
high labour costs
high start-up costs
low start-up costs
cost savings by supplier reduction
no cost savings by supplier reduction
Appendix 9 Descriptive statistics of interviews (successful partners- project two)
Interviewee one
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  5,94 59,42 59,42
2. PC 1,53 15,28 74,69
3. PC 1,14 11,44 86,13
4. PC 0,76 7,64 93,77
5. PC 0,31 3,12 96,89
6. PC 0,23 2,29 99,18
7. PC 0,08 0,81 99,99
8. PC 0 0,01 100
9. PC 0 0 100
Interviewee two
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 11,26 93,79 93,79
2. PC 0,52 4,31 98,1
3. PC 0,13 1,12 99,22
4. PC 0,05 0,43 99,65
5. PC 0,03 0,22 99,87
6. PC 0,01 0,08 99,96
7. PC 0 0,02 99,98
8. PC 0 0,01 99,99
9. PC 0 0,01 100
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Interviewee three
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 5,9 73,75 73,75
2. PC 0,9 11,28 85,04
3. PC 0,74 9,21 94,25
4. PC 0,37 4,58 98,83
5. PC 0,07 0,89 99,72
6. PC 0,02 0,25 99,98
7. PC 0 0,01 99,99
8. PC 0 0,01 100
Interviewee four
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC  7,81 65,1 65,1
2. PC 1,83 1 5,21 80,31
3. PC 0,95 7,91 88,22
4. PC 0,68 5,7 93,92
5. PC 0,46 3,84 97,76
6. PC 0,23 1,89 99,65
7. PC 0,03 0,22 99,87
8. PC 0,02 0,13 100
9. PC 0 0 100
Interviewee five
Intrinsic value % variance % cumulative
l .PC 9,93 70,96 70,96
2. PC 1,72 12,3 83,26
3. PC 1,4 10 93,26
4. PC 0,52 3,72 96,98
5. PC 0,26 1,86 98,85
6. PC 0,1 0,7 99,54
7. PC 0,05 0,39 99,93
8. PC 0,01 0,06 99,99
9. PC 0 0,01 100
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Appendix 10 Translation of the constructs (Project two: partner interviews “successful 
cooperation”)
Because a precise translation of the constructs is very important for a correct interpretation of 
the grids, in the following the original German constructs and the corresponding translation 
are pictured. The translation has been conducted by the certified translator Mrs. Seelos.
Partner Interviews '‘successful cooperation ”
German (original)
Falsche A nsprechpartner beim Kunden 
Richtiger A nsprechpartner (GF)
M oderne Kundensichtweise 
Altmodische Kundensichtweise 
Erweiterung der Lieferanten 
F eststehende, kleine Gruppe an Lieferanten 
Gleiche Stratégie (C-Teile)
Andere Stratégie
Keine Erweiterungsm oglichkeit
Erweiterungsm oglichkeit
Langfristige Kundenbindung
Keine Kundenbindung
V ertrauensvolle Partnerschaft
Keine vertrauensvolle Partnerschaft
D ienstleistungserbringung
Keine Dienstleistungserbringung
Teamfahigkeit der Partner
Keine Teamfahigkeit der Partner
Elektronische Beschaffungsplattform
Keine elektronische Beschaffungsplattform
RegelmaBige Treffen
Keine regelmaBigen Treffen
Breiter Erfahrungsschatz
W enig Erfahrung
Richtige Partnerw ahl
Falsche Partnerw ahl
S trategische Partnerm eeting
Beliebige Partnerw ahl
Fachkom petenz
Keine Fachkom petenz
Erfolg
Kein Erfolg
Zielstrebigkeit
Keine Zielstrebigkeit
Breites Produktportfoiio
Geringes Produktportfoiio
Eigener KAM
Kein eigener KAM
Kenntnisse über Partner
Keine Kenntnisse über Partner
Flexible L ieferantenstruktur
Keine flexible L ieferantenstruktur
Kein Spezialistenwissen
English translation
w rong contact person on side of th e  custom er
right contact person (m anagem ent board)
M odern custom er's  point of view
Old-fashioned custom er's  point of view
Extension of th e  num ber of suppliers
Established group of suppliers
Same procurem ent strategy
Different procurem ent strategy
No extension of suppliers
Extension of num bers of supliers
long-term  custom er loyalty
no custom er loyalty
trustful partnership
no trustful partnership
service delivery
no service delivery
Ability to  work in a team
no ability to  work in a team
electronic en terp rise resource planning
no electronic en terp rise resource planning
periodical m eetings
no periodical m eetings
high level of experience
low level of experience
right partn e r choice
w rong partn er choice
strategic partne r m eetings
variable partne r choice
expertise
no expertise
success
no success
high strength  of purpose 
no strength  of purpose 
high variety of products 
low variety of products 
person in charge 
no person in charge 
knowledge abou t th e  partners 
no knowledge abou t th e  partners 
extension of th e  num ber of suppliers 
established group of suppliers 
no expertise
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Spezialistenwissen expertise
Viele Ressourcen genutzt high level of engagem ent
W enig Ressourcen genu tzt low level of engagem ent
Keine V ertrauensbasis low confidence in th e  partners
Gute V ertrauensbasis high confidence in partners
Ein V erantw ortiicher One person in charge
M ehrere V erantw ortiicher Multiple persons in charge
Gezielte K undensegm entierung selective custom er choice
Keine vorherige K undensegm entierung no selective custom er choice
Push-Prinzip Push principle
Pull-Prinzip Pull principle
Ü berregionaler V ertriebsfokus Supra-regional distribution
Regionaler Vertriebsfokus regional distribution
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